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Abstract. 
A large part of current research and innovation capacity depends on high quality electron beams. 
Electron accelerators are found in many applications from cancer therapy, cargo scanners, high 
energy particle colliders, synchrotron light sources to free electron lasers. Electron beams also 
offer exciting opportunities for developments at the cutting edge of science, for example on 
novel accelerating schemes which promise accelerating gradients several orders of magnitude 
higher than what can be realised with conventional radiofrequency accelerators.  
Whilst R&D into the optimisation of electron accelerators has been performed over many 
decades, further improvements are still required so their potential can be fully exploited. This 
includes studies into advanced instrumentation to yield more precise information about the beam 
itself, novel simulation tools that model the physics of emission and interaction processes, as 
well as improved beam generation and shaping schemes to enhance the achievable beam 
brightness. 
In the frame of this PhD work, different areas of electron beams and associated technologies 
have been studied whilst still pertaining to the same question: How can we better understand the 
generation, control and use of electron beams? The thesis is split into three main sections: After 
a general introduction to the subject, studies into electron emission and initial beam shaping are 
covered in chapter 2, before the results from investigations into novel beam loss detection 
techniques are presented in chapter 3.  
In any accelerator based light source, maintaining the beam quality is crucial. The electron 
source itself is a key element that determines the achievable beam quality. A variety of source 
materials are currently under test across many institutes to better understand emission 
characteristics and to identify the best materials and optimum preparation methods. Here, one 
experimental set-up at the Cockcroft Institute has been considered. The Transverse Energy 
Spread Spectrometer (TESS) apparatus uses electrostatic elements to measure both the 
transverse and longitudinal energy properties of electron beams generated from photocathodes. 
This then provides detailed information about the electron emission process and allows 
optimisation of beam generation schemes. To enhance the understanding of the experimental 
data, a dedicated particle tracking code has been developed which uses accurate maps obtained 
from simulation or experiment to represent all electromagnetic fields of the set-up. This code has 
then been used to study two different techniques to measure the longitudinal energy spread of 
electrons emitted from gallium arsenide. The first technique was to use a wire mesh as an energy 
  
filter which the electrons must pass through, the second was to generate a potential difference 
between the cathode source and detector system. Experimental results are presented for both 
techniques and the analysis is supplemented with simulations. Monte Carlo results are in good 
agreement with experimental data, however, through this analysis it is found that using the 
meshes as a wire filter may not be an efficient method of measuring the longitudinal energy 
distribution curve as a result of the potential distribution surrounding the wire meshes. The 
second method is sufficient to the task however the resolution of the technique may be affected 
by focusing effects around the meshes. 
Measurement and detection of beam loss is important for any accelerator as unwanted losses 
yield reduced beam transmission and cause higher background noise. It is crucial in high energy 
accelerators where unwanted loss particles could easily damage parts of the accelerator and the 
experiments. Currently used techniques, however, are often limited in their dynamic range, 
spatial and time resolution, radiation hardness and can be expensive. A detector based on optical 
fibres with photodetector readout has been studied as part of this work as a detector for a future 
electron-positron collider. It can cover large distances at the expense of many smaller localised 
detectors. The ultimate performance of this detector is strongly affected by the light sensor at the 
fibre end. This in turn limits the performance to locate beam loss intensity and position and 
hence ultimately limits the understanding of beam loses along an accelerator. To this end Silicon 
Photomultipliers have been studied as an advanced light sensor that shows great promise for 
beam loss applications. Preliminary models are compared to experimental data and it is shown 
that the detector performance in this application is limited by the finite number of pixels 
available to fire along with pixel recovery/dead time. Measurements carried out at the CLIC Test 
Facility at CERN using an optical fibre systems are presented and used to assess the system‘s 
performance to specific beam structures. Several techniques are used to analyses signals 
recorded by multiple detectors however it is found that the layout of optical fibres, which could 
not be changed, limited full understanding, however, these results are the basis of later 
experiments which fully measure the effect of a fibre optic beam loss monitor to different beam 
structures and additional changes to the set-up, which may aid further tests, are covered.    
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List of Constants 
The following constants are used throughout this body of work and to avoid redefining them 
each time they are globally declared here. Many more parameters and variables will be used, 
however, they are often specific to the concept being discussed and are defined at the point they 
first appear. Values and units using standard notation are given also and can be assumed to take 
the values presented here unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
 
 
Name Symbol Value Unit 
Electron Rest Mass me 9.10938  x 10
-31
 Kg 
Electron Charge qe 1.60218 x 10
-19
 C 
Speed of Light c 299,792,458 ms
-1
 
Permittivity of Free Space 𝜖0 8.85419 x 10
-12
 Fm
-1
 
Permeability of Free Space 𝜇0 4π x 10
-7
 TmA
-1
 
Planck's Constant h 6.62607 x 10
-34
 Js 
Planck's Reduced Constant ℏ 1.05457 x 10-34 Js 
Boltzmann's Constant KB 1.38065 x 10
-23
 JK
-1
 
Classical Electron Radius 𝑟𝑒   2.81794 x 10
-15
 m 
Avagadros Number 𝑁𝐴  6.02214 x 10
23 
mol
-1 
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce general aspects of electron accelerators. This includes 
a historical context in which the technology has been developed, as well as the terms for 
describing a beam and also the applications for which they are used. The chapter serves to 
introduce concepts and motivations which will be addressed further in later chapters.  
The chapter starts with a mention of the world's first particle accelerator before moving 
historically through circular and linear accelerator development and addressing the difference 
between the two. The chapter then proceeds by discussing beam physics by highlighting basic 
parameters which describe a particle beam. The chapter ends with two advanced applications of 
linear electron beams, electron-positron colliders and free electron laser light sources. These two 
examples will serve as a basis to highlight current R&D requirements in this area of science. 
 
1.1 The First Particle Accelerator 
The first particle accelerator, the use of which John Cockcroft and Ernest Walton were awarded 
the Nobel Prize, was built out of a desire to probe the building blocks of the universe. Their 
accelerator worked on the principle of electrostatics, in which a charged particle is accelerated 
across a potential difference. 
The Cockcroft-Walton accelerator works as a voltage multiplier composed of capacitors and 
diodes in a ladder formation [1], figure 1.1. The capacitors are charged in turn at each polarity 
shift of an alternating power supply. The voltage at the end of the capacitor chain is the sum of 
the potentials across each capacitive component in the ladder, thus a relatively low voltage 
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supply can be stepped up to a much higher one. Using this technique, Cockcroft and Walton 
were able to produce a high accelerating potential, 800 kV, which was used to accelerate protons 
to bombard and split lithium. This technique of accelerating particles with a large potential drop 
is still a popular technique today with variations such as the Van de Graff generator and tandem 
accelerator used for the production of x-rays, material analysis and ion implantation [2]. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier located at the Cockcroft Institute. 
 
Electrostatic accelerators are limited in their operation by electrical sparking, which makes then 
difficult to control at higher voltages. Over the past century the field of accelerator physics has 
grown to such an extent that they are now tools for many physical sciences. Modern accelerators 
can be broadly split into two categories, circular accelerators and linear accelerators. Though 
acceleration is the principle aim for both technologies the physics of their operation and 
performance require different considerations.  
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1.2 Linear Accelerator Development 
When made to follow a circular path, charged particles emit radiation called synchrotron 
radiation. The power, P, of synchrotron radiation is given by [3]: 
 
𝑃 =
2
3 
⋅
𝑞𝑒
2 𝑐 
4𝜋𝜖0
⋅
 𝛽4𝛾4
𝜌2 
 (1.1) 
 
Where 𝛽 is the ratio between the particle velocity and the speed of light, 𝛾 is the relativistic 
Lorentz factor, 𝜌 is the bending radius which the particles are made to follow and B is the 
magnetic field strength. The problem arises with the 𝛾4  term. Since 𝛾 is related to mass and 
energy by 𝐸 = 𝛾𝑚𝑒𝑐
2 this means the synchrotron radiation power scales as 𝑚𝑒
−4. The mass ratio 
between an electron and a positron is approximately 2000, therefore, the power lost through 
synchrotron radiation is 10
13
 times higher for an electron than a proton of the same energy. For 
this reason it is inefficient to run high energy electron/positron circulator accelerators, as not 
only does energy need to be supplied to the particles for acceleration but also to compensate the 
energy that is lost due to synchrotron radiation losses. Linear accelerators on the other hand, do 
not suffer from these energy loses. 
Linear accelerators, often shortened to linac, began as an idea from Gustav Ising in 1924 who 
proposed a method of accelerating ions through multiple small steps between drift tubes which 
the ions travel though accelerated through a potential difference generated by a spark gap 
generator [4]. In 1927 the young Norwegian PhD student Rolf Widerøe working in Germany, 
developed and built a multi-stage linear accelerator, figure 1.2 [5]. In this scheme ions were 
accelerated through copper tubes housed in a glass vacuum vessel. Widerøe‘s linac consisted of 
two copper tubes and using a 1 MW oscillator potassium ions were accelerated up to 50 keV.  
 
1.3 Linear Electron Accelerators 
Electron linacs were not feasible to begin with because they become relativistic much sooner 
than heavier particles. To run a linac at higher velocities requires a high frequency source to 
keep the copper drift tubes an appropriate length. Higher frequency sources did not exist at this 
point and since they can only reach limited energies in a finite space it meant there was little 
interest in their development and for the time being circular accelerators dominated. 
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Figure 1.2: Initial idea of a linear accelerator based on an accelerating field generated by an oscillator as it 
appeared in Widerøe‘s 1928 paper [5]. The tubes stop ions seeing the incorrect polarity whilst they are 
inside and are of increasing length to account for the increase in velocity. 
 
During the Second World War, high powered microwave sources were developed for radar 
technology [6]. This included the klystron and also the magnetron which were initially 
developed in the years preceding the war [7] [8] . Both technologies use velocity modulation of a 
DC electron beam to generate waves with microwave frequencies and can also amplify the 
waves to higher amplitudes. The technology developed for the war time effort was well suited 
for linac technology and it meant once again that linear structures were considered with the first 
electron linac being developed in the late 1940s [9]. 
The next advancement in linac technology occurred in 1946 with the work of Luis Walter 
Alvarez and his group in California [10]. Alvarez‘ linac worked on a different design to 
Widerøe‘s linac though on the same basic principle. The glass casing was replaced with a metal 
cylindrical cavity. Instead of energising each individual electrode the entire cylinder is energised. 
In Alvarez‘ case, it was at a frequency of 200 MHz. In this set-up a standing wave is produced in 
the cavity so that at any point in time the electric field points in the same direction. As with the 
Widerøe drift tube linac, the drift tube shields the particles from the electric field when the field 
is pointing in the wrong direction and the field is concentrated between the drift tubes.  
The Alvarez drift tube linac was a major step forward in linac design and is still common today. 
However one change that was made was the removal of drift tube protecting elements, it became 
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clear that they were not strictly necessary and that protecting particles from decelerating fields is 
simply a matter of correct timing of the RF pulse so they only see an accelerating potential in the 
cavity. Modern designs of linac structures use cavities, hollow structures, which are excited with 
RF power [11]. 
 
1.4 Accelerating Structures 
To understand how accelerating fields can be generated in a cavity it is necessary to start with 
Maxwell‘s equations, which are the underpinning of electromagnetism [12]: 
 
𝛻 ∙ 𝐷  = 𝜌 (1.2) 
𝛻 ∙ 𝐵  = 0 (1.3) 
𝛻 × 𝐸 = −
𝛿𝐵  
𝛿𝑡
 
(1.4) 
𝛻 × 𝐻  = 𝐽 +
𝛿𝐷  
𝛿𝑡
 
(1.5) 
 
Where 𝜌 is the electric charge density and J is the current density. Maxwell‘s equations link the 
electric type vectors 𝐸  and 𝐷   with the magnetic type vectors 𝐵   and 𝐻   which are related to each 
other by the relative material permittivity and permeability, 𝜇𝑟  and 𝜖𝑟 , and the universal 
constants 𝜇0 and 𝜖0 which are related to the universal speed of light by 𝑐 = 1  𝜖0𝜇0 . 
 
𝐷  = 𝜖𝑟𝜖0𝐸  (1.6) 
𝐵  = 𝜇𝑟𝜇0𝐻    (1.7) 
 
In a cavity, i.e. in the absence of charges, Maxwell‘s equations can be written as: 
 
𝛻 ∙ 𝐷  = 0 (1.8) 
𝛻 ∙ 𝐵  = 0 (1.9) 
𝛻 × 𝐸 = −
𝛿𝐵  
𝛿𝑡
 
(1.10) 
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𝛻 × 𝐵  =
1
𝑐2
𝛿𝐸  
𝛿𝑡
 
 
(1.11) 
Application of basic vector calculus, i.e. ∇ ×  ∇ × V =  ∇ ∇ ⋅ V − ∇2V, shows that both B   and 
E   satisfy the wave equation which for E   can be written: 
 
𝛻2𝐸  =
1
𝑐2
𝛿2𝐸  
𝛿𝑡2
 (1.12) 
 
Which, taking one spatial direction only, has a solution: 
 
𝐸  𝑥, 𝑡 = 𝐸0𝑒
𝑖 𝑘𝑥−𝜔𝑡   (1.13) 
 
Where 𝐸0 is a constant, k is the wavevector which points in the direction of wave propagation 
and 𝜔 is the angular frequency. The magnetic field follows the same form and the two are 
perpendicular to each other. The wavevector and angular frequency are not independent values 
but are related to the phase velocity of the wave: 
 
𝑣𝑝 =
𝜔
 𝑘 
 (1.14) 
 
The wavevector describes each mode that is excited in a cavity. Boundary conditions dictate that 
electric fields at the boundary of the cavity must go to zero. This condition means that in a 
waveguide the values of k can take multiple discrete values such that the boundary conditions 
are satisfied.  
The value of k dictates the mode number for a particular allowed wave in a cavity. Ideally the 
lowest mode, with the highest amplitude is used to accelerate particles. However, higher order 
modes are usually unavoidable. Practically, cavities in accelerators are designed so that either 
the electric or magnetic field in the longitudinal direction is zero. These are called TE, transverse 
electric, and TM, transverse magnetic, modes. The most commonly used is the TM01 mode 
which is the lowest TM mode.  
Cavities can take many shapes such as rectangular, cylindrical and pillbox to name a few.  
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Figure 1.3 shows some different modes supported for a circular waveguide in a cross sectional 
and a longitudinal view of the cavity. 
 
 
Figure 1.3: Lowest modes for a circular cavity, adapted from [13]. The top row shows a cross sectional 
view of the cavity and the bottom row shows a longitudinal view. Solid lines are electric field lines and 
dashed lines and dots are magnetic field lines.  
 
1.5 Focusing Elements 
A travelling beam will slowly diverge, similar to a ray of light in optics. A particle beam can be 
focused, or defocused, using quadrupole magnets. A quadrupole, figure 1.4, is an arrangement of 
four poles with a field strength increasing from the centre with zero field directly at the centre.  
An important property of quadrupoles is that the horizontal force depends on the horizontal 
particle position and similarly for the vertical force. This means that horizontal and vertical 
motions are decoupled. This is only true when they are perfectly aligned and not skewed relative 
to each other. Furthermore a quadrupole which focuses in the vertical plane will be defocusing in 
the horizontal plane and similarly for the converse situation. An overall focusing, strong, effect 
can be achieved by periodic focusing and defocusing. A typical arrangement is the FODO lattice 
which is a series of focusing magnets, drift spaces and defocusing magnets. 
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Figure 1.4: Quadrupole magnet [10]. 
 
1.6 Beam Dynamics 
A particle travelling through an accelerator will experience forces from the accelerating 
structures as well as the focusing elements. To understand dynamics in an accelerator, motion is 
usually split into transverse beam dynamics and longitudinal beam dynamics. 
 
1.6.1 Transverse Beam Dynamics 
Transverse particle motion can be described using Hill's equation, a second order linear ordinary 
differential equation, which when incorporating only quadrupoles may be written in terms of the 
transverse position x and longitudinal path length s [10]:  
 
𝑑2𝑥
𝑑𝑠2
+ 𝑘(𝑠)𝑥 = 0 (1.15) 
 
Where k here refers to the gradient of the magnetic field generated by quadrupoles and other 
magnets along a beam line. The solution to this equation is a harmonic function and is 
sometimes called the phase-amplitude form and can be written as [10]: 
 
𝑥 𝑠 =  𝜖𝛽 𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑠 + 𝜙1  (1.16) 
 
The functions 𝜖 and 𝜙1 are constants defined by the initial conditions whilst  β s  and ϕ s  are 
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called the amplitude and phase functions however β s  is sometimes simply called the β 
function. The parameter 𝜖 is called the emittance and will be discussed further shortly. The β 
function varies along the beam line and is a measure of how much the beam is focused along a 
beam line. The parameters β and 𝜖 along with two others, α and γ, make up what are known as 
the TWISS parameters which are used to describe transverse characteristics of a particle in an 
accelerator. The TWISS parameters can be written as an equation in phase space with axis x and 
x‘ which represent particle position and transverse momentum. This equation takes the form of 
an ellipse and is written as [14]: 
 
𝛾𝑥2 + 2𝛼𝑥𝑥′ + 𝛽𝑥′2 = 𝜖 (1.17) 
 
The phase space ellipse is shown in figure 1.5. The emittance is directly related to the area of the 
ellipse by 𝐴 = 𝜋𝜖. A particle will traverse the blue line of the phase space ellipse as it travels 
along an accelerator.  
 
 
Figure 1.5: Phase space ellipse which describes transverse motion in an accelerator. 
 
A particle beam is comprised of many particles however they may also be described by TWISS 
parameters where root mean square values (rms) are often quoted. The beam size  βϵ needs to 
be smaller than the mechanical aperture of the accelerator otherwise it will collide with the walls; 
this will result in particles being lost from the beam. Since the β function changes most around 
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quadrupoles, it is here that particle losses are expected to occur. 
From equation 1.17 it can be seen that 𝜖 is a constant of motion. This is an important concept in 
accelerator design and is down to Liouville‘s theorem [15] which states that the area of a shape 
in phase space, such as figure 1.5, will stay constant  as long as only conservative forces are 
acting on it. In figure 1.5 this means that the area of this ellipse will stay constant as long as only 
conservative forces act upon the particle. When the beam is accelerated the emittance increases, 
however, the normalised emittance is and is calculated by taking into account the velocity v and 
relativistic factor 𝛾 [15] and is given by: 
 
𝜖𝑛 =
𝛾𝑣
𝑐
𝜖 (1.18) 
 
So far emittance has only been discussed in terms of a perfect system. In reality, non-linear 
forces exist which can blow up beam emittance. One such contribution which can lead to 
emittance growth is due to space charge, which is the Coulomb interaction of a multi-particle 
beam. Space charge effects are stronger at low velocities as a result of electric fields being radial 
in all directions. Further non-conservative effects which lead to emittance blow up are [16] 
intrabeam scattering, scattering with instrumentation such as scrapers and thin foils, scattering 
off residual gas and wakefield effects which occur due to the beam inducing image charges in 
the cavity. A beam with large emittance is a poor quality beam and many applications require 
very small emittances for the beam to be useful. Emittance reduction can occur but this occurs in 
special configurations, for example by means of emittance transfer from transverse to 
longitudinal [17] or dedicated beam cooling schemes. Some large scale linear accelerators use 
circular elements at lower energy to reduce the emittance in so-called damping rings before 
using linacs to accelerate the beam further. For most linear accelerator based machines, however, 
this is not an option and emittance is usually limited to emittance at the source. 
Transverse emittance is often quoted in units of mm·mrad. A rms value of the emittance is often 
given as a statistical definition to describe a measurable beam and is defined by [18]: 
 
𝜖𝑟𝑚𝑠 =   𝑥  𝑥′2 −  𝑥𝑥′  2 (1.19) 
 
For a purely linear accelerator the emittance of an electron beam is ultimately limited to the 
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emittance at the source since the emittance will only grow from this value. A linear electron 
accelerator that can deliver a beam with small transverse velocities is one that has a small 
emittance from the electron source and is able to preserve it through the accelerator. The 
emittance of an electron beam from a source due to the fundamental emittance as well as 
emittance growth terms is given by [19]: 
 
𝜖 =  𝜖𝑡𝑕𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
2 + 𝜖𝑅𝐹
2 + 𝜖𝑆𝐶
2 +⋯ (1.20) 
 
The fundamental emittance, 𝜖𝑡𝑕𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 , delivered by an electron source is called the thermal 
emittance which represents the lowest emittance that is achieved. Many effects can increase the 
emittance at the low energy scale such as space charge  𝜖𝑠𝑐 , RF effects 𝜖𝑅𝐹  and magnetic 
components. Emittance compensation solenoids are used to focus the beam at small energies 
with a bucking coil [20]. This technique aims to reduce emittance growth from space charge 
effects. However, misalignment of the solenoid can leave a non-zero magnetic field on the 
cathode face which increases emittance. There has been growing interest in the pursuit of three 
dimensional elliptical bunch generation, as the space forces are completely linear and may be 
completely compensated [21].  RF induced emittance growth occurs when the electrons leave the 
injector cavity and experience a transverse kick [22]. 
 
1.6.2 Longitudinal Beam Dynamics  
A particle is accelerated if it sees the correct phase of the RF wave. The electric field inside a 
cavity is sinusoidal so a particle sees different field strengths depending on its phase relative to 
the wave. It is important to catch electrons at the correct phase of the RF pulse doing so will 
allow electrons to reach peak acceleration. Particles injected at a phase off peak will be 
decelerated and be lost from the bunch [23]. For this reason sources should ideally inject 
electrons with small energy spreads so the largest number of electrons possible are caught by the 
RF field and experience maximum acceleration.  
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1.7 Applications 
Electron beams are used for many reasons including medical applications [24], lithography [25], 
physical vapour deposition [26] and electron diffraction [27] to name a few. Two advanced 
applications will now be described. These two examples are intended to highlight where exactly 
electron accelerators can be improved upon. The two applications that will be discussed are: 
 
1. Light sources 
2. Future electron colliders 
 
1.7.1 Light Sources 
Electron beams can be used to generate intense sources of light which can be used to study 
surface and bulk properties of materials. Applications can cover areas such as medical x-rays [28] 
and probing viral structures [29]. 
Light sources are often discussed in terms of generations [30], with each progression generating 
more photons. The first generation of light sources were not dedicated machines. Pre-existing 
synchrotrons for nuclear particle physics experiments were used to benefit from the synchrotron 
radiation that was generated in the bending magnets. When their usefulness became apparent, 
second generation light sources were built as dedicated storage rings. An example of a second 
generation light source was the SRS at Daresbury Laboratory, UK. Third generation light 
sources use insertion devices, discussed shortly, placed along straight sections of an accelerator 
lattice to increase the intensity of light generated in these circular accelerators. An example of a 
third generation light source is Diamond based in Oxfordshire, UK.   
Generations one and two use bending magnets to generate radiation and generation three 
achieves this with insertion devices. In all three generations magnets are used to produce 
radiation. The origin of the radiation is a result of the distortion of near and far observed field 
lines around the electron when it is being accelerated.  In the longitudinal direction, acceleration 
at relativistic velocities is small as it is asymptotic towards the speed of light. In the transverse 
plane, however, acceleration is larger thus when passing through magnetic fields particles are 
deflected transversely and emit radiation. The spectrum of light from a synchrotron is a 
broadband from infrared to hard and soft x-rays and reaches up to the critical photon energy 
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given by [14]: 
𝜖𝑐 =
3
2
ℏ𝑐
𝜌
𝛾3  (1.21) 
 
Bending magnets serve two purposes, the first is to direct the beam around the design orbit and 
secondly to generate radiation. This put limitations on accelerator design as both requirements 
need to be met. One way around this is to find other ways to generate light along the accelerator. 
Insertion devices are commonly used to do this and are inserted along straight parts of 
accelerator beam lines and comprise of an arrangement of magnets of alternating polarity. Such 
an array means electrons will oscillate as they travel down the beam line emitting synchrotron 
radiation. Insertion devices are broadly split into two categories, wigglers and undulators. The 
difference between the two comes down to their magnetic field strength. A parameter K is used 
when discussing insertion devices and is proportional to the magnetic field strength B [31]: 
 
𝐾 ≈ 0.934 ⋅ 𝐵 𝑇 ⋅ 𝐿[𝑐𝑚] (1.21) 
 
Where L is the length of the insertion device. For a wiggler K >> 1 and for an undulator K ≤ 1 
[32]. A good review of the differences between undulators and wigglers may be found in [32]. 
As a result of having stronger magnetic fields, wigglers have shorter oscillation periods 
compared to undulators. The wavelength of the emitted light can be written as [14]: 
 
𝜆𝐿 =
𝜆𝑢
2𝛾2
 1 + 𝐾2  (1.22) 
 
Where 𝜆𝑢  is the undulator period, i.e. the distance between same polarity magnets. As a result of 
larger amplitudes, wiggler radiation occurs in short bursts which can be delivered into 
experiments. The spectral distribution from wigglers is similar to that of bending magnets 
however since there are many oscillations a greater number of photons are produced. Undulator 
radiation as a result of its longer period leads to optical interference between emitted waveforms 
which mean narrow band spikes are delivered to experiments from waveforms which 
constructively interfere. This is summarised in figure 1.6 for bending magnets, wigglers and 
undulators [33]. 
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Figure 1.6 Profile of radiation produced by bending magnets, wigglers and undulator [33].  
 
Fourth generation light sources are also referred to as free electron lasers (FELs). Examples of 
this generation light sources include the accelerator FLASH in Hamburg and machines such as 
the European XFEL, also based in Hamburg, and SwissFEL currently being commissioned at 
PSI in Switzerland. FELs also use insertion devices; however, their operation is slightly different 
to third generation light sources which use emitted light directly from insertion devices, FELs 
use the light generated in [33] insertion devices to condition the beam to generate even more 
photons. 
The principle of operating an oscillator type FEL is shown in figure 1.7. The photons generated 
by an electron beam passing through an undulator are reflected back by mirrors in an optical 
cavity. The interaction between the reflected photons and he electron beam leads to a process 
called microbunching in which electrons move towards the nodes of the optical field within the 
cavity. This occurs due to a Lorentz force produced from the interaction of the transverse B field 
of the optical wave and transverse motion of the electron beam. This leads to some electrons 
losing energy to the optical field and others gaining energy from the field. Since microbunching 
occurs at the nodes the separation between bunches is one optical wavelength. The energy of the 
beam when this happens is called the resonant energy condition, 𝛾𝑟 . Typically in an undulator 
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the electrons emit incoherent light, however, due to microbunching coherence is achieved. This 
allows a high number of coherent photons to be produced frequencies below extreme ultraviolet. 
 
 
Figure 1.7: Operating principle of an oscillator type free electron laser [34]. 
 
At higher photon energies it is not possible to use mirrors due to material damage at these 
energies. To achieve X-ray FELs it is necessary to use self-amplified spontaneous emission 
(SASE) in which the mirrors are removed and long length undulators are used instead. In this 
scheme photons emitted in an undulator interact with electrons in front of the source electron 
[35]. Bunching is achieved from light produced further back and continues as the electron 
bunches travel further along the accelerator. The SASE concept lacks initial coherence and is 
noisy which can be avoided by external seeding with a laser [35]. This type of scheme is called 
an amplifier FEL and requires a long undulator and the high optical intensity is achieved in a 
single pass unlike the oscillator FEL. 
By using a FEL it is possible to generate a high intensity laser with a narrow wavelength 
spectrum. Furthermore, the wavelength is tunable in that the energy of the beam can control the 
wavelength of light. FELs can be used to generate optical fields from infrared to hard x-rays. 
A parameter often used when discussing light sources is the brilliance which is a measure of 
photon concentration and is given by the number of photons produced per second per angular 
divergence per electron beam cross section per photons within a bandwidth of 0.1% of the 
central photon wavelength. A high brilliance means a higher number of photons available to be 
used. Figure 1.8 shows the evolution in brightness achieved from each generation. An increase 
in brightness is clear. Dedicated accelerator facilities allowed beams to be designed for 
generating higher intensity light sources. This was then followed by insertion devices which 
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allowed even more photons to be produced. Finally FEL development has led to amplified 
emission of insertion device allowing even more photons to be produced. 
 
 
Figure 1.8: Increase in brilliance across four generations [33]. 
 
1.7.1.1 FEL Beam Requirements 
To operate an FEL at a high efficiency it is necessary to optimise the electron beam in terms of 
energy, energy spread, emittance and current [36]. Although there is no exact upper limit on 
energy spread an accepted condition on energy spread is given by [36]: 
 
 
∆𝛾
𝛾
 ≪
2𝛾𝑟
2𝜆𝐿
1 +
1
2
𝐾2
 (1.23) 
 
Furthermore, the emittance of the electron beam also needs to be small. Small emittances mean 
the beam is small in size. This ensures that the electron beam and optical beam overlap so there 
is full interaction between the two and the photons emitted from the electrons are coherent. This 
is described quantitatively as [36]: 
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𝜖𝑛 <
𝛾𝜆𝐿
𝜋
 
𝑟0
𝑤0
 
2
 (1.24) 
 
Where 𝑤0 and 𝑟0 are the beam waist and focus, respectively. From this relation it is clear to see 
the importance of transverse emittance for an FEL, it is possible to run an FEL at a lower energy 
with a smaller emittance. A review of current and future x-ray FEL developments are given in 
[37] which shows that for modern FELs emittance values of typically <  1 mm·mrad are required. 
There has been a great push in recent years to improve the emittance of electron beams for this 
reason. Improvement to transverse emittance means less acceleration is required and so FELs 
can be shorter more readily available structures. Recalling back to Liouville‘s theorem, it is 
possible to see the importance of conserving beam quality along the accelerator from the source. 
For this reason a great deal of research and development has been focussed on electron sources 
with small emittances [38] both in the transverse and longitudinal planes. One such experiment 
is the transverse energy spread spectrometer (TESS) experiment based at Daresbury Laboratory. 
The next chapter will explore the concepts of electron sources and the TESS experiment will be 
described. Work will then be focussed in the subsequent chapters on the modelling of the TESS 
experiment, so its operation can be understood which in turn will give a better understanding of 
the emission process and therefore contribute to building better performing and shorter FELs 
allowing them to be used by a greater audience. 
 
1.7.2 Future Linear Colliders 
The standard model of physics describes the interaction of particles and forces which govern the 
basic building blocks of the universe. Particle accelerators are used to search for new particles 
either predicted by the standard model, look for new particles which may not be expected and to 
probe the fundamental forces which govern the standard model. 
In terms of accelerator performance, two parameters are of interest in this field for particle 
physicists. The first is the energy of the colliding particles, the other is the luminosity which is 
related to the total number of collisions. The reason why the energy of the particles is important 
should be clear as it represents the energy required to make high mass particles. Due to a limited 
accelerating gradient, to achieve higher energies requires larger machines to be built.  
Proton-proton collisions involve acceleration to the highest possible energy and searching 
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amongst the debris for particular interesting decays which lie within the data. Proton-proton 
collisions are messy and require a high amount of statistics to claim a discovery due to the large 
amount of background data. Electron-positron collisions are far cleaner and are usually 
performed once it is known where interesting physics occurs. The electrons are accelerated to 
energies where the interesting decays/particles are known to be found so more of these are 
created and more precise measurements of their properties can be taken. Research and 
development is already well under way into a future electron-positron collider to provide 
precision measurements of future discoveries. Since it is inefficient to reach high energies using 
circular accelerators due to synchrotron radiation a linear collider is the logical option.  
 
1.7.2.1 Compact Linear Collider 
A proposed accelerator is the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [39], figure 1.9. CLIC will not 
use superconducting cavities for acceleration but a novel acceleration method called ‗two beam 
acceleration‘. In this method the main beam (MB) which is to be accelerated for collision is 
accelerated by another beam called the drive beam (DB) which is accelerated and decelerated. 
Energy is transferred to the MB through power extraction and transfer structures (PETS). A list 
of parameters of a full scale CLIC machine is given in table 1.1.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.9: Overview of the CLIC 3 TeV layout [39]. 
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Superconducting RF cavities are limited in the maximum accelerating gradient they can deliver, 
this means that to reach TeV energy scales would require large infrastructure. CLIC offers the 
opportunity to build a multi-TeV accelerator at an approximately similar scale to a competing 
project, the international linear collider, which uses superconducting technology at a lower 
centre of mass energy collisions. The novel acceleration scheme in CLIC is what makes it so 
unique. A beam going through an RF structure will excite an RF field within the structure and by 
doing this the beam loses kinetic energy. The beam generates a travelling wave within the PETS 
which is coupled at the end with a waveguide to the MB. 
 
Table 1.1: Sample of CLIC parameters [39]. 
Parameter Value 
Centre of mass energy 3 TeV 
Main beam frequency 11.944 GHz 
Time between bunches 0.5 ns 
Bunch train length 156 ns 
Luminosity 10
35
 cm
-2
s
-1 
Beam  Power 14 MW 
 
 
Each PET is designed so it extracts 136 MW peak power and generates 12 GHz of RF power to 
feed two accelerating structures. At CLIC the DB will have an initial energy of 2.38 GeV and 
will lose on average 144 MeV in each PET so after all PETS the beam has lost 84% of its power 
and is decelerated to a minimum of 239 MeV, 90% extraction [39]. To maintain acceleration the 
PET structures must remain operational. To achieve this, the CLIC design team aims for a break 
down rate of less than 10
-7
/pulse/m which has been achieved in recent experiments [40]. 
The CLIC Test Facility 3 (CTF3) is a dedicated facility where the two beam acceleration 
concept has successfully been proven [41]. Recent work being done includes decreasing the 
breakdown rate of PETS. If too many PETS break down then further acceleration is not possible. 
It needs to be proven that this acceleration method is stable for continuous operation.  
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1.7.2.2 Diagnostic Requirements 
Breakdown rates are critical for CLIC but there are many other issues which need to be 
addressed. To operate CLIC effectively it is necessary to understand the beam as it is accelerated. 
For example, as a result of the deceleration from the DB, large energy spreads can occur [42] in 
the MB which need to be understood. Also, the small beam size of a CLIC beam means better 
resolution is needed to observe the transverse profile of a beam in adequate detail. To this end 
diagnostics are required to understand the beam. Some of the devices intended to be used were 
never designed or untested to operate at parameters CLIC is aiming for. Furthermore, the energy 
of CLIC is unprecedented for a lepton collider and mishandling a beam of such intensity could 
have devastating consequences if it were lost from the beamline or if diagnostics were not 
designed to work at such a high intensity.  
CLIC has been under design now for many years and the diagnostics being considered have 
either had to be conceived to measure this type of beam or adapted from old technology to 
perform the task. Non-invasive beam diagnostics are often sought after as they detect the beam 
with minimal disturbance to the beam itself. Along with the performance of a diagnostic device 
its location for installation is also a factor that needs to be considered as it is not possible to 
place detectors immediately next to the beam line as there are restrictions such as EM fields and 
vacuum systems. In the past few years [43] diagnostic development for CLIC has been targeted 
on: cavity beam position monitors [44],  longitudinal beam profile monitors using electro-optical 
[45] and coherent diffraction [46] techniques and transverse profile monitors including laser 
wires [47], optical transition radiation [48] and gas jet based profile monitors [49]. Another area 
of diagnostics which has been highlighted in the CLIC conceptual design report as an important 
area is machine protection. If the high intensity beam were lost from the accelerator it could 
cause a lot of damage and halt operation of the accelerator. Beam diagnostic devices designed to 
monitor losses in an accelerator are called beam loss monitors (BLMs). The development of a 
CLIC beam loss monitor based on optical fibres is addressed in the third chapter of this work. 
 
 1.8 Chapter Summary  
The purpose of this chapter was to introduce some key concepts with which an electron beam 
may be described, depict how an accelerator operates and to highlight areas which require 
development. The chapter is not a comprehensive introduction to electron accelerators, which 
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can be found in many textbooks, but rather aims to give a basis to particular concepts and to 
highlight the motivations behind later chapters. The next two chapters will have their own 
introductions which will further lay the foundations of results that will be presented. 
It was seen that the beam emittance of an electron bunch is fundamentally limited by the 
emittance at the source. This has an importance consequence when trying to operate high 
brilliance free electron lasers. Chapter 2 will pick up the topic of electron sources and present 
studies into measuring the longitudinal energy distribution of photoemitted electrons. 
It was also noted in this chapter that if a particle beam is poorly controlled then the beam size 
can become larger than the beam pipe which it travels through. If this were to occur then 
particles will collide with the walls and be lost from the beam. This will be addressed further in 
chapter 3 when detectors for measuring beam loss will be discussed. This will be in relation to 
the CLIC project and why it was necessary to present the background of that particular 
accelerator. 
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Chapter 2:  
Investigations into the Longitudinal Energy 
Distribution of Emitted Electrons 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In chapter 1 the importance of beam quality was discussed in relation to operating state of the art 
free electron lasers. For these devices, good beam quality at the start of the accelerator is critical 
for operation. In this chapter the physics and technology of electron beam generation is 
presented along with work underdone to further improve the understand the longitudinal velocity 
component of emitted electrons. This is done using an experimental set up designed to measure 
basic properties of photocathodes which are a common source of electrons at current accelerator 
facilities. This work includes the development of a low energy tracking code which uses 
accurate field data to model the experiment to aid in the understanding of experimentally 
acquired data. 
The chapter begins with an overview of electron sources and their current applicability at 
accelerators. Photocathodes are the most common electron source for fundamental research 
accelerators. The process in which electrons are emitted from photocathodes is covered as well 
as the specifics for choosing certain cathode materials over others, particular focus is placed on 
gallium arsenide as it is the photocathode material used in experiments and also holds several 
interesting properties. Techniques which are used to measure the beam properties of these 
cathodes at other facilities are then discussed. 
The chapter then moves onto the Transverse Energy Spread Spectrometer which is an 
experiment built at Daresbury laboratory designed to measure the basic properties of 
photocathode materials. The design and operation of the set-up is presented along with an 
overview of previous experiments which were conducted to measure the transverse energy 
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distribution. 
The main focus of this chapter is to assess the applicability of using TESS to measure the 
longitudinal energy distribution curve (LEDC). Two methods are discussed in which TESS may 
do this. 
To understand the two methods proposed it was necessary to develop a tool set in which the 
experiments can be simulated. The first step was to understand the electric potential and fields 
generated around an electrostatic mesh. This is especially crucial when using one of the meshes 
as a retarding potential. At first an analytical solution of the electrostatic problem was sought 
after. As it will be shown the analytical approximation is not exact enough to be used, especially 
close to the mesh wires, however, it does offer some insight into the general far field solution. 
The next step was to find the potential and field values based on computer based methods using 
the finite element method.. Finally, to complete the simulation tool set, a tracking code for low 
energy electron transport has been developed in Matlab-Simulink. This allowed the computed 
field data to be used to track the particles through a realistic electrostatic field and to define 
different initial position and velocity distributions. 
The chapter then closes with experiments undertaken to measure the LEDC using TESS and 
simulations performed to understand the results which are obtained and to understand the 
limitation of each technique. The merits and drawbacks of each technique are then described and 
improvements to the techniques based on simulation analysis are suggested and tested.  
 
2.1 Electron Sources 
The methods in which electrons can be prompted from a material can be classed into three 
possible types: photoemission, thermionic emission and field emission. In each case the 
electrons must overcome the energy required to move an electron from a material to the vacuum. 
The minimum energy to do this is called the work function, 𝜓.  Each emission mechanism will 
now be discussed in turn with a particular attention on photoemission and to a lesser extent 
thermionic emission as they are both used in many types of light sources. Field emission sources 
are not used in large scale accelerator facilities due to manufacturing complications though 
research suggests that may be applicable in certain situations. 
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2.1.1 Field Emission Sources 
Field emission occurs as a result of a quantum effect in which an electron is able to tunnel 
through the Coulomb barrier due to a reduction in the work function, from a high potential. The 
current density, 𝐽𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 , from a field emission source is found from the rate of electrons moving 
towards the surface and the tunnelling probability to travel through the potential barrier 
(developed by Fowler and Nordhein) where there is an electric field F at the tip, leading to the 
equation [50]: 
 
𝐽𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =
𝑞𝑒
2
8𝜋𝑕𝜓 
𝐹2𝑒𝑥𝑝 
−4 8𝜋2𝑚𝑒 ∙  𝑞𝑒𝜓 
3
2
3𝑕𝑞𝑒𝐹
  (2.1) 
 
Field emission is an important property to understand in accelerator physics for detrimental 
effects such as multipacting in cavities [51]. In terms of use as an electron source they are being 
considered for future light source injectors. They are considered a true cold source of electrons 
as thermionic and photoelectric cathodes require energy to be given to the electrons to extract 
them whilst field assisted electrons are not given energy to overcome the barrier and so should 
have much smaller energy spread. Current research is focused on double gated arrays of small 
metallic tips, field emitter arrays (FEA). A single tip will emit 1 mA from an area as small as 
30 nm [52]. This current is too small for most applications so 104/106 tips are arranged in an 
array to produce high currents [53]. A first metallic gate provides the extracting potential whilst 
a second gate focuses each individual beamlet to produce a parallel beam. Energy spread in this 
arrangement of tips comes from: the energy spread due to tunnelling, space charge effects, 
energy spread introduced by the radial emission from the tip and potential variations between 
tips [53]. Further limitations come from fabrication tolerances, impurities and erosion due to 
back sputtering from residual gases. For these reasons the technology is not yet mature enough 
to be used in any user facility but there are plans for this source to be installed in a future 
SwissFEL upgrade [54]. 
 
2.1.2 Thermionic Sources 
Electrons are emitted from a cathode when they are given sufficient thermal energy to overcome 
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the work function. The outermost valence electrons in a metallic bond are nearly free and held to 
the positive nucleus by the Coulomb force. At low temperatures electrons around a nucleus are 
ordered by Fermi-Dirac statistics up to the Fermi energy 𝐸𝑓 , however at higher temperatures the 
Fermi-Dirac distribution can be replaced by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution because 
electrons have enough energy to occupy many different energy states so electrons are not forced 
into different states as a result of the exclusion principle. The current density of electrons from a 
thermionic cathode is found as the integral of all possible velocities that the electrons can have 
from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution multiplied by the total number of electrons and the 
charge of the electron. Performing these integrations the total current, 𝐽𝐷 , as a function of 
temperature, 𝑇, is described by the Dushman equation [55]:  
 
𝐽𝐷 =
−𝑞𝑒𝑚𝑒
2𝜋2ℏ3
𝑇2𝑒
−
𝜓
𝐾𝐵𝑇  
 
(2.2) 
Sometimes a factor of (1-r), where accounts for the reflectivity off the surface, is included in 
front of the exponential term. After escaping the metal, electrons are accelerated away by an 
electric field, VA, applied to the surface by an anode located at distance b away from the cathode 
surface. The field reduces the work function by a factor Δ𝜓 where ∆𝜓 =  𝑉𝐴𝑞𝑒3 4𝜋𝜀0  and 
increases the thermionic emission current. This is commonly referred to as the Schottky effect 
and is valid up to fields where field emission effects are no longer negligible. The maximum 
current output from a thermionic cathode is limited by space charge effects between emitted 
electrons and those in the metal which makes it difficult to extract more electrons to the vacuum. 
The result is known as the Child-Langmuir limit, 𝐽𝐶−𝐿, which is given by [55]: 
 
𝐽𝐶−𝐿 =
4𝜖0
9𝑏
⋅  
2𝑞𝑒
𝑚𝑒
⋅ 𝑉𝐴
3
2 (2.3) 
 
The thermal emittance of a thermionic cathode is found from equation 1.19. In which the spatial 
co-ordinate is defined by the cathode size and the divergence is related to the velocity of the 
emitted electrons. The rms beam size, 𝜍𝑐𝑎𝑡 𝑕𝑜𝑑𝑒 , is  half of the cathode radius R and the rms 
divergence is found by: 𝜍 ′ =   𝑣2 /𝛽𝛾𝑐 [15] where 𝛾 and 𝛽 are the relativistic Lorentz factor 
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and fraction of the speed of light respectively. The mean squared transverse velocity for a 
Maxwell distribution is calculated to be  𝑣2 = 𝐾𝐵𝑇 𝑐 . The thermionic emittance, 𝜖𝑇𝑕𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 , 
of a thermionic cathode is given by [55]: 
 
𝜖𝑇𝑕𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 = 𝜍𝑐𝑎𝑡 𝑕𝑜𝑑𝑒 
𝐾𝐵𝑇
𝑚𝑒𝑐2
 (2.4) 
 
The two most common thermionic materials used in accelerators are lanthanum hexaboride, 
LaB6, and cerium hexaboride, CeB6 [56] which both have high electron emissivity with work 
functions around 2.5 eV and are robust to poisoning. The thermal emittance reported for CeB6 is 
around 0.6π mm·mrad at 𝑇 = 1400 K with a cathode diameter of 3 mm which is close to the 
value predicted from theory, 0.4π mm.mrad [57]. 
Thermionic sources are preferred electron sources for DC beams as they can generate high 
currents, good values of emittance and are straightforward to maintain. Their downfall comes 
when pulsed beams, mandatory for FEL operation, are required as bunching cavities are needed 
and so photocathodes are preferred in this case.  
 
2.1.3 Photoemission Sources 
Photoemission of electrons from metals with ultraviolet light was initially explained by Einstein 
in 1905 [58]. In this process electrons are emitted from a material when irradiated with 
electromagnetic radiation above a threshold energy related to the work function. Radiation 
below the threshold raises orbital electrons to a higher state before falling to a lower state 
resulting in which a photon with an energy equal to the difference between the two orbital states 
being emitted.  The energy of a photon can be written in terms of the wavelength 𝜆 or in terms of 
the angular frequency 𝜔. The kinetic energy, Ek, of the emitted electrons which overcome a work 
function of the material is given by the well known equation: 
 
𝐸𝑘 =
𝑕𝑐
𝜆
− 𝜓 
 
(2.5) 
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2.1.3.1 Three Step Model 
In 1964 Spicer put forward a 3 step process in which to explain photoemission, figure 2.1, in 
summary these three steps are [59].     
 
1) Absorption of a photon and excitation of an electron 
2) Transport of the excited electron to the bulk surface 
3) Overcoming the surface potential and escape to the vacuum 
In order to understand the quality of a beam produced from a photocathode it is necessary to 
understand each step.  
Step 1 deal with the absorption of the energy of a photon. It was initially thought that 
photoemission was a surface effect [60]; however photons travel a short distance inside the 
material before being absorbed. It is entirely possible that an electron can absorb two photons 
however the cross section for this interaction is small. 
Step 2 describes the process in which electrons migrate to the surface. Not all of the electrons 
excited in the first step necessarily make it to the surface. Collisions may occur, leading to 
energy loss, which could mean electrons have insufficient energy to continue. In metal 
photocathodes, such as copper and aluminium, electron-electron collisions are more likely due to 
the abundance of free electrons in the structure. Such a collision is non-elastic and as the photon 
energy is usually less than two times the work function collisions between two electrons will 
mean neither electron can escape. For this reason metal photocathodes have poor efficiencies 
because only electrons that have avoided any collision in the bulk are able to escape the barrier 
at the surface. In semiconductor photocathodes, such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) and caesium 
telluride (Ce2Te) electron-electron scattering is uncommon, only becoming negligible when the 
photon energy is 2-3 times the band gap energy [59], however, electron-phonon scattering is 
more prevalent in these materials. Electron-phonon scattering is a quasi-elastic process, meaning 
energy transfer is small, so the scattering process is not enough to prevent emission due to 
energy loss.  
 Step 3 concludes with the emission of an electron to the vacuum. To improve the yield of 
electrons in this step, two methods can be implemented. The first is to apply a potential to the 
surface of the cathode, again the Schottky effect. This is standard in electron guns because it is 
ideal to accelerate the electrons away from the cathode to stop emittance blow up due to space 
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charge. The second method involves chemically treating the surface to reduce the electron 
affinity at the surface. This process is known as band bending. The three steps are shown in 
figure 2.1 in a band structure diagram. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: The Spicer 3 step model of photoemission in this case for a semiconductor photocathode. 
Photoemission can be explained over three stages. 1) Absorption of a photon 2) Transports to the surface 3) 
Escape to the vacuum. 
 
By splitting the aspects up in this manner the physical interactions can be broken down and 
explained simply before combining them to describe the process as a whole. A more accurate 
model in which the whole process is explained in one step does exist [61]. In this formulism 
photoemission is described as the transmission of an electron between two quantum states due to 
an electromagnetic perturbation, i.e. a laser. However the model is less intuitive and is only used 
in specialised circumstances [62]. 
 
2.1.3.2 Band Structures 
The emission of electrons from materials can be explained numerically by considering their band 
structures which are shown in figure 2.2 for metals and semiconductors. 
The work function is defined for metal cathodes, figure 2.2 left, as the energy difference between 
the Fermi level Ef and the vacuum level Ev. 
For semiconductors, figure 2.2 centre and right, the workfunction is defined as the energy 
difference between the valence band maximum EVBM and the vacuum level. A further distinction 
can be made for semiconductors based on the position of the vacuum level with respect to the 
conduction band minimum ECBM. They are split into positive electron affinity (PEA) and 
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negative electron affinity (NEA) photocathode. The vacuum level in NEA cathodes, figure 2.2 
centre, is below ECBM whilst for PEA, figure 2.2 right, it is above ECBM. An NEA cathode is 
produced by coating the surface of the cathode with a p-doped, electron acceptor, material which 
forms a strong dipole at the surface lowering the vacuum level. To keep a continuous link 
between the conduction/valence band and the vacuum level they must bend downwards whilst 
the Fermi level is unaffected. A good example of this is GaAs doped with oxygen or fluorine. 
GaAs is intrinsically a PEA cathode however upon doping an NEA band structure can be 
achieved. 
 
   
Figure 2.2: Band structures of different types of photocathodes. Left) Metal photocathode. Middle) 
Negative electron affinity photocathode. Right) Positive electron affinity photocathode. 
 
For PEA cathodes it is energetically impossible for an electron at the CBM to escape to the 
vacuum. In NEA cathodes electrons can scatter with phonons before being emitted. This means 
they are thermalised and reach the ambient temperature before escaping. This offers a way of 
generating electrons with small thermal emittances. This does mean, however, that the emission 
is delayed by several picoseconds, whilst it is scattering in the band bending region. In this case 
the thermal emittance of a cathode is the same as in equation 2.4. The thermalisation of electrons 
in NEA cathodes from the conduction band to the vacuum level can mean that electrons are 
emitted with small transverse energies. This is only true for small incident photon energies. For 
higher energies, the emitted electrons will be a mixture of prompt and delayed electrons. 
 
2.1.3.3 Theoretical Thermal Emittance 
An approximation of the theoretical normalised transverse emittance can be defined for a metal 
photocathode in terms of the rms laser spot size on the cathode, 𝜍𝑅𝑀𝑆 , the laser energy ℏ𝜔 and 
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the effective wavefunction 𝜓𝑒𝑓𝑓  [63]: 
 
𝜖𝑛
𝜍𝑅𝑀𝑆
=  
ℏ𝜔 − 𝜓𝑒𝑓𝑓
3𝑚𝑒𝑐2
 (2.6) 
 
Where the effective work function takes into account the material work function and the 
reduction of the work function due to the Schottky effect when a field E is applied to the surface: 
 
𝜓𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜓 − 𝑞𝑒 
𝑞𝑒𝐸
4𝜋𝜖0
 
 
(2.7) 
For a semiconductor cathode the thermal emittance is defined in terms of the band gap energy 
𝐸𝐺  and the electron affinity 𝐸𝐴 [64]: 
 
𝜖𝑛
𝜍𝑅𝑀𝑆
=  
ℏ𝜔 − 𝐸𝐺 − 𝐸𝐴
3𝑚𝑒𝑐2
 
 
(2.8) 
Experimentally it is usual to quote transverse electron emission properties in terms of mean 
transverse energy (MTE). This is related to the accelerator emittance unit, i.e. in terms of 
mm·mrad by [65]: 
 
𝜖𝑛(𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑) = 𝜍𝑅𝑀𝑆 ⋅  
MTE
𝑚𝑒𝑐2
  (2.9) 
 
2.1.3.4 Typical Photocathode Properties 
Table 2.1 below shows a variety of different photocathodes used in accelerators along with the 
typical quantum efficiency, number of electrons out compared to incident photons often 
shortened to QE, which can be expected from them, as well as the laser wavelength and typical 
lifetime of the photocathode. 
As previously mentioned, metal photocathodes have very low quantum efficiency, however, they 
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last many months/years as their structure is not damaged by back travelling ions accelerated 
towards the cathode. Also, as a result of electron-electron scattering the electrons which are able 
to escape the material are those which originate close to the surface, as they were less likely to 
scatter due to a shorter distance to travel. This means metal photocathodes are prompt emitters, 
which is useful for bunching purposes. A further downside of metal photocathodes is that the 
low QE means a high power laser is required and furthermore due to a higher band gap the laser 
needs to be in the UV range which is more difficult to work with [66].  
Semiconductor photocathodes have much higher QE (> 5%) but are far more fragile and 
susceptible to damage due to back bombardment [67] and so require more stringent vacuum 
requirements. The response time of semiconductors is good but not as fast as metal cathodes and 
largely depends on photon energy due to different penetration depths, emission time can be from 
1 picosecond to over 100 picoseconds. Laser requirements of semiconductor photocathodes are 
less stringent than metal photocathodes due to smaller band gaps between the conduction and 
valence band. The laser wavelength required is typically in the visible spectrum which is easier 
to work with. An exception is alkali telluride cathodes which require UV to near UV laser 
wavelengths [68].  
Only approximate values of cathode lifetimes can be given. Cathode performance will decrease 
over time due to contamination. It is usual to quote lifetimes in terms of reduction in QE by a 
factor of 1/e. Cathode lifetimes depend on the charge with which it is operated and the quality of 
the vacuum. 
 
 
Table 2.1: Commonly used photocathodes covering both metal and semiconductor varieties  
Material Type QE (%) 𝜆 (nm) 
Approximate 
Lifetime 
References 
Mg Metal 0.06 266 Months [69] 
Cu Metal 0.0014 250 Months [70] 
Cs2Te SC-PEA 4-20 211 Weeks [71] 
Cs3Sb SC-PEA 0.4-4 432 Weeks [72] 
K3Sb SC-PEA 7 400 Weeks [73] 
GaAs (Cs-O) SC- NEA 0.2 532 Days [74] 
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2.1.3.5 Gallium Arsenide 
Gallium arsenide warrants its own mention firstly because it is the cathode material used in 
experiments covered later in this work and secondly for its unique application as a spin polarised 
source of electrons. GaAs is a direct band gap semiconductor which means that the momentum 
vector of the conduction band and valence band are aligned. Presently GaAs is the only cathode 
capable of producing a polarised electron beam. An electron‘s spin can either be up or down. 
Generally the ratio of each spin of electrons emitted from a photocathode is 50% with no spin 
state preferred. A polarised source is one in which the ratio between the two spin states is not 
equal. Polarised electron sources could have practical benefits in condensed matter physics [75] 
and also high energy particle physics [76]. 
In the 1970s it was first proposed [77] that GaAs may be a source of polarised electrons. Under 
illumination of circularly polarised light, electrons can transition from the 𝑃
3
2
  or 𝑃
1
2
   state to a 
positive or negative 𝑆
1
2
 state. The sign of the initial transition state depends on the direction of 
polarisation, left or right. Upon mechanical straining, the stretching of the bonds further than 
their usual interatomic spacing causes a small shift in the valence band states such that the 
energy of the photon can realistically be adjusted to allow one transition type only. This is how a 
polarised electron beam is obtained with theoretically 100% polarisation. Experimentally 90% 
polarisation has been achieved with 85% achieved over a long time period [78]. 
As a result of this interesting property, GaAs has been extensively studied. Furthermore to its 
spin characteristics, its NEA activated state also offers beams with small energy spreads which 
has further increased interest in this material. Even though it has been studied in many different 
experiments, the results of emission characteristics are different from paper to paper. It is 
generally agreed that GaAs has a narrow cone of emission with an angle of ~15° [79], however, 
other groups report not seeing this phenomenon [80]. In the next half of this chapter an 
experiment is described which attempts to measure the properties of GaAs and other 
photocathodes under controlled conditions. 
 
2.2 TESS Experiment 
One such experiment investigating this is the Transverse Energy Spread Spectrometer (TESS) 
experiment located at Daresbury laboratory. TESS is an experiment designed and commissioned 
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by ASTeC with the aim of measuring basic properties, principally the emittance and, of cathode 
materials of both semiconductor and metal varieties. TESS is designed to measure the transverse 
energy of electrons emitted from a photocathode under conditions that will allow emittance to be 
measured without perturbing effects which can lead to emittance growth in an accelerator. The 
figure shows the basic working principle of TESS in which stimulated electrons are emitted from 
a cathode and accelerated to a detector system. TESS has been designed to be completely 
symmetric and block stray electric and magnetic fields which could affect electron trajectories. 
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of how TESS works to measure electrons using a camera. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Working principle of the TESS experiment. Courtesy of Lee Jones, ASTeC, STFC. 
 
Wire meshes are used to accelerate electrons away from a photocathode towards a detector 
system. By carefully selecting the potential of the wire meshes and analysing the electron 
distribution at the detector, the initial properties of the electrons at the point of emission can be 
studied. In the following sections the process in which a photocathode is prepared is outlined, 
the TESS apparatus is described, previous commissioning results of the transverse energy spread 
are presented before continuing with a discussion on how TESS can be used to measure the 
longitudinal energy spread of the initial energy distribution. 
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2.2.1 Photocathode Preparation 
Photocathodes are prepared using the photocathode preparation facility (PPF). It was designed to 
allow cathodes to be prepared and transported to an accelerator without exposure to potential 
contaminants which could lead to poisoning and limit cathode performance. Figure 2.5 shows 
the PPF during the commissioning process. The PPF comprises of three chambers: the Loading 
Chamber, the Hydrogen Cleaning Chamber, and the Preparation Chamber which the cathode 
moves through, using a magnetic manipulator, in turn before transport to the final destination. A 
more detailed description of the PPF, operation and the commissioning is given in [81]. The 
GaAs has an active area of 9.5 mm and is bound to a 1.4 mm recess on the bottom of a upturned 
2 mm molybdenum petri dish with height 6.5 mm and diameter of 19 mm [82], figure 2.4. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Cathode holder used in TESS and the PPF. (1) Cathode active area (2) Molybdenum petri dish 
(3) Polished surface flow (4) Transport holder (5) Spring (6) installation socket [82]. 
 
 
The polished surface surrounding the cathode improves heat flow generated by high powered 
lasers. The cathode is first chemically etched with hydrochloric acid to remove oxides which 
form on the surface. The photocathode is transported to the Loading Chamber on a z-translation 
stage in a nitrogen environment to prevent oxidisation of the surface. The Loading Chamber is 
then pumped down using an ion pump to a pressure of 10
-9
 millibar and then heated to ~150°C in 
a process called 'bake out' in which water molecules are outgassed and extracted with a vacuum 
pump. The photocathode is then moved to the Hydrogen Cleaning Chamber for further cleaning 
to prepare it for activation. Atomic hydrogen, when heated to high temperatures, cleans the 
surface without large damage to the cathode material. The conventional technique without 
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hydrogen cleaning requires heating up to 600 °C to remove more difficult to remove oxide 
species. However, with hydrogen irradiation they are converted to more volatile molecules and 
only a further bake of 450 °C is required. This method has been shown to produce better results 
compared to the conventional technique [83]. In the Preparation Chamber the photocathodes are 
activated with alternating layers of caesium and pure oxygen or nitrogen trifluoride (NF3) known 
as the 'Yo-Yo' process. With NF3 it has been found that a consistently higher QE can be 
achieved compared to O2 but it is inherently more dangerous to handle [84]. The caesium is 
deposited onto the photoemissive material by the sublimation of solid caesium dispensers whilst 
the O2/NF3 is introduced from an outer canister through a piezoelectric leak valve. During this 
process a 635 nm laser illuminates the photocathode and the photocurrent is measured. The yo-
yo process is repeated until the photocurrent saturates. The final QE is established by the laser 
energy and the measured photocurrent. The photocathode plug is transported under a load lock 
mechanism thereby preserving the vacuum.  
 
Figure 2.5 Photocathode preparation facility built to prepare GaAs to a high quantum efficiency.  
 
Once the cathode is prepared it is passed to the TESS chamber. The main components of TESS 
are the cathode holder, three gold coated tungsten wire meshes, a detector system composing of 
a two stage multi channel plate (MCP) detector, Phosphor screen and a CCD cameras, a µ-metal 
shield and cryogenic pipes. When a prepared cathode is placed into TESS electrons are emitted 
from the cathode when prompted by an external laser source directed towards the cathode. 
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2.2.2 TESS Set-up  
The laser is focused onto a small spot using lenses and hits the cathode at a grazing angle of 
about 17°. This angle occurs due to the fixed geometry of the system.  This angle is defined by 
the geometry of the cathode position and the entry view port the laser enters the chamber. The 
laser spot size on the cathode surface is measured in a diagnostics section on a virtual cathode to 
be between 40-80 µm FWHM, however, due to the grazing angle the spot on the cathode is more 
elliptical than circular. The set up allows several different diode lasers to be used in the set up at 
low power (sub mW) in CW mode. From equation 2.25 this means electrons will have different 
energies when emitted from the cathode and also different energy spread. Neutral density (ND) 
filters are used to attenuate the laser so only a low intensity beam is generated. The filters used 
have a combined maximum value of 7 corresponding to a minimum transmission of 10−5 % . 
Electrons from the cathode are accelerated away from the cathode towards the meshes due to the 
potential difference between them. The mesh is photoetched from a tungsten sheet and is 35 µm 
thick. The cells in the mesh do not form a square but have a small bending radius. The thickness 
of the metallic wires is 50 µm and the cell pitch is 500 µm. The meshes are coated with gold 
because the secondary electron yield is lower in gold than in tungsten for electron energies less 
than 1 kV [85]. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of the wire meshes. The distances between the first 
and second mesh is 1.3 mm and between the second and third it is 1.4 mm. Four non-magnetic, 
electrically insulated supports keep the meshes in place. Figure 2.7 shows the layout of TESS 
from the cathode to the detection system front. 
 
 
Figure 2.6: TESS mesh plate. The inset shows the finer structure of the mesh . 
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Figure 2.7: The first stage of the TESS experiment from the cathode to MCP front. 
 
Once the electrons pass through the meshes they are detected by a combination of a two stage 
multichannel plate (Hamamatsu F1094-01), phosphor screen (P43 ITO type) and a 14 bit CCD 
camera (PCO.2000). 
A multichannel plate (MCP) is a high resistive metal plate with a regular array of tubes, 
microchannels, running through it with a voltage difference between the front and back of the 
detector. The MCP works as an electron multiplier where an electron is accelerated and hits the 
wall of the microchannel generating further electrons. The high voltage then accelerates these 
electrons in a cascade effect where the final signal is much higher than the input signal. TESS 
uses a two stage MCP which has higher gain compared with a single stage MCP, about 10
4 
/10
7
. 
However, this leads to a worse position resolution with a spatial resolution quoted to be in the 
region of 80-100 µm for the two-stage MCP and between 40-50 µm for the single stage. The 
MCP channels are 12 μm on a 15 μm pitch which gives an open area ratio of 60% [86]. The 
distance between the third mesh and front face of the MCP is 2.3 mm. 
The phosphor screen converts the electrons into photons which are then focused onto the CCD 
camera. The screen is composed of grains of Gd2O2S:Tb, 6 µm in thickness and a grain size of 2-
3 µm, which emit light when energy is deposited. A phosphor screen will produce between 20-
600 photons per incident electron depending on the kinetic energy of the electron [87]. An 
indium-titanium-oxygen (ITO) layer shields the screen due to electrostatic effects on the screen 
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caused by electrons and ions. P43 screens, the number refers to the composition, have higher 
quantum efficiencies compared to other screen types but is slower, however, timing is not 
important in this application and P43 is at peak emission wavelength at 543 nm. The phosphor 
screen and MCP combination result in a spatial resolution between 80 and 100 𝜇𝑚. [88] 
A PC0.2000 [89] CCD camera collects the photons generated by the phosphor screen and 
converts them into electrons which are measured. The camera is cooled to -40° and has a 2048 x 
2048 pixel array. The charge collected by each pixel is converted to a digital number with each 
count equal to 2.1 electrons [90]. Using this matrix the image can be analysed numerically and 
noise limits can be established. The quantum efficiency of the pixels is ~50% and peak 
wavelength detection efficiency at 543 nm which matches the phosphor screen emission peak. 
The camera and lens system is vibration free allowing long camera exposure times. A Tamron 
[91] f3.5 180 mm imaging lens is used to magnify the image onto the pixel array. The detector 
system set up is shown in figure 2.8. 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Second step of the TESS experiment in which an electron is detected. A two stage MCP 
amplifies the signal which then hits a phosphor screen generating photons. The light is then focused onto a 
CCD camera which is recording over a long exposure time 
 
The detector head (meshes and MCP) is held in the chamber by the support shown in figure 2.9. 
The meshes and MCP are connected to external power supply units through metal high voltage 
conductors which are held in place around the steel supports and connected to the detector and 
flange feed through by safe high voltage 10 kV coaxial connectors. The meshes are limited to a 
maximum potential of 1kV and the first mesh and the detector front plate are electrically 
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common. The cathode holder and the shielding are at the same potential which produces a flat 
electric field in the drift region. The phosphor screen is operable up to 6 kV. The front back 
voltage of the MCP is limited to 2 kV which provides the high gain. The mesh-detector 
assembly is placed on a moveable stage so the distance from the photocathode to mesh 1 can be 
varied from 7.5 mm to 50 mm.  
 
 
Figure 2.9: Support holding the meshes and detector to the flange. Connections are made through freed 
through connectors around the flange and transported to the detector head. Courtesy of STFC. 
 
Installed around the inner elements of the detector system is a µ-metal shield to block external 
magnetic fields for example those generated by earth. However, the system is not blocked at the 
front and back i.e. only the curved section is covered. Additional installations include cryogenic 
cooling so liquid nitrogen temperatures can be reached and a piezo-electric valve which allows 
controlled degradation of the cathode and therefore control of the quantum efficiency 
 
2.2.3 Transverse Measurements 
Measurements of the transverse energy spread of electron emission were performed as part of 
the commissioning of TESS [88] and were performed outside of the work presented in this thesis. 
However, since the transverse properties will be required in later chapters the results are 
presented here as well as a brief summary of the analysis. 
An electron emitted from a photocathode will have two velocity components, one in the 
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transverse plane and the other in the longitudinal plane, figure 2.10. The total energy, found by 
the sum in quadrature of the velocity components, is given as the sum of the transverse and 
longitudinal energy. This is further expanded upon in appendix A. 
 
 
Figure 2.10: Electron emission from a photocathode to the vacuum. The initial velocity components can 
be described by a longitudinal and transverse component. 
 
 
As a result of the transverse energy, electrons will move radially outwards the more transverse 
energy they have. The transit time, 𝜏, from the photocathode to the MCP front face is a function 
of the distance d between the photocathode and MCP, the acceleration voltage 𝑈𝑎𝑐𝑐  and the 
longitudinal energy of the electron 𝜖𝑙𝑜𝑛  and can be written as [92]: 
 
𝜏 = 𝑑 ∙  
2𝑚𝑒
𝑞𝑒𝑈𝑎𝑐𝑐
⋅   1 +
𝜖𝑙𝑜𝑛
𝑞𝑒𝑈𝑎𝑐𝑐
− 
𝜖𝑙𝑜𝑛
𝑞𝑒𝑈𝑎𝑐𝑐
  
 
(2.10) 
For high accelerating voltages, the energy gain due to the electrostatic field is much higher than 
the initial longitudinal energy i.e.   𝑞𝑒𝑈𝑎𝑐𝑐 ≫ 𝜖𝑙𝑜𝑛 . In this case equation 2.10 can be rewritten as: 
 
𝜏 = 𝑑 ∙  
2𝑚𝑒
𝑞𝑒𝑈𝑎𝑐𝑐
 
 
(2.11) 
In the transverse plane the electron will move radially away from the point it was emitted. The 
point at which the electron hits the MCP is a radial distance r away from the point of emission 
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and is a function of the transit time and the transverse energy 𝜖𝑡𝑟  of the electron: 
 
𝑟 =  
𝜖𝑡𝑟
2𝑚𝑒
∙ 𝜏 
 
(2.12) 
The influence of the transit time which in turn is inversely proportional to the accelerating 
voltage means that for higher accelerating voltages the radial growth is smaller.  
To establish the transverse energy distribution the centroid of the image recorded on the CCD is 
found (i.e. r = 0) by taking the peak value of the CCD matrix and deriving a radial distribution 
of intensity 𝐼(𝑟) around this. Using the relative intensity from the centroid, i.e. little or zero 
transverse energy, the spread of energies can be found.  The derived radial intensity function 
represents the number of electrons incident in a ring with radius r and thickness 𝛿𝑟. To convert 
the radial distribution to an energy distribution the displacement from the centroid is used and 
calibrated by normalising to the maximum value. From analysing images alone with suitable 
background correction the transverse energy distribution spread can be found. Further 
information on the transverse analysis procedure can be found in [88] and [92]. 
This was performed for two different wavelengths, 635 nm and 532 nm, and two different 
accelerating potentials. The results are shown in figure 2.11. The results are fit to a decaying 
exponential: 
 
𝑁 𝜖𝑡𝑟  = 𝑁0 ⋅ 𝑒𝑥𝑝  
− 𝜖𝑡𝑟  
𝑀𝑇𝐸
  (2.13) 
 
Where 𝑁0 is the peak intensity and MTE is is the mean transverse energy at the 1/e value. The 
MTE of electrons emitted from the cathode for the 635 nm laser was MTE = 45 ± 7 meV and 
for the 532 nm laser it wasMTE = 100 ± 15 meV . The results show that for the shorter 
wavelengths the MTE is larger which is to be expected as the electrons should have higher 
remaining kinetic energies after being emitted. The GaAs photocathode used was activated to 
2 % quantum efficiency, making it a PEA cathode and the experiments were performed one after 
the other to avoid decrease in QE due to contamination. Further experiments have been 
performed to measure the response due to contamination using the piezoleak valve [93]. These 
experiments were performed at room temperature yielding a kT value of 25 meV and the MTE 
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measured in these experiments were greater than this value. 
 
 
Figure 2.11: Experimentally obtained transverse energy distribution curves using TESS for two different 
wavelengths and two different accelerating potentials [88]. 
 
2.3 Longitudinal Experimental Technique 
Whilst most studies on photocathode sources for accelerators are focussed on transverse 
emittance, less has been mentioned in literature about the initial longitudinal emittance. From the 
process of emission there is no doubt that there is a coupling of the two and greater 
understandings of both are required to fully understand electron generation. Two techniques will 
be addressed in which TESS can be used to measure the energy and the energy spread of an 
emitted electron beam: 
 
1. Creating a retardation field using an electrostatic mesh 
2. Modulation of the cathode potential  
The first method uses a wire mesh to create a retarding field in the mesh region. This is a three 
stage technique shown in figure 2.12 which plots the potential versus longitudinal distance to 
explain the different stages that occur in the experiment. The electrons are accelerated away 
from the cathode, far left, due to a voltage difference between the cathode and first mesh. The 
energy of the electron after this stage is the kinetic energy gained during acceleration, left red 
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arrow, plus the initial energy component the electron had when emitted from the cathode. The 
second mesh is then biased with a potential lower than the first mesh, this decelerates the 
electron. If the second mesh potential is lower than the cathode potential, as in the figure 2.12, 
the electron loses all energy it has gained in the first step. If the energy remaining after 
deceleration is larger than the difference between the cathode and second mesh potential, smaller 
right arrow, then it continues to move forward, if not then it falls back towards the first mesh, 
which from this point will be called retardation. If the electron overcomes the potential barrier 
then a potential difference between the second mesh and MCP front plate accelerates the 
electrons. In this technique, in the simplest configuration, the third mesh is not used. 
The second technique was proposed after the first technique had been tested and is only a two 
stage process. Instead of using a mesh to create a retarding field a potential difference exists 
between the cathode and MCP. The potential diagram is shown in figure 2.13. The electron is 
accelerated from the cathode to the first mesh where it is decelerated. The cathode potential is 
higher that the MCP potential which is held at 0 V. Detection occurs if the initial energy of the 
electron is larger than the red arrow in figure 2.13. The second and third meshes are sequentially 
lower in potential than the first mesh so deceleration still occurs. To measure the initial energy 
range of the electrons the cathode voltage is scanned, thereby increasing the energy barrier the 
electrons have to overcome.  
 
 
Figure 2.12: Potential diagram of the TESS system when using a mesh as a retardation filter.  
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Figure 2.13: Potential diagram in the TESS system creating a potential difference between the cathode and 
MCP front place.  
 
2.4 Modelling Fields Around an Electrostatic Wire Mesh 
2.4.1 Analytical Solution  
An analytical expression of the potentials around a thin wire mesh will now be derived before 
moving on to more complex computer based methods. 
 
2.4.1.1 Thin Wire Mesh Solution 
Computational methods are slower to calculate and work as an approximation to the geometry, 
resolved only by the smallest finite element in that region. An analytical solution could make 
solutions faster to calculate and will offer some insight into the general solution of the system. A 
mesh structure can be analysed analytically but only when several assumptions are used because 
they make the problem more approachable. Once a solution was found the assumptions were 
assessed to see if the result may be used practically. The assumptions that were used were: 
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1. The mesh is infinitely large in two dimensions (x-y). 
2. The mesh is comprised of wires which are infinitesimally thin. 
3. A linear charge density is applied to the wires of the mesh. 
 
It was found that the potential around a wire mesh arrangement can be found by using a complex 
potential analysis of a single wire above a ground plane and by superposition build up to the 
potential for the required geometry. The solution follows on from methods used for wire drift 
chamber particle detectors [94] [95]. 
For some two dimensional electrostatic problems it is sometimes easier to solve a system using a 
complex analysis where two spatial dimensions are treated in real and imaginary planes. A 
complex analysis only works in two dimensions and so for a three dimensional problem it is 
necessary to find a way to treat it in two dimensions. For the case of a thin wire suspended over 
a conducting plane, it is assumed the wire is infinitely long, so end effects can be ignored. In this 
case the system can be thought of as a two dimensional problem pictured in figure 2.14. By 
separating the two dimensions in this manner and not treating the distance as just a radius, the 
change in potential in both directions can be studied.  
 
 
Figure 2.14: A charged wire, coming out of the page, above a conducting plane by distance z0. Defining 
the geometry like this allows a three dimension to be compressed into two dimensions. 
 
The complex potential,𝜙, is written in the form [96]: 
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 𝜙 𝑍 = 𝜙 𝑍 + 𝑖𝛺(𝑍) (2.14) 
 
Z is the standard complex notation which contains the position co-ordinates x and z 
i.e. 𝑍 =  𝑥 +  𝑖 ∙ 𝑧. 𝜓 Z  is the real potential term which describes equipotential curves. This is 
the standard expression for potential. The imaginary term 𝛺 𝑍 , sometimes called the force term, 
describes the path a charge particle will move in a field. 𝛹 𝑍  and 𝛺 𝑍   form an orthogonal pair. 
This is evident to understand in electrostatics as the force on a charged particle 𝐸  is found by the 
gradient of the potential U, i.e.:  𝐸 = −∇𝑈. Thus in equation 2.14, 𝜓 𝑍  is orthogonal to 𝛺 𝑍 . 
Writing the potential in this manner is valid as long as the function is analytic. A function is 
analytic in a given region if the derivatives of the function are the same no matter what direction 
is taken, in this case the x or z directions. This is expressed mathematically by the Cauchy-
Riemann equations. Using the same notation above [96]: 
 
 𝛿𝜓
𝛿𝑥
=
𝛿Ω
δz
 (2.15) 
 𝛿Ω
𝛿𝑥
= −
𝛿ψ
δz
 (2.16) 
 
 
Combining (3.1) and (3.2) by taking further derivatives it is found: 
 
 𝛿2 𝜙
𝛿𝑥2
+
𝛿2Ω
δz2
= 0  (2.17) 
 𝛿2 𝜙
𝛿𝑧2
+
𝛿2Ω
δx2
= 0 (2.18) 
 
 
The relations above show a distinctive similarity with the Laplace equation: 
 
 
𝛥𝑉 =
𝛿2 𝑉
𝛿𝑥2
+
𝛿2V
δz2
= 0 (2.19) 
 
From this it can then be said that if a complex potential function is analytic then it is also a 
solution to the Laplace equation. The Laplace equation is an important concept in electrostatics 
as it is related to Poisson‘s equation which describes solutions to charge free and charge 
occupied regions, respectively. The Laplace equation also has uniqueness about it so that if for a 
particular problem, if a solution is found then that solution is unique and no other solution exists. 
In summary, if the complex potential is analytic then it is a solution to the system of charges. 
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Returning to the line charge, it is a well-known result that. by applying a cylindrical Gaussian 
surface and using Gauss‘ law, the potential around a wire with constant line charge −𝜆  𝐶/𝑚  is 
described in terms of the radius, r, as: 
 
𝑉 = −
𝜆
2𝜋𝜖0
ln 𝑟 (2.20) 
 
The real component of the complex potential for a line charge must be mathematically 
equivalent. The complex potential takes the simple form: 
 
𝜙(𝑍) = −
𝜆
2𝜋𝜖0
ln𝑍 (2.21) 
 
If the complex term is in the form 𝑍 =  𝑍 𝑒𝑖𝜃  then it follows: ln𝑍 = 𝑙𝑛 𝑍 + 𝑖 ∙ 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑍 . The 
complex potential is then written in the explicit form: 
 
𝜙 𝑍 = −
𝜆
2𝜋𝜖0
ln 𝑍 − 𝑖 ⋅
𝜆
2𝜋𝜖0
arg(𝑍) (2.22) 
 
Looking at the real part the standard definition is recovered. It is also relatively straight forward 
to see, using equations 2.15 and 2.16 that this expression for the complex potential is analytic. 
To account for the effects of the conducting plane the principle of image planes is used which 
states that to calculate the potential due to a boundary on a charge, an equal but opposite charge 
is placed on the other side of the conducting boundary an equal distance to the charge. 
If the line charge is placed at 𝑈′ = 𝑥′ + 𝑖 ∙ 𝑧′ then with a conducting plane at 0z , this is 
equivalent to a line charge of charge density −𝜆 placed at 𝑈′ = 𝑥′ − 𝑖 ∙ 𝑧′   or using complex 
notation 𝑈′ . The potential of the system at a point 𝑈 = 𝑥 + 𝑖 ∙ 𝑧 is then the superposition of the 
two line charges, the real line charge and the boundary induced potential, at that point. 
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To account for an infinite set of wires along the x plane, the potential at point U due to a wire at 
Uk needs to be included. For a set of k equally spaced wires a summation is performed: 
 
𝜙 𝑈 = −
𝜆
2𝜋𝜖0
 ln 
𝑈 − 𝑈𝑘
′
𝑈 − 𝑈 𝑘
′  
𝑘=∞
𝑘=−∞
 (2.24) 
 
Where kU ' is the position of the k
th
 wire. If the wires are equi-spaced by a distance a, then: 
 
𝑈 − 𝑈𝑘
′ = 𝑈 −𝑈0
′ − 𝑘𝑎 (2.25) 
 
Where U0 is the position of the zeroth wire placed at 𝑈′0 = 𝑥0 + 𝑧0. The summation can then be 
rewritten as: 
 
𝜙 𝑈 = −
𝜆
2𝜋𝜖0
 ln 
𝑈 − 𝑈0
′ − 𝑘𝑎
𝑈 − 𝑈 0
′ − 𝑘𝑎
 
𝑘=∞
𝑘=−∞
 (2.26) 
 
Performing the summation and noting that at 𝑈 = 𝑘𝑎  it is required that the numerator and 
denominator must be zero then it follows that the solution is sinusoidal with a half period of   
𝜋 𝑎 . The summation can then be rewritten: 
 
𝜙 𝑈 = −
𝜆
2𝜋𝜖0
ln 
sin  
𝜋
𝑎
 𝑈 − 𝑈0 
′   
sin  
𝜋
𝑎
 𝑈 − 𝑈 0 
′   
  (2.27) 
 
To find the real potential of the parallel wires configuration the real part of equation 2.27 must 
be found, 𝑉 𝑥, 𝑧 = 𝑅𝑒 𝛷 𝑈  . The real part of a logarithm of a complex function is found from 
the modulus of that function i.e.  𝑅𝑒 𝑙𝑛𝑍 = 𝑙𝑛 𝑍 . Using multiple angle formula and hyperbolic 
identities it can be shown that the modulus of a sine term with a complex argument Z can be 
written:  sin𝑍 =  sin2 𝑥 + sinh2 𝑦. It follows then that the real potential can be written as: 
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𝑉 𝑥, 𝑧 = −
𝜆
2𝜋𝜖0
ln
 
 
 
sin2   
𝜋
𝑎
 𝑥 − 𝑥0 
′    + sinh2   
𝜋
𝑎
 𝑧 − 𝑧0
′    
sin2   
𝜋
𝑎
 𝑥 − 𝑥0 
′    + sinh2   
𝜋
𝑎
 𝑧 + 𝑧0
′    
 
 
 
 (2.28) 
 
This is the solution for an infinite set of parallel wires [97]. To form a wire mesh with pitch size 
s, superposition is used by following the same procedure but now in the y-z plane. For two sets 
of parallel wires one along the y axis and the other along the x axis with equal charge density 
then the potential solution of the mesh can be written as: 
 
𝑉(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧) = −
𝜆𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
4𝜋𝜖0
ln
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sin2   
𝜋
𝑠
 𝑥 − 𝑥0 
′    + sinh2   
𝜋
𝑠
 𝑧 − 𝑧0
′    
sin2   
𝜋
𝑠
 𝑥 − 𝑥0 
′    + sinh2   
𝜋
𝑠
 𝑧 + 𝑧0
′    
 
 
 
⋅
 
 
 
sin2   
𝜋
𝑠
 𝑦 − 𝑦0 
′    + sinh2   
𝜋
𝑠
 𝑧 − 𝑧0
′    
sin2   
𝜋
𝑠
 𝑦 − 𝑦0 
′    + sinh2   
𝜋
𝑠
 𝑧 + 𝑧0
′    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (2.29) 
 
The electric field from this configuration can then be calculated as the gradient of the potential, 
but is not presented here.  
The behaviour of equation 2.29 can now be studied in two cases a) through the centre of a cell 
i.e. 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 𝑠 2  and b) through a wire case i.e. 𝑥 = 𝑥0 or 𝑦 = 𝑦0. In both cases x0'= y0' = 0. The 
potential along the z direction is plotted for each case in figure 2.15 below. At distances 
comparable to half the cell pitch from the mesh the two solutions are nearly converged onto the 
same solution, and fully converged at distances equal to the cell pitch in each direction. At large 
z values away from the mesh both solutions converge to a constant value. From a distance the 
potential distribution looks like that from a thin charged sheet. It is only close to the meshes that 
the mesh structure effect becomes negligible. Taking z to be sufficiently large in equation 2.29 
the potential reduces to 𝑉 = 2λZ0 𝑠𝜀0 . It can then be seen that from a distance the wire mesh 
looks like a sheet charge with charge density 𝜍 = 2 λ 𝑠 . 
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Figure 2.15: Potential along cut lines from points on a conducting plane with zero potential through the 
centre of a cell (red) and through the wire of a mesh (blue). 
 
Figure 2.16 shows a comparison of values calculated from equation 2.29 with a computerised 
model using thin wires and a finite number of cells. The mesh has a cell size of 10 cm, placed 10 
cm above a grounded plane and with line charge density equal to 0.5 nC. There is a good 
agreement between the values calculated from theory and those calculated on computer. Any 
small differences are located near the wires where the finite elements are difficult to resolve 
around infinitesimally thin wires. However, despite this there is good agreement even in the on 
wire case which shows that the steps made to derive the analytical model above are correct. No 
error bars are included in figure 2.16 as the computer derived values are difficult to associate 
with an error. To ensure that the computer model was as accurate as possible, a large number of 
cells were used, 14 x 14, and the steps in which the values were calculated were orders of 
magnitude less than the cell size. These settings show good agreement with analytical model.
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Figure 2.16 Comparison of analytical solution (solid lines) and values calculated using a finite element 
solver (points) 
 
To include an even greater number of meshes, superposition can again be used. To calculate the 
electrostatic potential at any point of the system consisting of a conducting plate and multiple 
meshes, it is only required to calculate the potential at that point from each mesh in turn with the 
summation of the potentials giving the total potential at that point. For a set of n meshes the total 
potential is then: 
 
𝑉 𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧 = 𝑉1 𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧 + 𝑉2 𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧 +⋯+ 𝑉𝑛(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧) (2.30) 
 
So far only a simple configuration has been considered where one mesh is present. TESS has 
many electrostatic elements which need to be included in the solution. Let us now consider the 
matter of transparency. A mesh, unlike a sheet, has holes through which electric field lines may 
permeate. If the problem were now reversed with the mesh grounded and a source potential 
applied to the sheet, the situation resembles a Faraday cage where the electric field polarises the 
wire and the distribution of charges is such that the wires partially block field lines permeating 
through the mesh. In the simplest case of a single wire in the presence of an electric field, E, the 
total charge density is the sum of the contribution from the charge of the wire, 𝜆 , and the field 
induced from polarisation [95].    
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𝜍𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝜆
4𝜋𝜖0
+ 2𝐸𝜖𝑂 cos𝜃   (2.31) 
 
Where θ is the angle between the electric field and the radial vector of the wire. The inclusion of 
many wires complicates the matter and even though this effect has been known for centuries 
there is little mathematical discourse on the subject. In more recent literature on the matter [98] 
[99], the importance of the distance between the wire and the wire thickness has been studied. It 
was initially believed that the field beyond the cage decreases exponentially but it has been 
shown [99] that it is actually linear. Also the convergence is not to zero but to the solution of a 
homogenised problem. Convergence to zero in a circular cage only occurs when the number of 
wires in the cage approaches infinity which is not a physical cage. 
 
2.4.1.2 Applicability of the analytical solution  
With the analytical analysis taken as far without being overly complicated it is now time to 
consider the assumptions used to arrive at the result.  
The first was that the wires of the mesh are infinite in length resulting in an infinite number of 
cells. When comparing the analytical values to simulated values a physical mesh with 
sufficiently large cell number converges to the solution of an infinite mesh. Therefore, for a 
large physical mesh with many cells the assumption is valid.  
The second assumption was that the wires were given no thickness. This was done for simplicity 
in the solution. In the case of a single mesh when using the mesh just to accelerate the 
assumption may be tolerable. With a multi-mesh system with opposing charge meshes it is 
difficult to justify the assumption. The polarisation of wires due to external forces is a 
complicated matter and furthermore the non-basic shape of the TESS mesh would complicate it 
further. To accurately ascertain an approximate solution using a retarding mesh would be 
difficult without considering the mesh size and shape.  
The third assumption was a linear charge density is applied to each wire.  This is an obstacle 
when trying to find a solution to the system. To do so, for example, in a system containing a 
conducting plane, a mesh and sheet charge, all parallel to each other, a set of simultaneous 
equations needs to be established which relates the charges and the positions of each element to 
the voltage at that point. Taking the inverse of this matrix would mean the positions and 
intended voltages could be related to the necessary charges to apply. The problem is now in the 
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crossing of the wires. At the point the wires cross the region of charge contains more charge than 
in the regions where there is no crossing. Applying Gauss‘ law would reveal that the potential at 
the point of crossing is higher than elsewhere on the gird. Finding the potential close to the mesh 
then depends at what point it is being evaluated. For the purposes for which it is intended to be 
applied, applying constant potential to the mesh, this analytical model cannot be used. 
Furthermore, this critique also links to the second assumption as the polarisation of wires 
negates the notion of a linear charge density on the wires. 
This attempt at a solution of a wire mesh has given insight into the electric potential and field 
due to such geometry but to account for complex mesh shape and non-uniform charge density, it 
is not possible to find accurate values, particularly close to the mesh wire themselves. For this 
reason to calculate electric fields for TESS, it was decided to use values calculated using finite 
element analysis software. 
 
2.4.2 Finite Element Method Comsol Model 
Since it is not possible to model a multi-mesh structure using physical sizes it was decided that 
finite element software will be used solely to calculate the fields. The software package that was 
extensively used was Comsol Multiphysics [100], but crosschecks were made with the Opera 
electrostatics package [101]. The geometry is built as a CAD model within the software and 
electric potentials are applied to surfaces. A finite element mesh is then constructed in the model 
with the finest elements applied to the thinnest regions. The geometry of a three and two 
dimensional model is shown in the right figure 2.17. The model consists of outer shielding, a 
cathode plate, an MCP plate and three mesh plates. For simplicity the MCP front plate is 
modelled as a flat surface. The inset on the far right is of a zoomed in part of the meshes.  
During calculation only a certain number of meshes were used that would be accurate to a full 
mesh. To model a full mesh with micrometer accuracy would require a large amount of 
computing power. A two dimensional axial symmetric model was used to calculate fields from 
the cathode to the first mesh, left of figure 2.17. This was to exploit the fact that far from the 
wire mesh it should appear as a potential surface. 
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Figure 2.17: Three dimensional (right) and two dimensional (left) geometrical model of TESS built in 
Comsol Multiphysics. Inset on the three dimensional model shows the mesh structures.  
 
In order to optimise the model the filter mesh technique is used as knowledge of the potential in 
this configuration is more crucial. Throughout the following sections the potential at the centre 
of the retarding mesh will be used as a measure of accuracy and will allow a way to view the 
effects of mechanical changes to the model. Another way the potentials are analysed is to 
calculate the potentials along a cut line from the centre of the cathode through the central mesh 
cell and on to the centre of the MCP front plate as this allows the potential to be analysed as a 
function of the longitudinal direction through the model. For consistency the same voltage 
configuration is used throughout with the cathode, shielding and retarding mesh set to – 60V and 
the other elements at 0 V. 
Figure 2.18 shows the wire mesh built in Comsol. Using CAD software the bend radius, cell 
pitch and thickness can all be included so that an approximate solution can be attained which 
was not possible when attempting an analytical approach. Coloured boxes correspond to material 
covered shortly. 
 
 
Figure 2.18: Wire mesh built in Comsol Multiphysics.  
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2.4.2.1 Numerical Methods 
Numerical methods can be used to solve partial differential equations such as the Laplace 
equation. These methods often require dedicated software to calculate the solution. The methods 
which are used are the finite element method (FEM or sometimes FEA), finite differential 
method (FDM) and the finite volume method (FVM). All of these techniques do not calculate 
the exact solution but a reasonable approximation to the solution. FDM is a technique in which 
derivatives are approximated with a Taylor expansion, it is the easiest of the three to implement 
but restricted to simple structures. FVM works by splitting the geometry into small volumes and 
conservation laws applied within the volume are applied to the centre of the volume. FEM is the 
standard technique for physical problems such as structural calculations or electromagnetic as is 
the case here. A full description of FEM theory is beyond the scope of this work and only a brief 
summary of how it works is presented here, a more explicit discussion can be found in a large 
number of literature [102] [103] [104]. An object is split into primitive shapes with the same 
shape across the object. In 2D the shapes are either rectangular or triangular with the latter being 
more accurate. Curved triangular elements are possible so curves may be modelled. In 3D the 
shapes are hexahedral and tetrahedral with curved tetrahedral elements also possible. Curved 
structures are more complicated to generate but the best element shape for the TESS model. The 
FEM mesh built for a wire mesh built in 2D is shown in figure 2.19.  
 Once the structure is meshed the solution is calculated at each point, often called node. This is 
different compared to FVM in which the solution is averaged in the volume. The method in 
which the software will compute the solution is either to take a direct approach or iterative. 
Mathematically the solver is trying to calculate a solution to the linear equation 𝐴 ⋅ 𝑥 = 𝑏 which 
represents the full system and calculates the potential at each node due to all other nodes. A 
direct solver finds an approximate solution in one step using factorisations to break the solution 
down whilst an iterative solver guesses at an initial solution and improves upon the solution over 
many steps until a tolerance is met. Direct solvers are more accurate, however, they take up a 
large amount of computer memory and for more intensive calculations the memory cost is too 
high.  
Calculations of associated accuracies are difficult in FEM analyses. Validation can be achieved 
either through direct measurement, not possible in TESS, or through comparing with analytical 
expressions. This was shown in figure 2.16 where an analytical expression showed excellent 
agreement with calculated results of a simplified model. From this, it is assumed that more 
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complicated geometries are calculated accurately in Comsol assuming that a large enough 
number of cells are modelled, section 2.4.2.4. To be further confident in the calculated fields the 
results from Comsol are also compared to another solver, section 2.4.2.7. Uncertainties in 
potentials and fields calculated in Comsol are therefore not given as it may be reasonably 
assumed that they are correct. Several of the following sections will attempt to reinforce this 
claim. 
 
 
Figure 2.19: Front face of a wire with a FEM mesh built with triangular elements. More complicated 
regions are distributed with more elements. 
 
What follows now is a look at the optimisation of the model, this includes: 
1. The effect of the changing the thickness of the wires. 
2. A study of the convergence of the finite element mesh.  
3. Studying the number of mesh cells computed which will to simulate a full mesh. 
4. The effect of the cell pitch size on the potentials calculated in the model. 
5. The effect of adding deformations in to the model. 
6. Benchmarking with another other code. 
 
2.4.2.2 Wire Thickness 
In the last section the equations of a mesh were derived for one dimensional wires. The effect of 
adding thickness is now considered.  The TESS meshes are different in thickness on the face, 
0.05 mm and in depth, 0.035 mm. Since they are thin and many of them need to be meshed, if it 
is possible to make any dimensions infinitely thin then this should be done as it would speed up 
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cacluclations. The potential distribution was calculated for the correct physical sizes, zero 
dimensional in widths and depths and the mixture of the two. These are shown in figure 2.20. 
The two intermediary cases are closer in absolute minimum potential, differing by 0.7 V. They 
are both off the physical size case by approximately 1.5 V and the difference between no 
thicknesses at all and a physical size is 6 V. The large differences in the potentials in each case 
means the model cannot be simplified in order to obtain realistic values of the potential 
surrounding the meshes. 
 
 
Figure 2.20: Potential through the centre of the three meshes with different dimensions applied to the 
mesh, the physical size case, wires infinitesimal in size and the intermediary cases with no width and no 
depth. 
 
2.4.2.3 Finite Element Mesh Convergence Studies 
When constructing the finite element mesh it is important to locate the finest elements in the 
thinnest regions of the geometry. It is also important to locate the fine elements where fields will 
be exported. The model shown in figure 2.17 was split into several mesh areas.  
The first and most intense area was region around the three central mesh cells. It was decided 
that this mesh area should extend from the MCP face to a distance twice the cell pitch size from 
the first mesh. The FEM mesh was restricted to one 'channel' through the three central cells of 
the three meshes. A swept mesh approach, where a single face is meshed and dragged through a 
continuous structure, was attempted. It was found that even though the solution converged faster, 
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diagnostics within Comsol reported an excellent mesh was generated and the potential solutions 
were in large agreement compared to the standard meshing, implementing the swept mesh 
solution within the tracking code was unsuccessful with smaller steps required in exporting to 
produce similar results to the standard technique which meant computation time was far slower. 
The reason why the standard technique worked better is not clear however it was preferred 
method for meshing. The mesh converged with a minimum element size of 0.01 mm, reducing 
this value resulted in no improvement. 
The second mesh region is a cylinder surrounding the remaining mesh cells. A cylinder was 
chosen because when using a cuboid the sharp edges created some problems when moving to a 
coarser outer mesh, a cylinder stopped errors of this nature. The field in this region is largely not 
exported from the model, the exception being a small gap between the ultra-fine region and the 
drift region, but the narrowness of the wires and small cell pitch still requires moderate accuracy 
in calculating fields and potentials due to these features of the mesh. The maximum element size 
in this region was allowed to be half the cell pitch size, any lower and there is a risk of inserting 
unnecessary finite elements. It was found by reducing the maximum element size in this region 
any more that this had a negligible effect in the field of the central cell. Increasing the maximum 
element size on the other hand led to problems tracking. 
The last region covers the remaining geometry and has an element size small enough to resolve 
the edge of the mesh plates, in this case 0.035 mm, and big enough to not fill the drift space 
between cathode and meshes with unnecessary elements that will clog up the computation. The 
maximum element size in this region was set to 2 mm.  
 
2.4.2.4 Cell Convergence Study 
If the field due to a full mesh structure were to be calculated with a fine mesh then to obtain a 
good accuracy would require computing power beyond a desktop PC. For this reason it was 
necessary to perform a convergence test to include as many cells into the mesh plates so that the 
solution for one cell converges into the solution for a fully built mesh without modelling the 
whole structure. Electrostatic potentials were calculated for different number of cell 
configuration: 1x1, 3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9 and 11x11, the first two are shown in figure 2.18. The 
results of this are shown in figure 2.21 where the absolute change from the proceeding 
configuration is plotted as a function of longitudinal distance, i.e. for the 7x7 curve this is the 
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difference in potential with the 5x5 solution. The inset shows the potential solution along a 
central cut line. The dashed purple lines show the longitudinal position of the three meshes. For 
each increase in the number of cells included there is a general improvement with the change 
approaching ever smaller values. The largest changes occur around each mesh with a local 
minimum at the centre of the mesh and local maxima just each side of the mesh. As the number 
of cells increases the transition becomes smoother.  
Table 2.2 shows the minimum negative potential which occurs in the mesh region. For 
increasing numbers of cell number the potential increases. The largest difference is between the 
1x1 geometry and the 3x3 geometry. The gap in potential between successive increases of cell 
numbers included in the geometry decreases for higher cell numbers. The gap between the 5x5 
cell and 7x7 cells is 8 mV whilst from between 7x7 and 9x9 it is 3 mV.  
Figure 2.22 shows the field along the direction of the mesh front face in the middle of the centre 
mesh. The dashed lines indicate the position of the edge of the wire mesh. The graph shows a 
parabolic shape with maximum potential found on the wire mesh which then drops away 
reaching a minimum negative potential at the centre. This figure is interesting to note as it will 
have significance in the dynamics of electrons passing through it. This will be talked about again 
in section 2.6.2.1. 
Selecting what number of meshes to use then becomes a matter of choice. It was decided that a 
7x7 cell design would be used. The difference between the 5x5 and the largest configuration 
11x11 was 50 mV which was decided to be too large whilst it was decided not to use a 9x9 mesh 
cell because the time to calculate the solution was three times longer compared to the 7x7 
solution and with only an 11 meV improvement on the result. It was found that in studies of a 
single mesh system, that the solution converged faster and at a lower cell number.  
 
Table 2.2: Lowest potential achieved in the centre of the mesh cell for different configurations.  
n x n minimum mesh potential (V) Δ V % of applied 
1 x 1 -54.021 - 90.04 
3 x 3 -53.035 0.986 88.39 
5 x 5 -52.875 0.160 88.13 
7 x 7 -52.837 0.038 88.06 
9 x 9 -52.826 0.011 88.04 
11 x 11 -52.823 0.003 88.04 
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Figure 2.21: Convergence study of the number of cells included into the CAD model. The inset shows the 
potential along a cut line through the centre of the model. The main plot shows the difference in the 
potential for the point calculated between that configuration and the proceeding one. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.22: Field along the x axis of the centre mesh cell. Dashed vertical lines indicate the position of 
wires. 
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2.4.2.5 Cell Size Study 
It has already been mentioned that the potential at the centre of the mesh cell is important. This 
is especially true in the case of using the meshes as an energy filter in longitudinal experiments. 
It was therefore decided to test the effect on the calculated potential for different pitch cell sizes. 
What was under study here was not the absolute value of the minimum potential calculated in 
the centre but the ratio of the potential at the centre of the mesh to the potential applied to the 
mesh. The reason why this was studied as well as the effects this can lead will be covered in the 
next chapter. Table 2.3 below shows the percentage of the potential at the centre compared to the 
applied potential. The wire thicknesses were kept constant throughout with only the cell pitch 
changed.  
 
Table 2.3: Ratio between the potential at the centre of a mesh cell for various different cell pitches and the 
applied voltage expressed as a percentage. 
Cell pitch (µm) Centre/applied voltage (%) 
250 96.03 
500 88.06 
750 81.63 
1000 75.78 
1500 65.72 
 
2.4.2.6 Introducing Deformations 
All cases so far have been calculated assuming that all the geometry is perfectly aligned with no 
deformations. In any real situation of course this is not true. To test this several deformations 
were introduced into the model to test for any change.  
As the meshes and detector set up are on a z translational stage, the meshes and MCP plate 
where moved in the model from 40 mm to 10 mm and using the voltage configuration used 
previously only a small change, 2 meV, was observed at the minimum potential which is small 
enough that it may be assumed that any relation between the potential at the centre in this 
configuration is acceptable for the range of distances that the mesh-detector stage can be moved. 
The first deformation of the mesh set-up included into the model was to move the retarding 
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potential mesh, the second mesh, and small distances in the longitudinal away from the true 
position. The data points can be described well by a quadratic equation and it is seen that the 
minimum is at the position midway between the first and third mesh. It expected that the 
distances between the meshes will be too far the design specifications. What this study has 
shown is that even if the position of the second mesh is out by 0.1 mm then the calculated 
potential at the centre of the mesh is only off by a factor of 4 mV however larger drifts and the 
difference changes considerably.  
The second deformation added to the model was to move the retarding mesh in the x-y plane. It 
is known that the TESS meshes are not perfectly aligned. In this test the second mesh was 
moved in equal steps of 0.05 mm in both x-y as this should be the most deformed case for each 
step. The results are shown in table 2.5 below. The steps were taken up to 0.25 mm which is half 
a cell pitch i.e. 0.25 mm would be completely misaligned. Even in this most extreme case the 
potential did not shift more than 2 mV away from the completely aligned case. 
 
Table 2.4: Misaligning the x-y position of the retarding mesh and the potential at the centre. 
X shift (mm) Y shift (mm) Difference with aligned solution (mV) 
0.05 0.05 2 
0.1 0.1 -2 
0.15 0.15 0 
0.2 0.2 2 
0.25 0.25 1 
 
Table 2.5: Difference in the minimum mesh potential when rotating the retarding mesh in the y plane. 
Angle of rotation Difference compared to 0° (mV) 
1.5° 5 
1° 0.5 
0.5° -0.5 
-0.5° -0.6 
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Other deformations considered are related to rotations of the meshes including of sagging of the 
meshes/MCP assembly and a small forward rotation of individual meshes. It was found that in 
both cases that the effect on the potential of the system is negligible, this is shown in table 2.5 
for the case of rotating the retarding mesh in the y axis by small amounts, rotating any further 
results in touching plates. 
 
2.4.2.7 Benchmarking with Opera 
To be confident of the potentials which are being calculated for a mesh structure it is useful to 
compare potential values calculated with similar geometries in other codes. Opera was used 
because it too also allows electrostatic calculations to be made using CAD models. The CAD of 
the model built in Opera is shown in figure 2.23.  
 
Figure 2.23: CAD model built in Opera. This figure only shows the surfaces with an applied potential 
surface. As in figure 2.17 the inset shows the mesh structure. 
 
The FEM mesh controls in the version of Opera used, v15, were limited in that it had fewer 
options for the user to control the FEM mesh. This made it difficult to first of all successfully 
generate a mesh and secondly to control the resolution in the regions of interest, in the mesh area. 
To successfully build a mesh required careful placement of intermediary vacuum layers to allow 
the FEM mesh to grow between surface layers which were meshed first. Poor selection of 
volume mesh settings led to a failed FEM mesh generation.  After several refinements of the 
Opera FEM mesh, reducing the maximum element size in the middle of the central mesh, the 
solutions after each refinement began to converge towards the Comsol solution at the point of 
minimum potential. On the last refinement the difference was approximately 15 mV. 
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Figure 2.24: shows the absolute difference between Comsol and Opera for the potentials configuration 
discussed previously along the central cut line in steps of 10 µm. The red dashed lines represent the 
longitudinal position of the centre of the meshes.  
 
Figure 2.24 shows the absolute difference between Comsol and Opera in potential along a 
central cut line. The biggest differences between the two solutions occurred in the drift region 
between the cathode and the meshes, but never more than 60 mV, and in the centre of the other 
outer two meshes. An advantage of Comsol is that it will use a smoothing algorithm so it can 
interpolate between points that are exported from the solution. As the FEM mesh is coarser in 
the drift region, larger than the exported step size this may explain the differences between the 
two solutions in this region. In the mesh region the large difference could potentially be 
explained by how the mesh was built in Opera. The finest mesh was restricted to the central cell 
of the middle mesh so a fine FEM mesh was not built in the centre of the two mesh cells than in 
the Comsol solution which may explain the sharp differences between the two models in this 
case.  
The reason for performing this comparison study was to be confident in the values surrounding 
the filter mesh. Further refinement of the Opera solution was not performed because it became 
apparent that the solutions were slowly converging and a 15 mV difference between the two was 
enough to be confident that what Comsol was calculating is an accurate approximation to the 
solution.  
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2.5 Development of a Low Energy Tracking Code for Mesh Systems 
A custom made tracking code was written in Matlab-Simulink in order to track particles through 
the electric field data calculated. There were three main reasons as to why this was done rather 
than using a commercially available code. The first is that accurate field data generated from 
finite element solvers must be used and so ease of importing large field maps is a requirement. 
The second is with dealing with cases in which an electron collides with a mesh. Having the 
flexibility to write algorithms for specific cases is beneficial. The third is that the initial velocity 
distributions should take any form so different distributions can be tested. Matlab Simulink 
offers a way to address all these requirements. 
 
2.5.1 Code Structure 
Matlab Simulink [105] is a data flow programming tool which has several benefits such as the 
ability to simply attach or disconnect aspects of the code befitting to the situation, an expansive 
range of premade Matlab functions are available such as a wide range of integration methods 
and look up tables as well as functionality with traditional script algorithms and also any initial 
profile or velocity profile may be implemented by the user. Figure 2.25 below shows the general 
layout of the tracking code in block diagram form developed for the mesh tracking code.  The 
next section will describe each section in figure 2.25. A full layout of the code and further 
supplementary information is given in Appendix B.   
 
Figure 2.25: General layout of the tracking code developed for tracking particles through a wire mesh. 
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2.5.2 Operation of the Code 
The electric field data from both the three dimensional and two dimensional CAD models are 
loaded into the workspace and sorted to establish the table break points and a three/two 
dimensional  loop up table. The three dimensional lookup table is split into x,y and z the two 
dimensional table is split into r,z. 
The end time is set before the simulation is started. Once the integration time has reached this 
value the program will exit. The duration is set to be long enough to allow particles to pass 
through the meshes and to be detected or retarded. Also before a simulation is started the 
integration method and integration step size is set. The step size needs to be chosen based on the 
speeds of electrons in the mesh system. The step size needs to be analysed before any simulation 
is run. This ensures particles do not overstep and only partially feel the electrostatic force. 
Numerical integration methods work by taking small steps over a function to calculate the next 
step. The simplest technique is the Euler method which uses the derivative at the initial step and 
calculates the next value by linearly interpolating over a small step, h. The Euler method is a 1
st
 
order method. More complicated methods use higher order corrections to more accurately 
determine the next point. The most common technique is the Runge-Kutta 4
th
 order method 
(ode4). The corresponding equations are shown below for an initial value problem specified by 
𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑡,𝑦) and 𝑦 𝑡0 = 𝑦0 for a differential function f at an initial time and position 𝑡0 and 𝑦0 . 
The last term is the order of magnitude of the local truncation error, i.e. the difference between 
the calculated value and the actual value. The overall, global, truncation error over all steps is in 
the order of 𝑕5. 
 
𝑦𝑛+1 = 𝑦𝑛 + 𝑕  
1
6
𝑘1 +
1
3
𝑘2 +
1
3
𝑘3 +
1
6
𝑘4 + 𝑂 𝑕
5  
(2.32) 
Where: 
𝑘1 = 𝑓 𝑥𝑛 ,𝑦𝑛  (2.33) 
𝑘2 = 𝑓  𝑥𝑛 +
1
2
𝑕,𝑦𝑛 +
1
2
𝑘1  (2.34) 
𝑘3 = 𝑓  𝑥𝑛 +
1
2
𝑕,𝑦𝑛 +
1
2
𝑘2  (2.35) 
𝑘4 = 𝑓 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑕,𝑦𝑛 + 𝑘3  (2.36) 
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Using these equations the next point in a function can be calculated. Higher order solvers such as 
Dormand-Prince (ode5), as well as variable step solvers are available however comparing 
tracking paths using a fixed step RK4 solver and the DP5 solver shows little change and can 
increase computation time by several seconds per electron. 
When the simulation is initiated the code looks up the electric field at that point. As the electric 
field map is defined by an array of finite points interpolation methods are required to evaluate 
the field values between these points. Two interpolation methods are available within the 
Simulink framework, linear and cubic spline. Linear as the name may suggest fits a straight line 
between points defined in the look up table to determine the electric field at that point. A cubic 
spline method fits a continuous piecewise function with continuous derivatives to then determine 
the field at that value. The choice between linear and cubic spline is a balance between time and 
accuracy. To linear interpolate between a non-linear field such as the field surrounding the 
meshes requires field maps with small spacing. Any small noises between points in the field map 
introduce errors into the calculation. Many finite element solvers however, smooth the data and 
interpolate data to be exported at points defined by the user. Cubic spline interpolation is a more 
accurate method and requires less points due to higher order fitting but computation time can be 
much many minutes per electron compared to one second. It's found that a linear solver is 
usually sufficient even in the meshes region as long as the data is smoothed and the step size in 
the transverse plane is enough to obtain at least 50/100 points in the mesh cell and in the 
longitudinal direction at least 3/5 points over the mesh thickness. 
Particle tracking works by calculating the acceleration 𝑎  𝑥  ,𝑦  , 𝑧  due to a force on a particle 
with mass m and charge q whilst in an electric field 𝐸  𝐸𝑥 ,𝐸𝑦 ,𝐸𝑧 . This is written in the non-
relativistic case as: 
 
𝑎  𝑥  ,𝑦  , 𝑧 =
𝑞
𝑚
∙ 𝐸  𝐸𝑥  ,𝐸𝑦  ,𝐸𝑧  (2.37) 
 
To account further for the fact that the code is working in units of mm, mm/ns and V/mm it is 
necessary to define the electron charge and mass with suitable unit prefixes. Working through to 
arrive at acceleration in units of  mm/ns2 it is found that the value of q/m, top left figure 2.25, is 
just 1.6/9.1. 
The new particle position is attained by the double time integral over a small time step using the 
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integration method and step size selected at the start of the simulation. On the first step the initial 
positions and velocities are used as initial conditions for the integration. A check is performed to 
test if the particle is in the position of the mesh. Checks are made in both the longitudinal and 
transverse position. If the longitudinal position is greater or equal to the MCP position or at the 
longitudinal position of a mesh and the transverse position of a wire then a false Boolean signal 
is sent to adjust the velocity to zero before the next position step is calculated keeping it at the 
same position until the simulation ends otherwise a true signal is sent and the code executes as 
normal. On each step of calculating the new position the output, and indeed any other calculated 
parameter, velocity for instance, can be sent to the Matlab workspace or saved to file or both. 
A condition is set within the code to switch from the 2D map to the 3D map at a predetermined 
point. From the analytical analysis mesh effects were only seen approximately a cell pitch 
spacing away from the mesh. However it was found in FEM studies that the effect of the mesh 
was still seen many cell pitch distances away from the mesh, figure 3.15.  
 
 
Figure 2.26: Layout of the different regions in the TESS geometry. The green region is the 2D drift region 
and red is the 3D mesh region. The blue dashed line is the point at which the code switches from one 
region to the other. 
 
The switch condition was set to be 4/5 mm away from the first mesh. The reason why this 
distance was chosen was because plotting the potential at increasing distances away from the 
mesh on the transverse plane, figure 2.27, revealed at this distance the field was nearly 
completely flat. The closer to the mesh the more none flat the potential appears. Further away 
from the mesh the potential appears to be more constant and more parabolic closer to the mesh. 
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Figure 2.27: Potential along a transverse direction 2 distances away from the first mesh.  
 
Within the drift region the code then makes a radius from the x and y co-ordinates and looks up 
the data from the two dimensional field map. In the mesh region it is necessary to account for the 
multi channels. An algorithm is implemented that scales the transverse position of the particle to 
the same point in the cell of the single cell mesh solution, figure 3.17. This works by calculating 
the position of the particle in relation to the centre of the cell which the particle is in then 
calculating the equivalent position in the solution channel, red box. The exact algorithm is given 
in Appendix B 
 
Figure 2.28: Scaling the particle position to the equivalent position in the central cell which has evaluated 
field values within the red box.  
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Figure 2.29: Transverse velocity plot of an electron. The red dashed line shows the point at which the field 
maps changed. The dashed blue lines show the longitudinal position of the three meshes. 
 
This sudden shift can have a detrimental effect on the transverse energy if the transverse electric 
field is not flat in the drift region, as particle off the mesh centre will feel a discontinuity in 
force. This effect is seen in the transverse velocity graphs as a small discontinuity. However, in 
cases with a large potential difference the longitudinal velocity is much greater than the 
transverse and so only a small fraction of energy is lost due to this approximation. Figure 2.29 
shows an example of the transverse velocity for a simulation of tracking a particle with some 
initial energy between the cathode and MCP held at zero potential and an accelerating potential 
between the cathode and meshes. The dashed red line represents the point in the tracking code in 
which the field maps were changed. A change can be seen when moving from one to the other 
but when calculated in terms of eV and taking the difference between each successive point 
calculated shows that the change in energy over the switching point is 2.5 ∙ 10−12 eV. This was 
done for an electron that crossed through a mesh cell 4 cells from the central one. For an electron 
which crossed the mesh 10 cells from the centre the results were similar.  
 
2.5.3 Initial Parameters 
Before the code is run the initial positions and velocities of the particles are set. Two different 
ways were used to assign velocities in this study. Initially the velocity distributions were made to 
follow experimental distributions closely in order that benchmarking could be attempted and to 
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gain a more physical picture of what was occurring in the experiment. The probability density 
function (PDF) distributions of energies take the form of equation 2.13.  To sample from this 
distribution the cumulative density function (CDF) is calculated by the sum over positive and 
negative infinity, the inverse of the CDF allows the PDF to be sampled. It would be incorrect to 
sample the energy and finding the velocity from the energy because this involves taking the 
square root which drives velocities away from zero. The correct approach is to insert the term for 
velocity directly into equation 2.13 and sample from this. The PDF is written as: 
 
N = 𝑁0 ∙ 𝑒
−
𝑚𝑒𝑣
2
2𝐾𝐵𝑇  
 
(2.38) 
This function is just a Gaussian function with well known techniques to sample from. Using a 
normally distributed random number between 0 and 1 the velocity is sampled by: 
 
v =  
KBT
me
∙ rand 0,1  
 
(2.39) 
 
Figure 2.30: Initial velocity distributions based on experimental values. Left shows the transverse profile 
whilst right shows the longitudinal profile.  
 
The second technique used was for debugging purposes. It became clear in certain situations, 
which will be discussed later in this chapter, that the total energy was not the only an important 
factor but also the relation between the longitudinal and transverse components. As a result, a 
second method for sampling initial velocities was used which couples the longitudinal and 
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transverse velocity to the total energy by an angle 𝜃. Figure 2.31 shows how the velocities were 
defined in this case. The total initial energy in electron volts is converted to a velocity, v, and 
then distributed to the three orthogonal directions. To distribute between the transverse 
directions (x,y) a random angle 𝜙 is sampled between 0 and 2𝜋. 
 
 
Figure 2.31: A technique for assigning the initial velocity distributions based on the velocity equivalent of 
the total initial energy, an angle 𝛉 and a random angle 𝛟. 
 
In both techniques of assigning velocity the total energy of the electron is given by the sum of 
the transverse parallel energies (See appendix A): 
 
𝐸 = 𝐸𝐿 + 𝐸𝑇  (2.40) 
 
The initial transverse position on the cathode is sampled as a spot with FWHM of 40 𝜇𝑚. In 
reality the spot on the TESS photocathode is elliptical but for these measurements the integrated 
signal is what is wanted so it was left as a circular profile. Figure 2.32 shows a histogram of the 
transverse profile in one direction. 
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Figure 2.32: Histogram of initial transverse position in one plane. 
 
2.6 Method One: Filter Mesh Technique 
The first technique explained in section 2.3 will now be explored through both experimentation 
and simulation. 
 
2.6.1 Experimental Results 
The first technique attempted was to use a wire mesh to generate an energy filter to only allow 
electrons with sufficient energy to be detected. Experiments were performed shortly after 
transverse measurements were performed, so the experimentally found value of the transverse 
emittance was known for two laser wavelengths. The GaAs cathode was activated to NEA 
quantum efficiency levels and the cathode-mesh drift distance was approximately 40 mm. A 
laser wavelength of 635 nm was used to stimulate electrons from the cathode. The potential 
applied to the second mesh was decreased in steps of 0.5 V which was believed to be large at 
first, as this covers the entire range of energies that an electron should have at this laser 
wavelength, however, it allowed the technique to be understood.  
Two sets of images were taken with the same potentials applied to the elements. The first was 
the main image during detection of stimulated electrons and the second with the laser shutter 
closed with no laser stimulated electrons, which was used as a background data set. The set-up is 
not completely light tight as a small aperture is required to allow the laser through which is 
mounted externally to the main chamber and so a background correction is required. The signal 
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collection time was 15 seconds which allowed a large signal to be collected without saturating 
the camera. A light and a dark image are shown in figure 2.33. From the camera pixel matrix 
(2048 x 2048) the background corrected data set is obtained from cell by cell subtraction of the 
dark data set from the light set. Figure 2.34 shows a projection and fitting of a Gaussian of a 
corrected image. A set of background corrected images for increasing retarding potential are 
shown in figure 2.35.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.34: Fitting of the obtained pixel profile distribution. The fitting results are shown in the figure. 
Figure 2.33: Camera pixel density when TESS is used for longitudinal measurements. The left image 
shows a live and the right image shows a dark image with the laser shutter closed.  
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Figure 2.35: Background corrected pixel intensity values for increasing values of applied potential to the 
second mesh. The colour in each image is set to the same range so that they can be compared. From top 
left across and down: -56 V, -58 V, -60 V, -62 V and -64 V. Decreasing the second mesh potential reduces 
intensity. 
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After correcting the images for background, pixel values were summed for every value of the 
CCD matrix. Uncertainties of pixel values are attributed to noises in the camera due to thermal 
events 𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘  and on chip noises 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 , which may be found from the datasheet [90], and the 
statistical nature of photon counting which is modelled by Poisson statistics with a standard 
deviation of the form  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 . The pixel uncertainty is found by the following equation [90]: 
 
∆𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 =
 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 ⋅ 𝐶 +  𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 ⋅ 𝑛𝑝𝑖𝑥 ⋅ 𝑡 
2
+  𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 ⋅ 𝑛𝑝𝑖𝑥  
2
𝐶
 
(2.41) 
 
Where C is the conversion of electrons per count, 𝑛𝑝𝑖𝑥  is the number of pixels and t is the 
integration time.  
The results of this procedure versus the potential applied to the second mesh are shown in figure 
2.36 where the intensity has been normalised to one. The intensity is approximately maximal for 
a potential greater than –58 V and falls to zero intensity at -64.5 V. The range in which the 
potential drops, from peak intensity to no detection, is 6.5 V. This is far higher than expected as 
the energy spread of electrons emitted from GaAs at this wavelength is expected to be less than 
1 eV.  
 
 
Figure 2.36: Signal from the camera obtained from the integral of fitted functions and normalised to the 
peak intensity. Both horizontal and vertical scans of the CCD matrix are shown and are consistent. 
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2.6.2 Simulation of the Filter Mesh Technique 
To understand why the signal drops off over such a large range the tracking code was used to 
understand what is being seen in experiments. 
 
2.6.2.1 Potential Surrounding the Mesh 
When using the mesh as an energy filter the potential at the centre is the important value which 
needs to be known as it represents the lowest potential in which an electron can get through. It 
was shown in figure 2.22 that the potential around a mesh is such that the absolute potential 
minimum is found at the centre of the cell and increases parabolically to wires. When the first 
mesh, third mesh and MCP front potential are at zero potential the relation between the voltages 
applied to the second mesh and the potential at the centre of the mesh cell is found from Comsol 
by the relation: 
 
Vcentre = 0.8806 ⋅ Vapplied  ± 0.01 (2.42) 
 
This relation works over a wide range of voltage and does not depend on the longitudinal 
distance between the cathode and mesh/detector system.  
 
2.6.2.2 Electron Motion in the Filter Mesh Technique 
Figure 2.37 shows the path of an electron along the longitudinal and a transverse plane. The 
vertical lines show the longitudinal position of the three meshes, dashed, and MCP front, solid. 
The horizontal lines show the location of the wires onto the transverse plane axis. 
Initially the electron travels a large distance in the transverse plane because at the beginning the 
velocities in both planes are equal. The electron is then accelerated towards the front mesh and 
as the longitudinal velocity is dominant at this point, the electron moves less in the transverse 
plane; this results in the curved path observed. The higher the initial transverse energy an 
electron has the further the transverse distance away from its point of emission in the drift space. 
As the electron passes the first mesh, the electron slightly moves towards a highly negatively 
charged wire. This may seem counterintuitive but can be explained. The potential in the mesh 
region between the first and second mesh is such that there is a lower potential, compared to the 
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potential of the wires, between the wires around the first mesh and a higher potential between 
the wires in the second mesh, compared to the wires potential applied to the second mesh. The 
electron is decelerated once it enters the mesh region and moves towards the region of higher 
potential, in this case the area surrounding the wires of the first mesh.  However, closer to the 
second mesh the potential at the centre is at a higher potential, which means that the electron 
moves towards the centre of the second mesh. The turning point occurs just before the second 
mesh. After overcoming the potential barrier the electron is accelerated to the MCP.  
 
 
Figure 2.37: Electron path from emission at the photocathode towards the meshes, three dashed lines, onto 
the MCP face, solid vertical line. The horizontal lines indicated the positions of mesh wires. 
 
Figure 2.38 shows the transverse energy of the electron in this example in units of electronvolts. 
The meshes have an effect of increasing the transverse energy of the electrons. As with the last 
case the vertical dashed lines indicate the position of the meshes. The transverse velocity drops 
slightly in the drift region but cannot be seen at this scale and occurs as result of a non-uniform 
transverse field. It then drops to near zero between the first and second mesh before sharply 
increasing to a plateau between the second and third mesh, then increasing to a second plateau 
after the third mesh. The last data point has been omitted since the velocity is forced to zero if 
the electron touches the MCP. 
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Figure 2.38: Transverse energy of an electron as a function of longitudinal distance in units of 
electronvolts. The dashed line again represents the three meshes 
 
Tracking particles using the code it is possible to see why in the experimental images that the 
camera records the outline of the wire meshes. This may seem counterintuitive at first but can be 
explained by looking at the path of electrons. Figure 2.39 shows the image on the MCP from 
simulation, where it is possible to make out a mesh like structure. 
 
 
Figure 2.39: Simulated distribution of electrons on the MCP when the cathode and second mesh potential 
were both at -60 V. The points appear to make a mesh like pattern. 
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Figure 2.40 shows particle tracking, for one transverse direction, for many particles all with the 
same initial starting point and initial longitudinal velocity but with a random angle set between 
the two transverse directions so that they all follow unique paths. What is seen in this example is 
that all the electrons cross a common area, i.e just after the second mesh. The electrons which 
have not received a big kick in the x plane travel more in the y plane. The inset on the figure 
shows a zoomed in perspective of the crossing point. 
 
 
Figure 2.40: Electron paths of many electrons through the experiment. The inset shows a zoomed in look 
at the crossing point. The point of crossing occurs between the second and third mesh. 
 
This can explain why in the experimental pictures the signal seems to follow the outline of the 
wires. Electrons which pass through the centre of the cell receive little perturbation in the 
transverse plane, whilst those which are travelling off centre are focussed in such a way that they 
are kicked further away from the centre. In this way the electrons position is transformed onto 
the resulting cross shape  
In the figure just discussed, the initial transverse energy was small so the electrons passed 
through the same cell. If the transverse energy were to be increased but constant then, even 
though electrons have the same energy, the direction in which they enter the mesh region can 
lead to the appearance of interesting shapes on the MCP to appear.  
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Figure 2.41: Patterns on the MCP for two cases. Left, cathode and retarding mesh at a similar potential 
and right with a high retarding mesh potential compared to cathode potential. In both cases the initial 
longitudinal and transverse energy are fixed. 
 
Figure 2.41 shows the distribution of electrons on the MCP for two voltage configurations using 
an initial velocity distribution where the total initial energy and longitudinal velocity are fixed 
and a random angle is set in the transverse plane. Bearing in mind the initial transverse profile of 
electrons is circular, in both cases the recorded position is anything but a circular distribution. 
The left plot shows a case where the cathode potential and the retarding mesh potential are 
similar; in this case the mapping onto the MCP follows a mesh shape. The plot on the right 
shows a case where the retarding mesh potential is much higher than the cathode potential with a 
low initial energy of the electrons, i.e. only a small percentage are detected. As a result of the 
aperture window, discussed further in the next section, the point at which electrons can get 
through is small which leads to a different profile on the MCP. What is being demonstrated in 
this figure is that the focusing and defocusing effects on the meshes, along with deceleration, 
leads to complicated diffraction like patterns that would be hard to account for experimentally. 
Since experimentally it is clear that electrons are travelling through many cells, then from the 
distribution on the camera it is not possible to know the transverse energy of the detected 
particles. This is unlike transverse measurements where the transverse energy distribution is 
conserved. Furthermore, as the second mesh potential is increased, different shapes will appear 
on the MCP which is observed in experimentation. The code was then run using more realistic 
initial conditions to understand the experimentally obtained data. 
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2.6.2.3 Simulation Results using Realistic Initial Conditions 
The code was used to simulate the experiment using initial conditions described in section 2.5.3, 
as in figure 2.31. The electric fields were calculated in steps of 0.5 V as in experiments, and the 
tracking code was run for each voltage setting for 50,000 particles. The percentages of particles 
recorded for each type of event are shown in figure 2.42 and figure 2.43. 
 
 
Figure 2.42: Simulated results of the percentage of events which were detected, retarded or collided with 
meshes for a range of voltages. 
 
Figure 2.43: Breakdown of mesh events for each case for the simulated results. 
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The largest contribution to the uncertainty is the initial launch position on the cathode plate. A 
higher percentage of detected events usually occurred when the centroid of transverse 
distribution (which is a Gaussian, figure 2.32) is aligned with the centre of mesh cell. Errors 
were established by moving the centroid of the transverse position distribution from the centre to 
the cell corner and taking the mean and standard deviation of the number of events. Further 
contributions are due to the number of initial particles and also the MTE value used to sample 
the velocities.  However, neither of these contributes as much to the uncertainty (< 1%) as the 
initial position. 
The results show several interesting features. The number of recorded events drops off after -
60.5 V. This occurs due to an aperture window which is created around the wire with a 
minimum at the centre; this was seen in one dimension in figure 2.22. From equation 2.42 it is 
found that applying a potential of -60 V at the centre of the mesh means -68.135 V needs to be 
applied to the second mesh. This case is shown in figure 2.44 with each subsequent ring showing 
a decrease in potential of 1 V. As the potential applied to the second mesh is decreased this 
window becomes smaller and smaller. This means that even though the centre is at a potential 
which should allow all particles to pass through, if an electron attempts to pass through at areas 
closer to the wires then it may be retarded. This highlights a shortcoming of this technique. Only 
a small fraction of the electrons travelling with sufficient energy to overcome the barrier enter 
the region at the correct position to overcome the retarding potential. In this case the number of 
detected events falls to zero in the interval between -68 V and -68.5 V which is the region 
required to generate a -60 V potential at the centre. The simulation was run at the exact potential 
required to generate this value and no events were recorded. 
It is found between -66.5 V and -67 V that the number of detected events stays constant. This 
was unexpected and was not due to lack of statistics or a poor field map and the number of 
retarded events follows trend. The number of collisions with the third mesh, however, falls 
sharply at this setting. Since electrons that pass the second mesh will be accelerated towards the 
MCP, regardless of energy loss with a mesh, they will now be counted as recorded events. By 
doing this the number of detected events follows a smooth curve 
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Figure 2.44: Contour plot of the potential in the mesh cell with -68.125 V applied to the second mesh. 
Each ring indicates a decrease in potential by 1 V.  
 
The percentage of particles stopping at the first mesh is 19.1 ± 0.6 %. Assuming the open area 
of a mesh cell is a square with side 450 μm with the total area of the wires and space a square 
with side 500 μm then the open area ratio is 81 %. The value obtained from the simulation is 
consistent with a homogenous beam hitting the first mesh.          
Below -60 V there are no collisions with the second mesh. This is a result of electrons near the 
second mesh wires being retarded. After -61 V there are no more recorded events. The initial 
velocity distribution favours a lower energy contribution which explains why the number of 
events fell suddenly after -60 V. The total energy distribution, i.e transverse plus longitudinal 
energy components can be greater than 1 eV when sampled and this explains why some of the 
events recorded at -61 V.  
The number of third mesh collisions decreases with applied voltage which is to be expected as 
fewer particles make it through the energy filter.  
 
2.6.3 Comparison between Simulation and Experimental Results 
Figure 2.45 shows a plot of the relative intensity of both the experimental and simulated results 
as a function of applied voltage. The green dashed line indicates the point at which the potential 
at the centre of the mesh cell is -60 V.  
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Figure 2.45: Experimental results and simulated points both plotted as a relative intensity to the maximum 
signal. The green dashed line shows the point at which -60 V is generated at the centre of the cell. 
 
 It is clear that even though the trend is similar, the simulated and experimental data decrease at 
different voltages. This is due to the Volta potential, sometimes called the contact potential. The 
Volta potential was observed by Volta in 1801 and occurs when the Fermi level of two 
electrically common materials re-adjusts to the same level [106]. This has an effect of creating a 
difference between the applied potential to a surface and the true potential difference between 
the two materials. In the simulated results this is not accounted for as applied and true potentials 
are assumed to be the same and is why there is a shift at which point the signal falls. The 
difference in work function 𝛥𝑊 between two materials with work functions 𝜓𝐴  and 𝜓𝐵  is 
equivalent to the contact potential 𝑉𝑐  by:  
 
𝛥𝑊 =  𝜓𝐴 − 𝜓𝐵 𝑞𝑒 = 𝑞𝑒𝑉𝑐  (2.43) 
 
For GaAs an estimation of the contact potential is difficult because the work function depends 
on the quantum efficiency which can widely change due to the vacuum conditions. An 
approximation can be found by taking the bandgap of GaAs as 1.42 eV [77] and the work 
function of tungsten as 4.52 eV [107]. This gives a contact potential of approximately 3 V which 
matches with experimental and simulated differences. This is only a very rough approximation 
as the Fermi level in GaAs can fluctuate depending on the surface state of the photocathode. 
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In both simulation and experiment the signal drops over several volts which would not be 
expected if signal reduce due to retardation of the initial energy spread only. As it has been 
explained previously the potential surrounding the wire mesh means that there are regions in 
which the electrons may pass through even if the applied potential is so high that electrons 
approaching the wires will be retarded. Increasing the second mesh potential means more and 
more electrons are retarded whilst the window in which electrons can pass gets smaller and 
smaller. At the point the second mesh potential produces a potential of sufficient magnitude so 
only particles with enough initial energy will pass through, it is such a small region that barely 
any electrons pass through. Therefore it was not possible to obtain an energy distribution curve 
from either the experimental data. 
 
2.6.4 Review of the Filter Mesh Technique 
This technique has many problems which have been found both through experiment and 
simulation. What has become apparent in these studies is the importance of the aperture window 
between the wire meshes.  
The results obtained from simulations can be explained logically and they also demonstrate 
some consequences of the technique, namely the diffraction like effect of the wire meshes. 
Simulations also predict the reduction in detected signal due to the aperture window.  
Lower voltages may work better in this scheme as the gradient in potential from the centre to the 
wire is smaller. However, even with optimised parameters, obtaining a useful signal is very 
difficult. Furthermore, as a result of the Volta potential it is not clear, even with good knowledge 
of the potential of the system, exactly at what point what is being detected by the camera is from 
electrons which overcome a barrier or due to their initial energy alone. 
In these techniques, simulations have largely been focused on a perfectly aligned system. In 
section 2.4.2.6 distortions were considered and how they affect the potentials produced around 
wire meshes. Now the importance of the aperture window has been realised these effects would 
need to be considered in greater detail in terms of the detected signal. Even with optimised 
conditions the number of electrons at this point is small. Furthermore, simulations have shown 
that the initial point of emission has an effect on the number of detected particles. It was 
assumed in these simulations that the laser was incident directly at the centre of the cathode. By 
moving the mean of the Gaussian position profile, it was observed that off centre the number of 
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detected values drops for all voltage configurations with lower detected events moving further 
away from the centre. What this has shown is that not only the distortions of the mesh layout that 
could affect the result but also the emission point can affect how many electrons are detected. 
Further ideas were considered in which the third mesh was not kept at 0 V but was used in order 
to work with the second mesh to create a flatter window close to the second mesh. This was 
found in simulations to increase the detected signal however geometrical errors would be more 
detrimental for potential calculations in this case and the signal was only fractionally better. 
The relation between the voltage at the centre and the voltage applied was calculated as a 
function of mesh cell size. The reason for this study should now be apparent. The ideal case 
would be one where the voltage applied to the mesh and the minimum potential of the energy 
filter are similar. For the smaller cell sizes therefore the signal should be greatly improved 
compared to the case studied here however the problems just described will still be present 
somewhat. The other proposed technique will now be investigated which avoids many of the 
problems found from this technique.  
 
2.7 Method Two: MCP/Cathode Gap Technique 
The next technique attempted was not to use the wire meshes as an energy filter but to use a 
potential difference between the cathode and MCP front. 
The MCP/Cathode gap technique avoids the need to know the exact field values surrounding the 
wire meshes. Whilst it is not necessary to study the fields using finite element solvers, this 
technique provides an opportunity to optimise the full package, and furthermore, the technique 
may be better understood and also the limitations can be explored. 
In this technique electrons should be detected if they have sufficient energy greater than the 
potential difference between the cathode and MCP. Poor choice of step sizes chosen to export 
the field map can lead to erroneous results. As the outcome is known based on the initial energy 
of the electron, the correct step sizes could be found. This was not possible in the filter mesh 
technique since particles were retarded despite there being the opportunity for it to be detected 
The camera and Phosphor screen are not utilised as a direct current measurement is taken from 
the front of the MCP. By doing this an accurate reading is obtained since the camera is not 
involved and fewer steps are taken to record data, however transverse information is lost and it is 
not known where exactly the electrons hit the MCP. This also makes the analyses slightly easier 
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as further complications with analysing camera data are avoided. 
The current was read from the MCP front using a lock in amplifier, an SR830 [108]. The same 
device modulates the laser between off and on at a frequency between 1 mHz to 102.4 kHz. The 
SR830 records the current over the modulation of the on/off laser and records a photocurrent. By 
calculating the difference between the on/off laser state on the lock in amplifier a background 
subtraction is performed automatically with femto-Ampere precision. The device also takes into 
account the time of flight of electrons as well as timing effects from cables by locating the 
largest difference in maximum and minimum signal in a 90° phase shift.  
The code is ran in the same way as previously discussed, however, this time individual two 
dimensional data maps are required for each case as unlike the previous method the field map in 
the drift region changes with each increase of the cathode potential. 
 
2.7.1 Experimental Results 
A dataset was obtained from TESS when a NEA GaAs cathode was inserted and a laser of     
635 nm was used to stimulate electron emission. Three mesh potential configurations were used. 
In all three cases the MCP front voltage is 0 V. The cathode voltage was scanned between values 
of -10 V and +10 V. When it was found where the signal was decreasing due to retardation, 
smaller steps were used and the photocurrent measured from the MCP front. Figure 2.47 shows 
the photocurrent as a function of the cathode potential. The resolution of the voltage supplied to 
the cathode is 0.01 V and the noise of the measured current is 130 fA/ 𝐻𝑧 for the gain applied 
to the lock in amplifier and is related to the frequency of the system. The error bars are shown in 
figure 2.47 and it is clear how much more precise this technique is compared to using the camera 
system. 
The range over which the signal drops is far smaller than with the filter mesh technique. As with 
the last technique the voltage is shifted due to the contact potential.  
It is possible to obtain an understanding of the energy spread by differentiating the IV curve. 
This is shown in figure 2.48 where the experimental data set has been smoothed using a moving 
average smoothing filter. As a result of a non-flat plateau in all three cases in figure 2.46 there 
are regions before the Gaussian like curves where the calculation is less than zero which is not 
shown on the plot. Uncertainties are not presented of the LEDC curves as is the usual convention 
when presenting these curves in literature. 
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Figure 2.46: Measured current voltage (IV) curve with the cathode potential scanned in steps of 0.01 V 
and the current read from the front of the MCP. 
 
 
Figure 2.47: Differential of the IV curve in figure 2.46. 
 
Figure 2.48 shows the same curved normalised to the peak height of each curve. Whilst the 
curves have a slight shift relative to each other their general shape is similar. Fitting a Gaussian 
to these curves yields values of standard deviations, and therefore the energy spread, of 83.5 mV, 
83.3 mV and 89.0 mV for the black, red and blue lines respectively. This suggests that the 
potentials of the meshes are independent on the final result of energy spread. This should be 
expected since looking back to figure 2.13, the difference between the cathode and MCP is all 
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that matters and not the path of potential it takes to reach the detector. 
The longitudinal energy distribution obtained is comparable to previous results of measuring 
GaAs at room temperatures [109]. This technique will now be studied using the simulation 
package to understand the technique further. 
 
 
Figure 2.48: Longitudinal energy distribution curve derived from IV curve in figure 2.46. 
 
2.7.2 Simulation 
2.7.2.1 Electron Motion in the MCP/Cathode Gap Technique  
The kinematics of electrons is different in this technique compared to the filter mesh technique; 
in fact it is simpler and avoids many of the complications described previously. 
Figure 2.49 shows the path of several detected electrons using the voltage configuration 
described above, with the electrons given an initial energy sufficient to be detected. In this 
scheme electrons are accelerated in the drift region much in the same way as before. 
Deceleration occurs over a longer distance with retardation occurring between the third mesh 
and MCP front. The potential surrounding the wires is higher than the potential between the 
centre of the cell which causes the electrons to drift towards the wires.  
It is found that the electrons do not follow the mesh like pattern shown in the previous method 
and the transverse distribution of electrons upon entering the mesh region is roughly conserved. 
In the tracking code the MCP is treated as a flat surface which is not the case. Electrons can be 
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very short distances from detection and still be retarded. This is also the case with experimental 
data as local potential distortions from holes cannot be accounted for. 
 
 
Figure 2.49: Electron paths for a couple of particles using the second technique. The dashed lines again 
represent the wire mesh locations and the solid vertical line the MCP front. 
 
2.7.2.2 Potential Limitations of the Technique 
When debugging the code some electrons were retarded even if they had sufficient energy to 
make it to the MCP. A large amount of these events occurred as a result of using poor 
parameters in the tracking code, coarse field maps and large steps in tracking etc. After these 
errors were fixed it was observed that some electrons were still being lost.  
It was found that it did not necessarily matter if the initial longitudinal velocity was an 
equivalent energy to the potential gap i.e. if the initial longitudinal velocity component was not 
sufficient but there was some initial transverse velocity to put the total energy over the required 
value, then detection could occur. Further investigations found that retardation occurred as a 
function of the ratio of initial transverse velocity compared to longitudinal velocity. The 
following figures aim to demonstrate this and suggest reasons why it may occur. 
It was found that all electrons were detected as long as their initial energy was put entirely in the 
longitudinal direction. Upon keeping the energy constant and increasing the amount of 
transverse velocity it was found that the number of detected events decreased and the number of 
retarded events increased. In figure 2.50 this is shown as the number of events which were 
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stopped on the MCP plate using the same voltage configuration used in experiments i.e. mesh 
values of 60 V, 40 V and 20 V and a potential difference between the cathode and MCP of 0.2 V. 
Within the script the total energy of electrons is fixed at 0.21eV which is then converted to a 
velocity. The initial velocity is then split between the transverse, 𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 , and longitudinal, 𝑣𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 , 
directions through an angle 𝜃, i.e: 
 
 𝑣𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 = 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ⋅ cos 𝜃  (2.44)  𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 = 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ⋅ sin 𝜃  (2.45)  
 
A total of 1800 particles are then simulated which are not chosen at random but are equally 
spread in the transverse plane so the distribution of electrons follows a circular distribution. 
Since there is no random selection process and completely systematic, performing the simulation 
any number of times would produce the same results and so no error bars are present.   
The plot shows that there is a general trend of decreasing number of detected events when 𝜃 
increases. At angle values of 6° and 18° the number of detected events fall dramatically, these 
coincide with a high number of  mesh collision events. Taking this into account and ignoring 
these angles the number of detected events is still not decreasing linearly. This suggest that there 
may be a relation of particles being lost with the angle they enter the mesh region. This is not  as 
was the case in when the mesh was used as a filter as the initial position of the electron does not 
affect the outcome, i.e. setting an angle of 0° and changing the initial position would only result 
in detection and mesh events. This was not the case for the other technique as particles would be 
retarded if they enter the mesh cell in particular errors. 
What appears to be occurring is that the meshes are causing a transfer of longitudinal velocity to 
transverse velocity. When an electron is decelerated approaching the MCP front, it may occur 
that their longitudinal velocity is reduced to zero, whilst still having transverse velocity and is 
then retarded. The next two figures illustrate this further. 
Figure 2.51 shows the transverse energy of electrons at the point close to the cathode in which 
they were sent back through the meshes. It is quite clear to see the relationship between the two.  
Electrons which have a high velocity in the transverse plane stop much sooner compared to 
those electrons which stop closer to the cathode. The electrons which make it closer to the 
cathode have more longitudinal velocity to make it this far but were ultimately not detected. The 
tracking code does not calculate the error in position or velocity and so none are given in the 
figures however a clear trend is observed.  
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Figure 2.51: Electrons that were not detected as a function of the position at which it turned back and the 
transverse energy at that point. 
 
 
Figure 2.50: The percentage of events detected, retarded and collided with a mesh as a function of the 
angle between the transverse and longitudinal velocities  
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Figure 2.52: Transverse energy of electrons as they travel through the model. Red lines indicate lost 
electrons and blue lines were detected events. 
 
Figure 2.52 shows the transverse energy of electrons detected, blue, and retarded, red, in units of 
electron volts as they are tracked through the model. What can be seen is that those electrons that 
were detected they experience a force which reduces the amount of transverse velocity whilst 
those that were retarded either gain transverse velocity  or do not reduce transverse velocity as 
much as the detected events. Interestingly, the two colours can be seen to be distinct outcomes 
before the first mesh which further indicates that the point of entry into the mesh may also be a 
consideration. It is found that the higher the ratio of transverse to longitudinal velocity, that there 
is a higher transfer of velocity to the transverse plane. 
What these studies have shown is that the cause as to why particles are not detected in certain 
situations goes beyond any numerical errors due to the code or technique. This effect may occur 
due to focusing effects from wire meshes as it appears to be that electrons require a certain 
amount of velocity pointing in the longitudinal direction so that they reach the MCP. The meshes 
cause a transfer of velocity between the transverse and longitudinal directions. This leads to 
electrons having too much transverse velocity whilst being decelerated in the longitudinal plane, 
and stops them reaching the detector.   
This test was repeated for a single mesh, rather than the three mesh system TESS currently has 
to see if this has an effect. It was found the effect still occurs and also shows the behaviour at 
similar angles as with the three mesh system. This may be expected from the three mesh 
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examination as looking at figure 2.52, electrons appear to differentiate between detected and 
retarded after passing the first mesh. 
 
2.7.3 Review of MCP/Cathode Potential Difference Technique  
The MCP/Cathode gap technique has many advantages over the filter mesh technique. The most 
obvious advantage is the removal of the aperture window which meant only a small number of 
eligible particles were detected which had sufficient energy to be detected. Also the exact 
potentials surrounding the wire meshes do not need to be known which is difficult to know 
exactly when distortions are included in to the model. In this method there is no ambiguity at 
what point the signal is being recorded, unlike the filter mesh technique where the unknown 
contact potential made it impossible to know at what applied mesh voltage the potentials in the 
mesh cell were. The contact potential is still noticeable in the MCP/Cathode gap technique, 
however, it can be corrected for. 
Using the tracking code it has been found that some electrons are retarded even though they have 
sufficient total energy to overcome the potential barrier. It has been found that this effect 
increases when more energy is given to the transversal energy component. This may suggest that 
the experimental result is an underestimation of the true value. 
 
2.8 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter studies have been presented which aim to improve the understanding of electron 
emission by the better understanding and the modeling of the TESS experiment.  
The chapter began by introducing concepts behind electron emission sources for particle 
accelerators with a particular attention on photoemission and some of the common materials 
used. The TESS experiment was described which is to be used to measure both the transverse 
and longitudinal energy spread of photocathodes with gallium arsenide being used to 
commission the experiment but other materials are being considered for future experiments. 
Measuring the longitudinal energy component was the main focus of this chapter. To fully the 
methods it was required to understand the electric fields generated around a wire mesh and to 
develop a tracking code so the TESS experiment can be modeled from electron emission to 
detection. 
The tracking code was written in Matlab Simulink and was specifically developed for the 
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purposes of studying the motion of low energy electrons through electrostatic meshes. The code 
makes use of field maps calculated in finite element software. Existing packages such as 
SIMION [110] could have been used, however, the modelling of complex shapes and very 
detailed geometries is not possible. Understanding the fields from electrostatic elements is 
essential to track particles with good confidence. An analytical expression was first derived 
which gave insight into the approximate field around a mesh. More complex computer-based 
solvers were then used to find more accurate solutions.  
In this chapter two methods of measuring the longitudinal energy distribution of electrons 
emitted from GaAs and were explored both through experimentation and simulation. 
The first technique considered used TESS‘ wire meshes to generate an energy filter which the 
electron must overcome to be detected. This method was found to be ill-suited for the task due to 
several reasons. The first is that even with sufficient modelling tools, it is not possible to know 
the exact fields surrounding the wire meshes in any given configuration due to the contact 
potential which is an unknown value. Furthermore, and perhaps the main limiting factor, the 
potential distribution surrounding a mesh meant that applying a certain potential to a mesh 
produced a smaller potential at the centre of the cell. The particles which are allowed through are 
those which have potential greater than the centre potential. As a result of the cell size, a large 
cell pitch means the potential falls rapidly from the wires to the centre meaning that there was 
only a very small area that electrons could pass through. The effect of this was seen in both 
simulations and experiments in which signal reduced over many volts, the decrease is not 
attributed to particles having sufficient initial energy but due to the potential configuration. 
Operating the experiment at conditions in which electrons are retarded from having insufficient 
energy leads to a very small signal. This is true in simulations were everything was perfectly 
aligned. It was further found that the initial starting point of electron emission on the cathode in 
relation to the wire mesh also affects the outcome. For these reasons this technique should not be 
used to reconstruct an energy distribution curve of emitted electrons. 
The second technique created a potential difference between the cathode and MCP. In this 
technique the detector set-up was changed, a current was measured rather than to taking images. 
Using this technique avoids complications with the wire mentioned above. It was possible to 
obtain a longitudinal energy distribution curve using this technique. It should principally be used 
to measure the longitudinal energy distribution curve of electrons in TESS. However, from using 
the simulation package that has been developed, it has been observed that in certain situations 
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electrons are not detected due to a transfer of velocity from the longitudinal direction to the 
transverse plane. This effect has not been considered before and should be the focus of any 
future work as it can lead to an underestimation of detected events close to the potential barrier. 
The outcome of this work has been the development of a new tracking code based on finite 
element analysis which can be used to accurately model the TESS experiment. The code has 
been benchmarked with experiments and there was a good agreement between the two. Through 
simulations TESS is now better understood in terms of what techniques work and what doesn‘t. 
and can be used to explain results obtained in experiments not previously considered 
Furthermore, the simulations allow the resolution of TESS to be found. The code could also be 
used in understanding results in transverse measurements. In experiments similar to TESS [111], 
the analysis uses electrostatic lens theory [15] rather than more advance simulation methods like 
the one developed here. Using this code may allow deeper analysis to be performed to 
understand how the system works in greater detail. 
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Chapter 3 
Beam Loss Monitoring study for the Compact Linear 
Collider 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The previous chapter focussed on the study of low energy electrons and studying ways into how 
they are generated. The next chapter focuses on how higher energy electron beam losses can be 
efficiently detected.  This includes a review of technology commonly used at accelerator 
facilities to detect beam loses as well as a new type of beam loss detection technology utilising 
fibre optics currently under development for the Compact Linear Collider. 
The chapter begins with an introduction of the causes of beam loses in an accelerator. To detect 
beam loses, Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs) are installed along the beamline. Signals are generated 
in BLMs by radiation being detected. For this reason a short summary of matter and light 
interaction with materials are first discussed.  
Typical examples of beam loss monitors are then discussed with the drawbacks and benefits of 
each given. This work is incorporated within the CLIC project where the sheer size of the 
facility means a high number of detectors are required. Different CLIC loss scenarios are also 
presented.  
The chapter then moves on to the development of a new beam loss monitor based on fibre optic 
technology coupled to photodetectors which may be a solution to the large number of detectors 
required for CLIC..  
The photodetectors at the end of the optical fibre BLM are an integral component in the 
detection process of losses. The timing resolution of a detector can have a big influence on the 
limit with which a loss may be reconstructed longitudinally. Furthermore, the dynamic range of 
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the photo sensor may limit what type of pulses can be measured. Dead time is also a factor 
which is important to beam loss monitoring. A detector should ideally always be ready to detect 
the next loss.  SiPMs are then formally introduced with their architecture and operation 
described along with some characterisation experiments that were performed with beam loss 
monitoring in mind. SiPM performance is then tested in conditions which they have never been 
tested before with emphasis on performance in beam loss monitoring applications  
The chapter then moves on to experiments undertaken to test the optical fibre BLM at the CLIC 
test facility CTF3 which allows beam loss monitors to be tested using a CLIC-like beam. A short 
introduction is given to the CTF3 layout and the beam properties which are delivered by the 
accelerator. A summary is then given of simulation results of losses expected at CTF3. Multiple 
fibres and detectors have been installed at CTF3. The layout of the fibres within the CLEX hall 
is discussed. Experimental results of the signals obtained are then presented for all the detectors 
installed and a detailed data analysis is performed to understand the loss structure obtained from 
the fibres and also the performance of the localised detectors to distinguish inter-bunch train 
loses. 
 
3.1 Machine Protection for Particle Accelerators  
3.1.1 Beam Loss Monitoring 
Machine protection is an important system to consider for maintaining an accelerator. It is 
important for both machine operation and for the health of people working on the machine.  
High energy particle losses may collide with machine parts and turn them radioactive, making 
them hazardous for technicians to work around. If a beam loss is too high then this also might 
stop operation of the accelerator. For example the LHC uses superconducting magnets and if a 
beam loss was to occur and interact with the superconducting material this may cause the 
magnet to heat then quench and lose its superconductivity [112]. This would stop the magnet 
from working properly and operation of the accelerator would suffer. It is mandatory therefore to 
place instrumentation along the beamline where beam losses are expected to occur so that 
adjustments can be made to reduce the impact on the machine by either dumping the beam or 
changing machine settings.  
A beam loss in an accelerator can be due to many different reasons and different protection 
systems are designed to limit the damage from these losses. Losses range from ultra-fast events, 
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which occur in the range of microseconds to steady state losses that occur over hundreds of 
seconds, particularly important for storage rings [113]. In between these two extremes are losses 
that occur in the region of milli to tens of seconds. BLMs are designed to detect these loses. 
A BLM needs to satisfy many requirements and no one BLM will satisfy all of them. In order to 
be practical, a BLM must first be radiation hard to survive the high radiation environments in 
which they will be exposed and not require frequent replacing due to radiation induced damage. 
They must operate quickly so that changes can be made in order to prevent beam loss and to 
distinguish between beam loss events. In earlier years BLMs were not online tools but for 
modern accelerators they are indispensable tools for improving accelerator performance. Of 
increasing importance is the ability to have a high dynamic range, the range between the lowest 
and highest detectable signal. BLMs are also increasingly being used not only for machine 
protection purposes but also for online beam diagnostics such as for beam alignment and as such 
detection over a wide dynamic range would be beneficial. The total cost of a BLM network also 
needs to be taken into account. With increasingly larger machines thousands of localised 
monitors on a single beam line may be required. With the cost of machines often being a big 
factor in the approval for their construction, it may be more ideal to move away from localised 
detectors and move towards long BLMs which can span large distances but still provide the 
same loss coverage as localised detectors. Beam Loss Monitors cover two classes of losses: 
 
1) Fast losses (also known as irregular losses): This class of losses contains losses which are 
avoidable. Examples of these include misaligned beams or faulty accelerator elements such 
as a trip occurring in the RF supplies. These losses are distributed throughout the machine. 
These types of losses can be captured by a good collimator system. A threshold value can be 
set so the beam is dumped if losses become too high [114]. 
 
2) Slow losses (also known as regular losses): This class of losses are avoidable. Slow losses are 
more prevalent to circulator machines due to the long storage time. 
 
3.1.2 Parameters for Discussing BLMs. 
Before discussing the various types of detectors it is necessary to define some parameters so that 
they can be compared. Radiation is detected because it deposits all or some of its energy into a 
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material. In this section the interaction between radiation and matter will be discussed as well as 
some common terms used to compare different BLMs. By radiation, this is inferred to mean 
either particles or electromagnetic radiation which deposit energy when passing through matter. 
The mechanism in which this occurs depends on the type of radiation as well as its mass and 
energy and the material it is passing through. Discussion will mostly be focused on mechanisms 
used in particle detection. 
 
3.1.2.1 Charged Particle Interaction with Matter  
Charged particle interaction can be broken down into three categories: 
 
1. Inelastic scattering 
2. Radiative losses  
3. Elastic scattering 
 
The amount of energy deposited per unit length by a particle into a material is called the 
stopping power,  𝑑𝐸 𝑑𝑥 . Relativistic heavy charged particles lose their energy mainly by 
inelastic scattering with electrons leading to ionisation and are the mechanism behind many 
particle detectors. The mean rate in which energy, E, is lost along a distance x in a bulk material 
is described by the Bethe formula [115]: 
 
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑥
=
4𝜋
𝑚𝑒𝑐2
⋅
𝑛𝑍2
𝛽2
⋅  
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2
4𝜋𝜖0
 ⋅  𝑙𝑛  
2𝑚𝑒𝑐
2𝛽2
𝐼 1− 𝛽2 
 − 𝛽2  
 
(3.1) 
Where Z is the atomic number of the bulk material, β is the ratio of the particle velocity and the 
speed of light, n is the electron density of the material, I is the mean excitation energy. This 
equation is an approximation and numerous corrections need to be made to fit specific cases. An 
example of this is concerning the velocity of the particle. The Bethe formula is derived assuming 
the electrons are motionless compared to the speed of the passing particle, this means that as 
different orbitals move with different speeds then the Bethe formula over calculates the stopping 
power and so must be corrected for. Similar corrections need to be taken at higher velocities. 
Equation 3.1 is the Bethe formula, when shell corrections are taken into account it is called the 
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Bethe-Bloch formula. A review of corrections and when they need to be applied is given in 
[116]. 
With electrons and positrons the situation is a little more complicated. As a result of their 
smaller mass, they are less penetrative because inelastic scattering causes a large energy loss. 
This means they have shorter range in matter than heavier particles with the same energy. They 
also have their own Bethe formula which is slightly different to equation 3.1. The discrepancy 
with the standard Bethe formula occurs because the mass of the incident particle and the target is 
the same. In this case the target and incident particle cannot be distinguished. The Bethe formula 
for electrons can be written as [117]: 
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It is important to stress that values calculated from the Bethe formula are mean values. Particle 
interaction is a statistical process and Monte Carlo codes, such as Fluka [118] or Geant4 [119], 
are required to simulate theoretical interactions rather than calculate them from a table. 
At higher energies heavy particles also lose energy by emitting radiation. One type of radiative 
loss is Bremsstrahlung and occurs when a charged particle is decelerated in a Coulomb field, 
similar to synchrotron radiation mentioned in chapter 1. The effect is more pronounced for 
electrons; typically Bremsstrahlung for heavy particles does not become a factor until they are 
relativistic. Other radiative effects include Cherenkov radiation, covered later in this chapter and 
transition radiation, sometimes called Optical Transition Radiation (OTR), which is the effect in 
which a charged particle emits radiation when passing across a boundary with a change in the 
refractive index. OTR is used extensively in beam diagnostics to measure beam size, energy and 
emittance [120] [121].  
Elastic scattering can also occur, where collisions between electrons and nuclei can cause many 
large deflections due to the large mass difference. However, as elastic scattering does not lead to 
the deposition of energy in a material it will not be discussed further.  
Figure 3.1 shows the stopping power of a muon in copper as a function of particle energy. The 
stopping power reaches a minimum point in the Bethe-Bloch section of the plot. Particles 
travelling at this energy are called minimum ionising particles (MIPs).  The stopping power then 
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increases again due to radiative effects. MIPs are a useful measure as it provides a measure on 
the least energy required to trigger a signal in a detector. A good approximation for many 
materials is that MIP ≈ 1-2 MeV/g/cm2. Any particle above this energy can be considered a MIP. 
The number of detected particles should be proportional to the number of lost particles with the 
proportionality depending on the efficiency of the BLM. The efficiency depends on the 
sensitivity which depends on its dimensions, the particles being detected and the energy required 
to generate a signal etc. The energy deposited in a detector can either be written in terms of rad 
or in terms of MIP flux i.e. MIP/cm2  by using some dimensional analysis and using the relation 
1 rad = 100 ergs/g and 1 MeV = 1.6 ⋅ 10−6 ergs:  
 
1 rad = 100
ergs
g
⋅
MeV
1.6 ⋅ 10−6ergs
⋅
MIP g
2 MeV cm2
= 3.1 ∙ 107
MIP
cm2
 
(3.3) 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Stopping power of a muon travelling through copper as a function of energy [122] . 
 
3.1.2.2 Photon Interaction with Matter 
Light also interacts with materials with the most common mechanisms being: 
 
 1) Photoelectric effect 
 2) Compton scattering 
 3) Pair production 
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The photoelectric effect was already covered extensively in Chapter 2 and leads to ionisation. It 
is the dominant process at low energies and is useful for light detection, for example, generating 
electron/hole pairs in a semiconductor. Compton scattering is dominant at mid-level energies 
and is the process in which a photon elastically scatters off a particle. Compton scattering can 
lead to ionisation if enough energy is exchanged in the scattering process. Pair production is the 
formation of a particle/anti-particle pair by a highly energetic photon. The energy of the photon 
must be greater than the sum of the mass of the two created products. As a result of the 
conservation of momentum, pair production cannot occur in free space and requires a nearby 
nucleus or electron to absorb the recoil momentum.  
The most common particle production is the formation of an electron/positron pair as the energy 
is smaller than that of heavier products, for example a 1.022 MeV photon is the threshold to 
create an electron/positron pair whilst to create a muon/anti-muon pair a photon with energy 
greater than 211 MeV is required. Even though electron/positron production is the most common, 
higher mass particle production must always be considered for machine protection/particle 
detection purposes as they have longer ranges in matter and can lead to more damage.  
Other interactions of photons can occur such as photon-photon scattering and photonuclear 
scattering however they have low cross sections and are not considered in photon detection.  
 
3.2 Classical Beam Loss Monitoring Technology 
BLM detectors have been used at accelerators for many years. This means that the technology 
has matured and it has been well established what each detector can deliver. However as particle 
accelerators become more intense with increasingly complicated pulse structures the demands 
for BLM detectors are growing in terms of detecting a large dynamic range of losses and to 
resolve losses within a bunch. The type of accelerator can itself dictate what BLM can and 
cannot be used, for instance it would be useless to have a BLM highly sensitive to light to be 
placed in an area known for a high amount of synchrotron radiation. Classical BLM technology 
will now be presented as well as newer options currently in use. 
  
3.2.1 Short ionisation chambers 
Ionisation chambers (IC) are perhaps, along with scintillating screens, the most commonly used 
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BLM. The short ionisation chamber, figure 3.2 left, works by ionising radiation travelling 
through a volume of argon gas (nitrogen and air may also be used) between an anode and a 
cathode. Upon ionisation with the gas, electron-ion pairs are produced and drift to an 
anode/cathode, respectively, generating a current.  
Operation of the IC requires high voltages, typically in the kV range, however, output is linear 
over a wide range of operating voltages so calibration does not change much with voltage drift 
[123]. Dynamic range is limited by an increased combination rate of ions and electrons at high 
doses and dark current limits the performance to measure lower signals. The dynamic range of 
an ionisation chamber can be as high as 10
9
 [124].  
The drift velocities of charge carriers are an important factor to consider as it defines how fast a 
detector can relay a signal. Typically, electron drift in gases like argon/nitrogen is in the order of 
1 cm/µs at close to atmospheric pressures [125] with ion drift times being longer. A small gap 
distance between the anode and cathode as well as a large applied voltage improves the response 
time of the detector. In the LHC IC which uses N2 with a gap of 0.5 cm at a 1.5 kV potential, the 
ion and electron response times are 80 µs and 300 ns respectively [124].  
 
 
Figure 3.2: Schematic of two types of BLM. Left) Short ionisation chamber. Right) PIN diode. 
 
3.2.2 PIN Diodes 
A PIN diode is a detector where an intrinsic (undoped) semiconductor is sandwiched between a 
p-n junction. Placing semiconductor materials in this order a PIN diode is made where P, I and N 
stand for p type (hole majority charge carrier), intrinsic and n type respectively (electron 
majority charge carrier). A PIN diode works as a diode in that it only allows current to flow in 
one direction. When reverse-biased the device does not conduct current, apart from a small 
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leakage current. However, upon a particle passing with sufficient energy through the depleted 
region created in the intrinsic semiconductor, electron-hole pairs are created which are pulled by 
the reverse potential and generate a measurable current, figure 3.2 right. A problem which could 
be encountered with PIN diodes is that not only charged particles are detected but photons also, 
which can be troublesome in regions with a high level of background photons. For this reason a 
configuration of two PIN diodes could be used in coincidence.  This was successfully utilised at 
the HERA ring at DESY [126] [127].  
PIN diodes are very fast devices, as they are small, there is less distance for charge carriers to 
travel and they have high voltages applied to them. The typical rise time of a PIN diode is in the 
region of nanoseconds [128]. As with all silicon based detectors, PIN diodes are not very 
radiation hard and their quality to produce signals degrades after being subjected to high doses 
of radiation. However, the HERA PIN system was used over many years at radiation levels up to 
108 rad with little damage observed [129] [114]. 
 
3.2.3 Long Ionisation Chambers 
A long ionisation chamber (LION), sometimes referred to as a Panofsky Long Ion Chamber, 
works on the same principle to its short counterpart but uses a hollow axial cable filled with a 
gas of 95% Argon and 5% Carbon Dioxide [130]. Electrons that hit the copper coating of the 
cable shower and ionise the gas. The ions then drift to the electrode at the centre or the chamber. 
The signal that is created is sent in both directions along the accelerator. Position sensitivity is 
calculated from the time delay ∆𝑡 between the pulse and the reflected pulse so a loss can be 
localised at a position x, from the delay in the signal and the length of the detector L.  
 
∆t =
2 L− x 
βc
 (3.4) 
 
Position resolution of losses using LIONs depend on the length of the chamber but at the 
Stanford Linear Collider a resolution of 1.5 m is reported [131]. However for longer chambers 
the resolution is much larger and is limited by broadening of the pulses along the co-axial line 
and electron collection time [128]. The long ionisation chamber method is cheap and offers 
uniform sensitivity however it is not very fast as the drift time of ions can be slow [132].  This 
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method has been used in accelerators such as the 3 km linear accelerator at Stanford in the 1980s 
[133].  
 
 
Figure 3.3: A long ionisation chamber is a small coaxial cable filled with an inert gas.  
 
3.2.4 Scintillating Screens 
Scintillation is an effect which occurs in organic transparent materials during inelastic scattering. 
An elevated electron from energy deposited in the material falls to a lower state and emits a flash 
of light in the optical wavelength range, the light is then transported in a light guide to a fast 
photodetector, typically a photomultiplier tube (PMT) [134]. 
Photomultiplier tubes are standard devices for detecting photons. Their operating principle is 
shown in figure 3.4. An electron is emitted when an incident photon hits a photocathode. The 
electron is then accelerated towards a charged dynode which stimulates the emission of multiple 
electrons. These are then accelerated to a second dynode at a higher potential where they collide 
and stimulate even more electrons. This process then repeats until they strike a signal collecting 
anode where the signal is read out [135]. After multiple stages of charge multiplication, the gain 
in a PMT is high and is usually in the region of 10
4
/10
6 
[123]. Noise contributions originate from 
thermally generate electrons from the photocathode. Since electrons are in a vacuum travelling at 
low velocities, PMTs are very sensitive to magnetic fields. This means they require shielding, 
particularly if they are in regions of stray magnetic fields, which is particularly true in an 
accelerator environment. Choice of the photocathode dictates the spectral sensitivity of the 
device. PMTs are available suitable for the detection of infrared to extreme ultraviolet photons. 
Long wavelength detection is limited by the low absorption in the photocathode whilst for 
shorter wavelengths the device is limited by the window material covering the photocathode 
which is opaque at shorter wavelengths [123]. A more comprehensive overview of PMT 
technology and operational properties may be found in [123], [135] and [136]. 
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Figure 3.4 Operating principle of a photomultiplier tube. 
 
A large number of materials exhibit scintillation but only a few are applicable to beam loss 
monitoring. Organic crystals like anthracene and stilbene can be used and have very high 
scintillation efficiencies but they are very expensive, can only be produced in small quantities 
and deteriorate quickly [128]. Liquid scintillators produced by dissolving organic crystals in an 
organic solvent are one solution of incorporating organic crystals. They are radiation hard but 
less efficient in generating light and are often not used as they are highly flammable and toxic 
[123]. Inorganic scintillating crystals such as NaI and CsI are more sensitive than organic based 
scintillators but they are less resilient to radiation damage however they may have some 
applicability in low energy anti proton rings [137]. 
The most popular method is to dissolve organic scintillators into a polymer base. The benefits of 
a plastic scintillator is that it can be cut into any shape, meaning they can be fit in around an 
existing set-up without much further regard for space requirements [138]. They are also cheaper 
than the other methods mentioned. The emission of photons is also relatively fast, typically a 
few nanoseconds [134]. As with the previous variations mentioned, plastic scintillators suffer 
from the fact that light transmission degrades over time due to radiation damage [139]. For these 
reasons organic based plastic scintillating screens are the most viable option for multiple 
installations, however, they should not be used in high radiation environments.  
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Figure 3.5: A plastic scintillator BLM, outlined in yellow, around a beam pipe [140]. 
 
3.2.5 Secondary Emission Monitors 
In some situations beam losses are so high that saturation and radiation damage to the detectors 
themselves becomes a factor. In areas where this may occur such as near collimating systems 
and beam dumps a more resilient detector is required. A detector often used is a secondary 
emission monitor (SEM) [141]. These detectors work when secondary electrons are emitted 
form a surface due to the impact of charged particles. The choice of secondary emission surface 
should have a low yield to avoid false detection. For this reason the SEM has a low efficiency 
and typically used in high radiation areas [142].  
One example is the ACEM detector which stands for aluminium cathode electron multiplier. An 
ACEM works like a photomultiplier tube with the photosensitive element removed and replaced 
with an aluminium foil. The secondary electrons are guided and accelerated to a series of anodes 
where the signal is amplified as much as 10
6 
[143] the same as a PMT.  
 
3.2.6 Diamond Detectors  
Diamond detectors are not classical BLM detectors, as they have only fairly recently been used 
for beam loss monitoring, but their rapid increase in use warrants their mention. Working on a 
similar principle to PIN diodes, diamond detectors work as solid state semiconductors detectors. 
Diamond has a chemically strong structure and has a large bandgap 5.5 eV [144]. This makes 
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them very radiation hard. Diamond is grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) in which a 
gas, typically a mixture of hydrogen and methane, is deposited onto a substrate to form a 
synthetic diamond [145]. The speed in which they grow changes the crystal structure. Slow 
deposition allows a single crystal to form (sCVD) however they are expensive; the cheaper 
alternative is polycrystaline diamond (pCVD) which can be grown to larger sizes and the better 
candidate for BLM purposes. Previously used for collision detectors, diamond based BLM 
detectors have been tested at the LHC [146] where as a result of the fast speed of the detectors 
sub nanosecond pulse structures were observed.  
 
3.2.7 Neutron Beam Loss Monitors 
To make this general discussion of standard BLM techniques complete it may also be required to 
detect neutral particles such as neutrons. Neutrons do not carry charge and so do not interact 
through the Coulomb force. This means they do not directly lead to ionisation and so other 
methods must be used to detect them. This is usually though inducing them to trigger nuclear 
reactions in which the by-products are detected or by inelastic scattering, often referred to as a 
proton recoil process, where high energy neutrons collide with a nucleus transferring energy 
producing an ion which is detected. Several examples of neutron BLM detectors exist in existing 
facilities where proportional gas tubes are used. In these detectors a container is filled with 
nuclei such as B, He3, Li6 U235 as they have high cross sections with thermal neutrons [123]. A 
recently developed 
3
He proportional counter, called Lupin [147], has been designed for the 
detection of pulsed neutron fields and may be an ideal candidate for BLM applications [148]. At 
the LHC tubes of  boron tetraflouride ,BF3, are used, pure boron is not gaseous at room 
temperatures, which work by inducing neutron capture between incoming thermal neutrons and 
boron: 
10B+n → 7Li + α. The alpha particle which is created is heavily ionising and is detected. 
The tube is surrounded by polyethylene to slow down incoming neutrons to thermalise them and 
facilitate the reaction [149].  
 
3.2.8 Choice of BLM Detector 
It is clear that there is no perfect detector and the choice depends on the demands of each 
accelerator, as well as the space requirements and even the radiation doses that may be expected. 
For example the LION on paper may be a poor choice for machines which require knowledge of 
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losses over a wide dynamic range but for the SLC with its size it was used successfully for many 
years. Ionisation chambers and scintillating screens are perhaps the most popular detectors. 
Scintillating screens utilise fast photon detector technology, however, they are not suitable for 
high radiation areas. Ionisation chambers on the other hand are slower due to charge collection 
times but more radiation hard. Diamond detectors are fast and radiation hard, however, they are 
also expensive which makes installing thousands of detectors along a beamline unfeasible. 
Attention will now be turned to a specific BLM requirement for the CLIC facility. 
 
3.3 CLIC BLM Study 
Machine protection in CLIC is of high importance because of the high beam energy and the 
large energy spread from the novel acceleration scheme. For this reason, not only is the detection 
of beam losses important, but also using BLMs to understand beam propagation along the main 
accelerating beamline. 
In CLIC, several scenarios have been identified [150] that may cause beam loss. For fast losses 
these include RF breakdown, a kicker misfiring or a klystron trip. An RF breakdown could 
produce enough of a transversal kick to send the main beam or drive beam into part of the 
accelerator. If a kicker were to misfire this can send the beam off trajectory and cause loss. A 
trip in the klystron could affect the beam enough to cause substantial losses. Slower losses that 
need to be considered are from drifts in temperature, alignment or beam feedback saturations.  
The effect and possible damage of kicks in the beam regardless of their origin have already been 
investigated [15]. In the MB, if different kicks are applied to one location at a time then the 
beam begins to grow and become unstable due to transverse wakefields and chromatic effects. 
The lower detection limit required for a CLIC BLM is the detection of a loss of 10
-3
 of the full 
intensity of either beam along each DB decelerator or MB linac which would lead to luminosity 
losses due to beam loading variations. An upper detection limit is due to destructive beam losses 
when 10
-4
 of a main bunch train or 10
-2
 of a drive beam bunch train hits a single aperture 
restriction. 
Table 3.1 shows the different requirements for the BLMs for each accelerator sub system of the 
MB and DB. What is clear to see, is that each subsystem has different requirements with regards 
to how sensitive they have to be and the dynamic range they must cover. Apart from the pre-
damping and damping rings the response times of a CLIC BLM are at or below 8 ms. The reason 
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for this is due to the machine protection strategy for CLIC which is based on a next cycle permit 
system; where after each cycle the permit to continue is revoked and only re-established once the 
beam and equipment checks have been passed [39], this will lead to safe operation of the CLIC 
acceleration. The 8 ms comes from the highest envisaged repetition rate of 100 Hz for most 
CLIC sub-systems.  
BLs used at the LHC, primarily ionisation chambers, have already been considered for use in 
CLIC. In table 3.1 the quantity refers to the number of detectors required for each sub-system. It 
is believed that these systems can be adapted for the requirement of CLIC BLMs [39]. However, 
as it can be seen, due to the size of CLIC this would mean the use of tens of thousands of 
ionisation chambers. Considering the analysis of the detectors just mentioned, ionisation 
chambers seem the best choice since they are fast enough to work within the machine protection 
system, radiation hard and has a high dynamic range. However, the large number detectors 
required will be costly. 
One possible alternative detector under investigation involves placing optical fibres along the 
beamline. The method proposed is to induce Cherenkov radiation from lost particles. Similar to 
the long ionisation chamber, the signal is read out and the light signal analysed. Unlike the LION 
chamber, this detector is not limited by ion drift times. Before being used it is necessary to 
understand the properties of the detector so that its limitations and behavior in an accelerator 
environment may be understood.  
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Table 3.1 Beam loss requirements for CLIC for each accelerator subsystem [39] 
Sub System 
Dynamic 
Range 
Sensitivity 
(Gy/Pulse) 
Response 
time (ms) Quantity 
Main Beam 
e
-
, e+ injector complex 10
4 
10
-7 
< 8  95 
Damping rings 10
4
 10
-7
 (Gy/ms) 1 1396 
Ring to main linac (RTML) 10
4
 10 < 8 1443 
Main Linac 10
6
 10
-9 
< 8 4196 
Beam Delivery system 
(Energy collimators) 10
6
 10
-3 
< 8 4 
Beam Delivery system 
(Betatron collimators) 10
5
 10
-3 
< 8 32 
Beam Delivery system 
(minus collimators) >10
5 
<10
-5 
< 8 588 
Post collision line 10
6
 10
-7 
< 8 56 
Drive Beam 
Injector Complex 5x10
4 
5x10
-6 
8 4370 
Decelerator 5x10
6 
5x10
-8 
8 41484 
Dump lines 5x10
6 
5x10
-8 
8 96 
 
3.4 Fibre Optics for Beam Loss Monitors 
The basic working principle of a fibre optic BLM is shown in figure 3.6. A charged particle, in 
this case an electron, crosses a fibre and generating Cherenkov radiation. Light is then 
transported down the fibre core to the fibre end face where it exits. The photon will then be 
detected with an appropriate photodetector. The next several sections will cover the physics of 
optical fibres, the Cherenkov effect and factors which need to be considered to use this 
technology as an effective BLM. 
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Figure 3.6: Operating principle of a fibre optic based BLM. A photon is generated by a charged particle 
which is then transported to the fibre end. 
 
3.4.1 Optical Fibres 
Optical fibres are widely used in the telecommunications industry because signals can be sent 
over a long distance with minimal losses. Mode optical fibres are made of fused quartz silica 
(SiO2) with areas of different refractive index, surrounded by an opaque jacket to block ambient 
lighting, and can be bent without stopping a signal being reached at the end.  The simplest 
picture to describe signal transmission is shown in figure 3.7. The process in which light travels 
down a fibre is total internal reflection. An optical fibre consists of two regions, core and 
cladding, with different refractive indices, ncore and nclad.  If light travelling towards the boundary 
between the two regions is above a critical angle, normal to the boundary surface, the light will 
be totally internally reflected. The equation for the critical angle is found from Snell‘s law: 
 
𝜃𝑐 = arcsin 
𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑑
𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
  (3.5) 
 
For light to first enter into the fibre it must be within the ‗nominal acceptance cone‘, otherwise 
the light will not be trapped. A quantity used to describe the range of angles that are accepted is 
the numerical aperture (NA). The NA is related to the angle of the acceptance cone, θa, and is 
defined as [151]: 
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acladdingcore nnnNA sin
22   (3.6) 
 
Where n is the refractive index of the outer medium, i.e for air n ~ 1. The NA is only used as an 
approximation in most cases because the refractive indices are not always constant values.  
Similar to electromagnetic modes in an enclosed cavity, fibre optics have modes which describe 
how light propagates through them. Depending on what modes are allowed in a structure, it may 
be more useful, or appropriate, to describe light propagation with geometrical optics, as in figure 
3.7, or solutions to Maxwell‘s equations, previously stated in equations 1.2 - 1.5. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Light entering and transported down a fibre optic cable. 
 
3.4.2 Multi-Mode Fibres 
Multi-mode fibres are used typically in short distance telecommunications due to signal 
dispersion over long distances (to be discussed) and have a large core diameter compared to their 
single mode counterparts, typically 50-100 μm. 
In terms of geometrical ray optics the way light propagates they are either bound, in which case 
the signal is locked in and does not leave the fibre, or they are tunnelling/leaky rays which travel 
a short distance before being lost. Bound rays are further classified as Meridional and skew rays. 
These are shown in figure 3.8 when looking at the fibre end face on with the path of meridonal 
and skew rays shown relative to the fibre axis, also shown. 
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Figure 3.8: Meridonal (Blue) and skew (green) rays propagating down a fibre as seen looking down the 
fibre end. Meridonal rays pass through the fibre axis (red dot) on each reflection whilst skew ray spiral 
around the fibre axis as they propagate down the fibre. 
 
Meridional rays (blue) travel by passing through the fibre axis, the axis which runs down the 
centre of a fibre and is orthogonal to the fibre end, on every reflection at the boundary. These 
rays are defined by a single angle, the longitudinal propagation angle, which is similar to the 
critical angle for TIR defined above and as such the condition for them to be accepted is the 
same as in equation 3.5. Skew rays (green) spiral down the fibre from the reflection at the core 
cladding boundary but never crossing the fibre axis. The angle of acceptance of a skew angle is 
larger than that of meridional rays.  
Not all rays that travel within the core make it to the end. Those that do are called bound rays. 
Another class of rays travel a short distance before being lost, these are known as tunnelling and 
refracting rays. Refracting rays are lost from the fibre on their first interaction at the core 
cladding boundary and can be both meridional and skew rays with an angle beneath the critical 
angle for them to be bound. Tunnelling rays do not refract out at the first opportunity but 
propagate for a short distance down the fibre and are attenuated because they extend into the 
cladding and partly refract and partly reflect. They then lose power on each meeting of the 
core/cladding. For this reason they are sometimes called leaky rays. Tunnelling rays can 
contribute to the signal detected at the end of the fibre assuming attenuation is low.  
 
3.4.2.1 Refractive Index Profile 
The refractive index profile of a multi-mode fibre is either step index or graded index, figure 3.9. 
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Step index fibres (a)  have two distinct levels of refractive index between the core and the 
cladding whilst graded index fibres (b) have a core where the refractive index slopes off, nearly 
parabolically, to the same value as the cladding. The profile shape impacts how the particles 
propagate in the fibre. For step index fibres the bouncing between core and cladding is a sharp 
transition in direction, as in figure 3.7, however, for graded index fibres the change in trajectory 
is slow as if they are being focused with stronger focusing at core/cladding boundary.  
 
 
Figure 3.9: Refractive index profiles for step index (SI) and graded index (GI) fibres as against radius. 
 
3.4.2.2 Intermodal Dispersion 
As multi-mode fibres allow many modes, light can take many paths to reach the end of the fibre. 
The broadening of path lengths leads to a temporal broadening which increases as a function of 
distance. Graded index fibres with a high NA will allow more modes to be coupled in to the 
fibre however with more modes the dispersion will be greater. For a graded index multi-mode 
fibre the spread due to intermodal dispersion travelling over a distance L, the increase in pulse 
width is given by ∆𝑡 = 𝐿∆ 2𝑐  where Δ is the normalised index difference. Intermodal 
dispersion also occurs in step index fibres but the temporal spread is a factor ∆ 2  greater 
therfore graded index fibres are advantageous over step index fibres as they suffer less 
intermodal dispersion. 
 
3.4.2.3 Chromatic Dispersion 
Chromatic dispersion can also occur in fibres which encompasses both material and waveguide 
dispersion. Glass is a dispersive medium which means the refractive index is a function of the 
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wavelength. For a wave packet containing a spread of wavelengths they will each see a different 
refractive index and each travel at different group velocities and will spread when travelling over 
a distance. Ignoring the wavelength dependence on the refractive index, the group velocity is a 
function of the wavelength in its own right and so leads to dispersion in this manner, this is 
known as waveguide dispersion. 
 
3.4.3 Single Mode Fibres 
Single mode fibres are much smaller in size, typically core diameters are in the region of 10 µm, 
and the physics of transmission cannot be explained in terms of geometric optics and can only be 
explained through a modal analysis [151]. Propagation in single mode fibres will only occur if 
the wavelength is above a critical value with respect to the core radius, a. This is given by: 
𝜆𝑐 = 2𝜋𝑎 ∙ 𝑁𝐴 2.405  
Single mode fibres are typically used for long distance communications due to higher achievable 
bandwidths and less signal dispersion as a result of transmission over a distance, i.e. no 
intermodal dispersion. Chromatic and waveguide dispersion are both present in single mode 
fibres but largely cancel each other out at wavelengths around 1.3 µm. [152] 
It will be seen, or should already be clear, that due to the nature in which fibres will be used for a 
BLM, that only multi-mode fibres have been considered in order to increase the signal at the 
output. 
 
3.4.4 Attenuation 
A signal will reduce in intensity as it travels a distance, d, down a fibre due to attenuation effects. 
The optical power, P1, as a result of on an initial optical power P0 is found from an attenuation 
coefficient α (dB/km) and is given by: 
 
 𝑃1 = 𝑃0𝑒
−
𝛼𝑑
10  (3.7) 
. 
Attenuation in fibres occur mainly due to two processes of loss.1) Scattering 2) Absorption.  
 
1) Scattering losses/ Rayleigh scattering 
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Silica is an amorphous material, i.e. no repeating order in the lattice, and so suffers from 
structural disorder. This means there is a fluctuation in the refractive index through the material 
with each irregularity acting as a scattering point centre. The scale of the fluctuations is in the 
order of λ/10 and is characterised by an absorption coefficient that varies as λ-4 which means as a 
result of this, that shorter wavelengths (visible blue to ultra violet) are considerably more 
affected by this loss mechanism. The attenuation coefficient for Rayleigh scattering is given by 
 
𝛼 𝑚−1 =
8𝜋3
3𝜆4
𝑛8𝑝2𝐾𝐵𝑇𝐹𝜇  (3.8) 
 
Where p is the photoelastic coefficient, 𝜇 is a material coefficient, the isothermal compressibility 
at the fictive temperature, TF, which is the temperature at which the glass disorder is frozen [153]. 
As a simple calculation, by using this equation along with the previous one, and using typical 
values for a fibre: n = 1.46, p = 0.286, TF = 1950 K , 𝜇 = 7 x 10
-11
 m
2 
N
-1
 [154] and a short 
wavelength λ = 0.45 µm then for a fibre of length of 1km the power will fall in relation to the 
initial power by a factor 0.47 and for a 100 m fibre a factor 0.93. This will have a big impact 
when using optical fibres over long distances in an accelerator complex. For this reason an 
optical fibre based BLM should not be longer than 100 m to limit losses as a result of Rayleigh 
scattering. 
 
2) Absorption losses 
Absorptive losses can be classified into two subgroups, intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic 
absorptive losses occur as a result of light interacting with the silica glass. Resonances occur in 
both the UV and infrared spectrum and are caused by electronic and molecular transition bands 
in the UV range and the generation of vibration modes causing stretching and contradiction of 
chemical bonds in the infrared range. Extrinsic absorptive losses occur due to interaction with 
molecules in the fibre which are not pure SiO2 which are there purposefully or accidently 
introduced in the manufacturing process. During manufacturing water vapour in the atmosphere 
can be absorbed leading to peaks of OH absorption which are large enough that the amount 
entering fibre needs to be tightly controlled usually to 0.5 parts per million [152]. Some fibres 
are purposefully doped with materials to increase their photosensitivity such as germanium [155]. 
The experimentally measured attenuation as a function of wavelength is shown in figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10: Measured loss spectrum for a germanium doped single mode fibre. Contributions to the 
attenuation are represented by dashed lines. [156] 
 
3.4.5 Radiation Damage to Fibres 
As fibres used in BLM will be kept in areas of high radiation it is prudent to briefly mention the 
effect of radiation on fibres. 
Radiation can change every property of an optical fibre. The main problem to contend with is the 
increase of radiation induced attenuation (RIA). Other effects include the change of mechanical 
properties, such as tensile strength, change of bandwidth and change of the refractive index 
[157]. The increase in RIA can be attributed to ionising radiation creating free electron/hole 
pairs, breaking bonds in the silica. The electrons are then trapped at defect sites forming colour 
centres which create additional absorption bands absorbing guided photons [158].  
There are many factors that influence the RIA and it is hard to predict the exact effects in any 
given application. The factors can be broken down into manufacturing influences, Designs 
parameters and environmental conditions. The design factors which can affect the RIA include:  
the fibre type, i.e. single mode, graded index, the core to cladding diameter ratio and the outer 
coating material. Manufacturing influences include the conditions in which the fibre was 
manufactured such as the temperature and speed with which it was formed, the dopants added to 
the core and cladding and the total OH content. Environmental factors include the total dose 
absorbed by the fibre, the rate at which the dose was absorbed, the ambient temperature in which 
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the fibre is kept and the lengths of time the allowed to anneal. Temperature is a factor because 
heat allows bonds to heal and reduces the amount of attenuation, it has been shown that at low 
temperatures the RIA significantly larger than at high temperatures and also sensitive to small 
temperature changes [159]. It is clear to see from this long list that it is difficult to control and 
compare values for the same product supplied by different vendors.  
 
 
Figure 3.11: Left) The induced attenuation loss as a function of absorbed dose for a variety of different 
fibres doped with different molecules. Right) A comparison of the induced attenuation loss as a function 
of absorbed dose for fibres from different vendors, three of the fibres were marketed as germanium doped 
[157]. 
 
Figure 3.11 left shows the induced losses in dB/km as a function of delivered dose for fibres 
with different dopants. The tests were performed with a wavelength of 830 nm. The germanium 
doped fibre is the best performer at low levels of irradiation but as with the fluorine doped fibre 
the induced loss increases linearly in a logarithmic scale until they saturate at high doses. The 
worst performance is seen by the phosphorus doped fibre which does not appear to saturate even 
at high doses. The best performer is the pure silica step index fibre with a maximum no greater 
than 5 dB/km and appears to show an improvement during the irradiation process. Figure 3.11 
right shows the performance under irradiation between four different commercial fibres 
available on the market from different vendors. Even though three of fibres are supposedly the 
same, no information is provided on the exact manufacturing processes, i.e drawing speed, and 
design parameters such as the coating material, the induced losses vary as much as a factor or 
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100 at a dose of 10
3
 Gy. This highlights that small factors can affect the response of a fibre to 
radiation. 
 
3.4.6 Cherenkov Radiation 
A charged particle travelling through a medium faster than light can travel in that medium emits 
a cone of radiation called Cherenkov radiation. The physical cause of this phenomenon is 
attributed to a disturbance in the local electromagnetic field in a medium from a passing charged 
particle. Below the speed of light, a charged particle entering a medium locally polarises the 
surrounding molecules. After the charged particles has past the induced dipoles relax and emit 
radiation which destructively interferes and no light is observed. However, if the phase velocity 
of the charged particle is above the speed of light the wavelets of the emitted radiation are in 
phase on a wave front inclined in the direction of the moving particle. The light constructively 
interferes and coherent radiation is observed [160].  
 
 
Figure 3.12: Cherenkov cone, with angle k, generated by a charged particle travelling in a medium faster 
than light. The red arrow shows the direction of motion. The blue arrow shows the propagation of light 
 
The angle of the Cherenkov cone κ, in figure 3.12, is directly related to the speed of the particle 
in a material with refractive index n. From figure 3.12 the red arrow is the direction of the 
velocity of the particle and the blue lines are the rays of emitted light.  In a time t a particle 
travelling from point A to point B travels a distance βct, whereas a photon in the same time will 
travel a distance ct/n. It can be seen that the angle of the cone of light is a function of just the 
speed of the material and also the refractive index of the material and is given by:                                     
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
 (3.9) 
 
The light yield of Cherenkov radiation as a function of the length travelled through a medium L 
and the wavelength λ was derived by Ilya Frank and Igor Tamm and is given by [12]: 
 
2 2
2
2
sin
2
phd N
z
dLd


 
  (3.10) 
 
Where α is the fine structure constant, κ is the Cherenkov angle as define above, λ is the 
wavelength and L the path of the particle with charge z through the medium.  
 
3.4.7 Signal Generation in Optical Fibres 
Much has been written on the generation of signals in optical fibres due to Cherenkov fibres 
[161] [162] [163]. Whilst the full derivation is not included here, as each source uses different 
methods to derivate the final result, the basic principles are given. There is a small discrepancy 
between the sources in one crucial regard but this will be mentioned thereafter. The number of 
detected photons 𝑁𝑝𝑕𝑜𝑡𝑜  exiting from a Cherenkov fibre and detected with a photodetector 
depends on many factors: 
 
1. The number of photons generated by a charge particle crossing the fibre Y 
2. The probability that a photon is trapped, i.e. within a critical angle, 𝑃𝑡  
3. The effects of attenuation during signal transmission 𝜂𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛  
4. The coupling efficiency between the fibre and photodetector 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝  
5. The detection efficiency of the photodetector  𝜂𝑃𝐷𝐸  
 
The number of detected photons can then be expressed as [162] 
 
Nphoto = Y ⋅ Pt ⋅ ηatten ⋅ ηcoup ⋅ ηPDE  (3.11) 
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The light yield is found by the integration of equation 3.11 over the path length of the electron in 
the fibre which depends on the fibre radius R, the incident primary angle 𝛼, the closest distance 
the primary travels to the centre of the fibre, b, and the wavelength range which is limited to the 
range 200-900 nm because of the detection range of the photon detector and the transmittance of 
the fibre [162].  
 
𝑌 ≈
2𝜋
137
⋅
2 𝑅2 − 𝑏2
 sin𝛼 
 1−
1
𝛽2𝑛2
 
𝜆2 − 𝜆1
𝜆2𝜆1
 
 
(3.12) 
The trapping probability takes two cases into account, the first is that photon is trapped and the 
second is that it is trapped and exits at the end of the fibre, i.e. it is not reflected.  The photons 
are trapped as long as they are within the critical angle. Photons may be reflected back if they 
are within an angle at the end face. The trapping probability 𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝  can then be expressed for a 
single photon [161] as a function speed, core refractive index and incident angle: 
 
𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 =
1
𝜋
𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠  
𝛽 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
2 − 𝑁𝐴 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 𝛽2𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
2 − 1
  
 
(3.13) 
Discrepancies are found within two sources [161] [162] with the former claiming the final result 
scales with the square of the fibre diameter and the latter with the cube of the diameter. Tests 
were performed to test the fibre diameter dependency and it was found that the square was the 
more likely scaling term, 
 
3.4.8 Current State of Fibre Optic BLMs 
The purpose of this chapter was to introduce key ideas of BLMs, discuss current state of the art 
detectors and to introduce a new type of BLM based on optical fibres.  
Current standard detectors are sufficient to measure beam loss structure, as highlighted in the 
CLIC CDR. However, the sheer size of CLIC means that a large amount of these localised 
detectors are required. The optical fibre detector is proposed as a way of reducing the number of 
detectors whilst still covering the entire beamline. This beam loss detection method has been 
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shown to work at other accelerator complexes such as light sources, [164] [165] [166]. However, 
these were applied for machines greatly different to CLIC in both beam intensity and pulse 
structure. Furthermore, as this technology is not as mature as others, the true limitations of this 
detector are not fully understood and further testing is required with different types of beam 
bunch structures. It was shown within this chapter that one limitation of the detector is the 
allowable fibre length due to attenuation effects. Areas which have not been fully explored yet 
are position sensitivity to locate a loss location, optimal location to place the fibre and 
performance over time due to absorbed radiation dose.  
 
3.5 Photodetector for Fibre Readout 
3.5.1 The Silicon Photomultiplier 
Silicon Photomultipliers were developed as an attempt to build the ‗ideal‘ detector. An ideal 
detector would be one with a fast response, low noise and high gain in order to resolve 
individual input photons and in the instance of a large input signal the detector output should 
reflect the intensity profile of the light source. Over previous decades photomultiplier tubes have 
been the dominant technology. However, in the last ten years SiPMs are becoming more 
competitive as they are compact, robust, require lower operating voltages, cheaper and 
insensitive to magnetic fields. In the following sections the basic structure, operation and 
properties of SiPMs will be presented, along with associated drawbacks.  
 
3.5.1.1 SiPM Structure and Properties 
An SiPM is an array of avalanche photodiodes (APDs) connected in parallel to a common output. 
The output response from an SiPM is the total sum from each cell in the array, with each cell 
either being off (no detection) or on (detection occurred) and the output from each cell being 
approximately equal. Each APD is connected to a passive resistor which quenches the output 
back to zero upon detection. The equivalent circuit diagram of an SiPM is shown in figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13: Equivalent circuit diagram of a Silicon photomultiplier. Each cell in the array can be 
modelled by a diode and resistor. The cells are connected in parallel to a common output. 
 
An APD works in a similar manner to a standard semiconductor photon detector with the main 
difference being a large bias voltage is set across the active volume. When a photon enters the 
volume an initial electron and hole are produced in the depleted region however due to the large 
potential the electron is accelerated producing more electron hole pairs. This avalanche effect 
leads to a collected signal that is higher than the signal that started the process.  This only occurs 
when the bias voltage supplied to the device is above a particular point called the breakdown 
voltage. In this operating regime the deveice is said to be operating in Geiger mode [123]. 
Typical gain above breakdown is of the order 10
6
 and is independent on primary carrier number, 
i.e the resulting signal would be the same for a single photon as a massive highly charged 
particle, and is a function of bias voltage above the breakdown voltage.  
To reduce reflections at the surface of the pixels, which could stop photons reaching the sensor,  
an antireflective coating is applied to the surface with an optically pure material such as Si3N4, 
by doing this transmission of 90% is attainable [167].  
 The avalanche will be self sustaining unless it is quenched by a passive or active circuit. Re-
firing of a pixel can occur mid recovery but the output is less than that of a fully recovered pixel. 
The passive approach is achieved by introducing a large resistor in series with a diode so that an 
avalanche current will lead to to a voltage drop. The electric field then lowers and multiplication 
stops until the device has returned to its original state and is ready to start another avalanche. 
The quenching time is of the order of 10‘s of nanoseconds. An active quenching cicruit approach 
requires sensing the rise of avalanche pulse and temporary reducing the applied voltage [168]. 
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Active quenching circuits are limited to single APD devices only, called a single photon 
avalanche photodiode (SPAD). An individual active quenching circuit for every pixel is too 
much for SiPMs which can have many thousands of cells.  
 
 
   
Figure 3.14: Persistence mode on oscilloscope observing an SiPM in dark mode connected to an amplifier 
with 200 gain. The 1, 2 and 3 cell outputs can be seen. Each vertical division is 20 mV. 
 
Figure 3.14 shows a persistence plot of an SiPM working in dark mode, i.e. no input light signal. 
The heaviest trace is from a single pixel firing. The other fainter traces are from two and three 
cells firing. The two cells firing is approximately double the single firing height and treble the 
height for the three pixels etc. The output response is characterised by a short rise time, typically 
500 ps to 2 ns, and a long fall time in the order of 20 ns. The response of an SiPM with one cell 
firing is called the single electron response (SER). The long recovery time of a pixel may be an 
obstacle for applying SiPMs in a BLM as light pulses exiting the fibre are in the same region as 
the pulse length which generated it. The non-instant recovery time of pixels will mean that 
during the recovery process the detector system is partially blind. This could be dangerous for 
machine protection purposes.  
The photon detection efficiency (PDE) is defined as the percentage of photons that are finally 
detected to the total number of incident photons. The PDE is given as the product of:  the 
quantum efficiency, the probability that a photon traversing the SiPM creates an electron hole 
pair which is a function of photon wavelength, the SiPM fill factor which is dependent on the 
geometry as only part of the pixel detector is sensitive to photon detection and the Geiger 
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efficiency which depends on the photon incidence position and on the applied voltage [123]. The 
PDE is given by [169]: 
 
𝑃𝐷𝐸 = 𝜖𝑄𝐸 ⋅ 𝜖𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚 ⋅ 𝜖𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑟     
 
(3.14) 
Where 𝜖𝑄𝐸  is the quantum efficiency i.e. that an electron-hole pair is formed, 𝜖𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚  is the 
geometrical fill factor i.e. the ratio of the active area in which detection can occur to the total 
area and 𝜖𝐺𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑟  is the probability for an avalanche to occur. 
Some simple definitions can be defined. The first is the overvoltage, ∆𝑉𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 , which 
defines how far the bias voltage, 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠   is above the breakdown voltage, 𝑉𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 : 
 
∆𝑉𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟  𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 − 𝑉𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛  (3.15) 
 
The charge produced by a pixel, 𝑄𝑝𝑖𝑥 𝑒𝑙 , is found from the over voltage and the pixel capacitance 
𝐶𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 . 
 
𝑄𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 = 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 ⋅ ∆𝑉𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒  (3.16) 
 
The gain from the avalanche process is simply the total charge produced divided by the electron 
charge: 
 
𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 =
𝑄𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙
𝑞𝑒
 (3.17) 
 
The pixel recovery time is found by the characteristic time of an RC circuit i.e.: 
 
𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑐 = 𝑅𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑕 ∙ 𝐶𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙  (3.18) 
 
Where 𝑅𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑕  is the resistance used to quench the avalanche signal. 
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3.5.1.2 Dark Noise, Afterpulsing and Crosstalk 
SiPMs are not perfect detectors and have drawbacks as a result of how they work. These effects 
include thermal noise, cross talk, and afterpulsing. 
Whilst the SiPM allows the detection of single photons, in theory, the internal gain means even 
false signals such as from thermal excitation or quantum  mechanical tunneling are also 
multiplied into an avalanche and becomes part of the final signal. Thus if the SiPM is being used 
to detect a handful of photons then dark counts from thermal excitation are a percentage of the 
final signal. Dark noise from thermal excitation  can be reduced by two methods firstly by 
cooling the device down to reduce the probability of thermal excitation and secondly in 
situations where the number of incoming photons is high to discriminate against events of the 
firing of single cell to only events where there are multiple firing of cells [123]. Investigations 
into cooling down an SiPM to reduce thermal noise have already been carried out [170]. This 
was done for an SiPM used in liquid argon neutrino physics experiments where the device was 
tested from room temperature down to -196°C. It was found that for the SiPM used, a SensL 
i000 series, the single photoelectron rate at 25°C was 1 MHz but upon cooling to -196°C this 
had reduced to 40 Hz. It was also noted in this study that cross talk was independent of 
temperature. 
Afterpulsing is a phenomenon which is caused by impurities in the SiPM. It is possible that 
electrons become trapped by the impurities and are released after a delayed tine, typically in the 
region of 100 ns. If this delayed time is longer than the recovery time of the SiPM then another 
avalanche is relaeased [171]. It has been shown that afterpulsing increases parabolicly with the 
applied voltage [172] this means to operate SiPMs with minimum afterpulsing it is necessary to 
produce SiPMs which are ―cleaner‖, a longer recovery time and a smaller gain. [173]. However, 
these latter two points may not be benefitial to detecting certain types of pulses since as it will be 
seen long recovery times can lead to saturation effects. 
Another phenomenom which can occur is optical crosstalk. This is the process in which photons 
caused by the avalanche migrate to neighbouring cells and cause an avalanche in this cell also. 
This optical cross talk can be reduced by introducing trenches between cells or by reducing the 
internal gain to the lowest possible value and still being in Geiger mode [174]. These latter two 
causes of noise, afterpulsing and crosstalk, can be reduced by manufacturing processes and the 
SiPM board architexture. Both have been reduced in recent years with improving designs [175]. 
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Figure 3.15: Branching process across three generations in which a single photon can generate 5 detected 
events 
 
Figure 3.15 highlights how afterpulsing and crosstalk can complicate the detection process. A 
single photon triggers an avalanche in pixel 1 where afterpulsing occurs creating a second 
avalanche. Within this avalanche a photon migrates to a neighbouring cell, pixel 2, which is in a 
state ready to be triggered and a third avalanche occurs. Again afterpulsing occurs triggering a 
fourth avalanche and again cross talk occurs and triggers a fifth and final signal in pixel 1 which 
has since recovered from the second recorded avalanche. In this example a single photon leads to 
five avalanches and highlights the impact that cross talk and afterpulsing can have on signal 
detection. The likelyhood of cross talk and afterpulsing occurs with some probability dictacted 
by branching processes so eventually the branch will dimininish [176].  
 
3.5.2 Experimental Characterisation 
Several experiments [177] were performed in order to experimentally characterise a sample of 
SiPMs. These experiments back up statements claimed above and give some early insight into 
their performance as part of a BLM. Experiments were carried out with a novel SiPM design by 
the company STMicroelectronics [178], henceforth referred to as ST, and a sample from 
Hamamatsu [179]. Furthermore an algorithm was developed to search for minima or peaks 
amongst noisy data sets to collect SER type peaks so they can be averaged. 
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3.5.2.1 SER Finding Algorithm. 
During the course of this work it was necessary to develop an algorithm for finding SER peaks 
amongst output measured on the scope. Averaging on the scope meant double and treble pixel 
firings were included in the output along with signals which were triggered mid recovery. This 
algorithm allowed SER candidates to be found and averaged to obtain a true SER average. 
Figure 3.16 shows the raw output from the oscilloscope with a trigger level set on the scope to 
catch the lowest pulse. Detector responses before the triggered pulse as well as further developed 
pulses are observed. Within this 9 pulses can be made out with height corresponding to a single 
electron response can be made out along with 2 double pulses about twice the height of a SER 
and 1 four fired pixel event. Many of the events are close in time which makes it difficult to 
obtain a true average of SER.  
The algorithm works by locating local minima below a threshold voltage, thereby allowing only 
one minimum assigned even if the data is noisy. They are then separated based on the value of 
their height to distinguish between single, double, triple events and a check is made to only 
record minima which are sufficient distance apart. Running this algorithm over many files 
allows many SER type of events to be recorded. They are then averaged to obtain an SER pulse 
shape. Figure 3.17 shows the average pulse obtained using this algorithm. This pulse could then 
be used as an experimentally obtained SER for analysis. The rise and fall time of the average 
pulse is longer than expected but affected by limited bandwidth of the amplifier. An amplifier is 
required since SERs cannot be seen on a scope without it. 
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Figure 3.16: Raw scope output from the oscilloscope in dark mode. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.17: Averaged SER pulsed found using the algorithm. 
 
The detector response of an SiPM as a function of time, 𝑆𝑖𝑃𝑀 𝑡 , can be modelled by a bi-
exponential model based on two parameters: the rise time, 𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒  and fall time 𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 : 
 
𝑆𝑖𝑃𝑀 𝑡 =
1
  𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 −  𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙  
∙  𝑒
−𝑡
 𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 − 𝑒
−𝑡
𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙    (3.19) 
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3.5.2.2 Experimental Characterisation Set-up 
A characterisation of two of the SiPMs was carried out using NIM modules housed in a crate 
which supplies the modules with power and a fan to cool the modules down for optimal 
performance. The modules were connected together with wires of varying length and in most 
cases labeled with the amount of time it takes for a signal to travel through the wire, typically 1 
ns per 20 cm of cable. A digital oscilloscope was used to monitor the signals and to take some 
measurements. Another housing module was used for a digital counting unit which counts the 
digital signals from the NIM. SiPMs were pulsed by an LED operating at 375 nm at room 
temperature (24˚C). The SiPM and LED were kept in two boxes to minimise the amount of light 
reaching the detector, surrounded by aluminum foil which was grounded to protect the sensor 
from the electromagnetic noise. 
 
Table 3.2: Specifications for two different SiPMs. 
  
ST-Microelectronics 
(Model H) 
Hamamatsu 
S10362-11-100C 
Chip Size 4.37 x 4.37 mm - 
Array Size 1 x 1 mm 1 x 1 mm 
Cells array 17 x 17 10 x 10 
Cells Pitch 54 µm 100 µm 
fill factor 44% 78.50% 
 
 
The two samples used in this characterisation were one from ST and one from Hamamatsu.  The 
specifications of the two devices are shown in table 3.2. The ST device is a multi-architecture 
device with different configurations of pixels on one board. The terminals are connected to only 
one array of pixels. The large difference in fill factor is a result in design The ST SiPM is filled 
with a metal oxide between the trenches of the pixels to reduce the optical crosstalk, and this is 
true of all SiPMs produced by ST compared to other manufacturers [180]. The ST device has a 
bias voltage of close to 30 V and the Hamamatsu SiPM has a bias voltage of close to 70 V. 
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3.5.2.3 Dark Noise Measurement 
Thermally generated electrons are a big source of dark noise and become part of the final signal. 
Dark events are produced even when the SiPM is activated but with no incident light source. The 
different levels from multiple triggered cells can be observed using a pulse discriminator and a 
counter to count the number of detected pulses. The discriminator was used to increase the 
threshold value of allowed pulse voltages. The SiPM was biased and the signal amplified with a 
gain of 200 before passing through the discriminator. The number of counts after 100s was 
measured, then the threshold voltage was increased and the number of counts recorded again, 
this was repeated in steps of 9 mV starting at 20 mV to the maximal threshold voltage attainable 
191 mV. This was done for three separate activation voltages of the SiPM, for the ST SiPM 
these were 30 V, 30.5 V and 31 V. 
There are two sources of errors from this experiment the first is from the fact that this is a 
Poisson counting experiment and so the error is the square root of the count. The second source 
of error is from the operator error from the fact the counter had to be stopped on 100 seconds 
and this was done with a stop watch  and so the error is given by the reactions of the operator to 
stop the counter accordingly, for this an error of ± 0.4 s was assigned. The error associated with 
Poisson statistics contributes more than operator error than the timing error.  
Figure 3.18 shows the number of counts on a logarithmic scale as a function of discriminator 
voltage. In all three bias voltages steps can be observed. Each pixel generates a certain amount 
of charge, multiple cells lead to multiple amounts of this charge being produced which are 
blocked by the discriminator, hence the steps observed. The first represents a single pixel output 
being stopped from recorded and the second step two pixels firing and so on. Higher bias 
voltages produce higher counts as it means an avalanche is more likely to form. Furthermore, the 
steps occur at different discriminator levels for each bias voltage because as from equations 3.15 
and 3.16, a high overvoltage will produce more charge when an avalanche is formed. This means 
the height of the response peak is higher and so a higher discriminating voltage is required.  
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Figure 3.18: Number of recorded events as a function of discriminator voltage when operating the SiPM in 
dark mode for three different bias voltages.  
 
3.5.2.4 Spectrum Measurement 
The firing of pixels can also be measured as a charge distribution. A pulse generator was used to 
power the LED incident on the SiPM and also to set up a gate with which to set a window an 
analog to digital converter (ADC) to work. The output signal from the SiPM was amplified and 
integrated before being sent to the ADC so that the signal was within the window set up by the 
gate. This signal is sent to a computer which counts the number of events as a function of charge. 
Figure 3.19 shows the data and fitted results for the ST SiPM with 13 peaks observed in this case. 
Each peak corresponds to a pixel firing and the charge released for that number of fired picels. 
The first peak at zero charge is a pedestal value and the peak after is the one cell firing case. 
The ideal charge output of an SiPM should approximately be an integer multiple of the output of 
one cells such that each peak represents a number of pixels being fired with each peak equally 
separated. This is only an approximation due to several reasons [181]: 
 
1. Variation in gain from pixel to pixel. 
2. Electrical noise, uncorrelated dark counts, afterpulses and crosstalk can distort the 
output shape for lower photon peaks. 
3. A photon interacting with a cell mid recovery producing a second smaller charge output 
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4. A photon interacting in a boundary region between cells or at the wrong depth may give 
rise to a smaller or delayed signal. 
 
Due to these reasons the single peaks are smeared into Gaussians. The distribution of the peaks 
is itself a Poisson distribution which can be seen from the envelope that covers all peaks, the 
bottom envelope below the peaks is due to the merging of the Gaussian distributions of the 
single peaks and is well represented as a Gaussian convolution. These reasons explain what can 
be seen in figure 3.19.  
 
 
Figure 3.19 Charge distribution of SiPM output whilst illuminated with an LED [177]. 
 
The ability to resolve events and therefore single photons like this is what has caused a lot of 
interest in SiPM technology in position emission tomography [182], Cherenkov telescopes [183] 
and neutrino physics [184]. However, it is important to note that as a result of dark noise, cross 
talk and afterpulsing that the distribution below is not a fair representation of photon resolution 
of an incident pulse and statistical models [176] are required to fully understand the incident 
pulse on to a device. In the optical fibre beam loss monitor the lower level of the dynamic range 
is not limited to the photon detector. As it can be seen a single peaks can be resolved. The fibre 
is the source of lower dynamic range. Upper dynamic range is limited by the photo sensor, since 
there is only a finite number of pixels to fire on the detector array. 
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3.5.2.5 Time Resolution Measurement 
For detecting losses in a particle accelerator understanding the timing resolution of the SiPM is 
of great significance as to locate a loss spatially requires understanding how long the SiPM took 
to trigger and using this information to know where the loss occurred.  
 
 
Figure 3.20: Distribution of the durations it took signals to be detected. 
 
A start/stop approach was used were a start signal is sent to a time to digital converter (TDC) 
from the power generator used to power the LED and the stop signal is the SiPM pulse itself 
once it reaches the TDC. The counts as a function of time taken from the LED trigger to 
reaching the TDC is sent to a computer and allowed to collect a large number of counts. The 
total number of channels available in the TDC is 8191 over 200 ns. However, the final channel is 
used for the start/stop signal so the total number of used channel is 8190 which means that each 
channel one channel represents 0.0244 ns. The data, figure 3.20, follows a Gaussian distribution 
were the mean and standard deviation can be calculated. 
The exact time in which the signal took to be recorded is not important as different electronics 
and wires will contribute to a delay in the signal. The spread of times however is what is of 
concern. The experiment was repeated this time with the optical signal passing through 100 m of 
optical fibre. This fibre has a numerical aperture of 0.46 with a core thickness of 400 μm, a 
cladding thickness of 430 μm. 
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Table 3.3: Spread in timing resolution for the ST and Hamamatsu SiPMs with and without a fibre attached 
and the equivalent error in distance along a fibre. 
SiPM σt no fibre (ps) σt with fibre (ps) σd (cm) 
ST 264 1230 7.9 < d < 37 
Hamamastsu 143 903 4.3 < d < 27 
 
 
Table 3.3 shows the deviation of the Gaussian pulse for the ST and the Hamamatsu SiPM with 
and without the fibre. The fibre increases the spread of time as a result of intermodal dispersions. 
The values of variation of distance are found from these two and can be taken as the associated 
error of a loss being generated at the start of a fibre and at the end. Even in the worst case with 
the worst performer, the ST device, the resolution is better than half a metre which is sufficient 
to separate losses between two successive quadrupoles at CTF3/CLIC. 
 
3.5.3 SiPM Application to Optical Fibre BLM 
The areas in which SiPMs have been well suited require the detection of fast low load, low 
intensity and short duration pulses and good SiPM photon number resolutions. Application of 
SiPMs to high intensity long pulses, however, has not been studied in great detail. Light signals 
from an optical fibre are arbitrary in shape depending on the loss which generated the signal. 
Furthermore, the light exiting the fibre is of varying intensity which could occur from large and 
small loses as well as variation in intensity along the loss structure itself. Detection of these 
types of light signals may be affected by SiPM operation.  
In the case of a destructive beam loss along the CLIC DB, the number of photons exiting the 
fibre is calculated to be in the order of 107/108 per pulse train [162] for the CLIC pulse train 
with a 365 μm diameter firbre. This equates to an incoming photon rate of 106 photons/ns.. 
This is far higher than the number of pixels available to fire on the device every nanaosecond. 
Therefore behavior of SiPM performance under high intensities of light is required to be 
understood in response to high intensities of light.  
In the case of short pulses of light saturation can occur from a limited number of pixels available. 
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The probability of a single pixel firing from a total number of pixels 𝑁𝑝𝑖𝑥  with an average 
number of Poissonian distributed photons 𝑁𝑝𝑕𝑜𝑡𝑜  can be found from the Bernoulli distribution 
with probability of detection 𝑃1and probability of no detection 𝑃0 
 
 
𝑃0 = 𝑒
 
−𝑁𝑝𝑕𝑜𝑡𝑜 ∙𝑃𝐷𝐸
𝑁𝑝𝑖𝑥
 
     
(3.20)  
𝑃1 = 1− 𝑒
 
−𝑁𝑝𝑕𝑜𝑡𝑜 ∙𝑃𝐷𝐸
𝑁𝑝𝑖𝑥
 
 
 
(3.21)  
The average number of fired pixels can then be written as : 
 
𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑁𝑝𝑖𝑥 ∙  1− 𝑒
 
−𝑁𝑝𝑕𝑜𝑡𝑜 ∙𝑃𝐷𝐸
𝑁𝑝𝑖𝑥
 
  (3.22) 
 
The PDE for a Hamamatsu S203632-33 SiPM is ~25% [185]. Figure 3.21 shows the above 
equation as a function of number of photons using. The number of fired pixels is approximately 
linear for a lower number of photons. However, as the number of photons increases the number 
of fired photons is asymptotic to the total number of fireable pixels represented as the dashed 
line. 
 
 
Figure 3.21: Number of fired pixels as a function of incident photons. The dashed black line is the total 
number of pixels available.  
 
This is true for short pulses. It becomes more complicated for longer pulses because as well as 
the limited number of pixels, the long recovery time of pixels means that during recovery of a 
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pixel it won‘t retrigger to a full output pulse.  
This is a problem that cannot be tackled directly but needs to be understood for different case 
scenarios. For this reason the sensors have been tested for two different input signals: 
 
1. Response to long and intense pulses 
2. Response to short double pulses 
 
3.5.3.1 SiPM Response under a High Load 
3.5.3.1.1 Experimental Results 
A series of experiments were conducted to observe the response of an SiPM under the 
illumination of long intense pulses of light. The length of the light pulse was selected to be 
longer than the pixel recovery time. 
The SiPM was biased using a Keithley 2450 source measuring unit (SMU) which allowed the 
current to be measured during the experiment and the output connected to an oscilloscope, 
Lecroy Wavesurfer 104 MXs-B with analogue bandwidth of DC to 1 GHz and terminated with a 
50 Ω resistor which matched the resistor on the acquisition box. A blue LED was pulsed using a 
pulse generator, Agilient 81150A, which generated rectangular pulse with some small rise time, 
2.5 ns. The LED was measured with a PMT to make sure the pulse shape was rectangular. No 
preamplifier was used in these experiments to avoid non-linearities and saturation at high light 
input. The second output of the pulse generator was connected to the scope for a trigger. 
Optical density filters with OD values from 0.1 to 3.0 were placed between the LED and SiPM 
to vary the light intensity reaching the detector whilst keeping the peak voltage supplied to the 
LED constant. OD filters were sandwiched together to obtain intermediary intensities. The LED, 
SiPM and readout electronics were housed in a black metallic container to stop stray photons 
being detected. As a result of the OD filters there was a small gap that stray light may leak 
through. For this reason an additional black box was placed around the set up and lights turned 
off to ensure that background signals were reduced as much as possible.   
This set up allows the SiPM response to be measured to long intense pulses. Figure 3.23 shows 
the scope output from an SiPM, green trace, when illuminated by a long 100 μs, low intensity 
pulse, blue trace, Figure 3.24 shows a more intense light pulse, green trace, onto the same SiPM, 
blue trace. 
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Figure 3.22: Experimental set-up to measure the output response of an SiPM subjected to a long intense 
light pulse from an LED. Optical density filters where used to vary the light intensity reaching the detector  
 
 
Figure 3.23: SiPM response to relatively low load. Blue trace indicates the LED pulse and the green trace 
is the SiPM response. Each vertical division is 2 mV. 
 
 
Figure 3.24: Scope output of SiPM output , blue trace, due to a long intensity of light, green trace. The 
output response can be identified by three distinct sections. 1) Initial rise 2) Decay to a plateau level. 3) 
Decay to zero when light is off. Each each vertical division is 2 mV. 
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In figure 3.23 the output response approximately follows a rectangular pulse, albeit with some 
fluctuations on the plateau. In this case rise and fall time of the detector response is limited to the 
recovery time of pixels as it is a convolution of the near rectangular response of the LED pulse, 
assuming a rise time of a couple of nanoseconds when measured with a standard PMT , and the 
long recovery tail in the tens of nanoseconds.  
The output response shown in figure 3.24 however does not resemble a rectangular pulse. The 
output shape can be characterised by three states: 
 
1. Initial peak 
2. Decay of initial peak to a plateau level 
3. Final decay after light has been turned off 
 
The initial peak, between t = 0 and t = 𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 ,  occurs due to the sudden illumination triggering all, 
or most, of the cells. Some cells are not available for triggering due to thermal noise and are in 
the recovering state however for the most pixels are fired. At this stage the number of fired 
pixels follows a Binomial distribution as in equation 3.22 and the mean count rate 𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑛  is given 
by [186]: 
 
𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑛  𝑡 =
𝑑𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑑𝑡
= 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖 ⋅ 𝑒
 −
𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖 ⋅𝑡
𝑁𝑝𝑖𝑥
 
 (3.23) 
 
Where 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖  is the potential count rate of electrons capable to fire a pixel which can be written in 
terms of PDE, 𝑁𝑝𝑕𝑜𝑡𝑜  and mean number of crosstalk events  𝑛𝑐𝑡  as: 
 
𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖=𝑁𝑝𝑕𝑜𝑡𝑜 ⋅𝑃𝐷𝐸⋅(1+𝑛𝑐𝑡 ) (3.24) 
 
In this section the firing process is an exponential with characteristic time  𝑁𝑝𝑖𝑥 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖 . In the 
region of time t ~ 𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙  the number of fired cells is a mixture of those just fired during the first 
stage and those in the process of almost recovering. This results in a decrease of signal from the 
peak in the first stage. 
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At times t >>  𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 ,  a plateau is reached due to the constant firing and recovering of cells at 
different rates. This can be described by a non-paralisable dead time model [187] which predicts 
an approximately Gaussian distribution of detection events with a constant mean count rate 
𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦  [186]: 
 
𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦 =
𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑡
1 +
𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑡 ⋅𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑝𝑖𝑥
= 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖 ⋅  1 + 𝑛𝑎𝑝   (3.25) 
 
where 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑡  is a steady state potential count rate taking into account the mean number of 
afterpulses 𝑛𝑎𝑝  per primary event. The light is then switched off. Within the signal output at this 
point is charge within the recovery process and afterpulsing events which eventually fall off to 
zero. Afterpulsing is present in figure 3.24 but cannot be seen at this scale. 
The experiments shown in the previous figure where controlled in intensity by varying the 
voltage supplied to the LED to turn it on. The LED was a cheap commercial device which 
changed shape in terms of rise and fall time as a function of applied voltage when measured with 
the PMT. Furthermore, there is considerable doubt to assume that spectral output behaves 
linearly to applied voltage. For this reason the OD filters were used. This allowed the pulse 
generator settings to be optimised for one setting and the intensity of light reaching the SiPM 
was varied by changing the OD filters between the LED and detector. 
The transmission of light through an OD filter is given by the equation [188]:  
 
𝑇 = 10−𝑂𝐷  (3.26) 
 
When combined in a sequence the transmission of light through a stack of filters is simply the 
result of multiplying the transmission value of each OD value used. The OD filters used and the 
associated errors [189] are give in table 3.4 with the transmission of light as a percentage 
calculated from equation 3.26 along with the error in that calculation. The transmission for each 
filter is quoted by the manufacturer for red light. However, further observation shows that in 
most cases red and blue values are similar. 
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Table 3.4: OD values with errors and the calculated transmission and error. 
OD Error Transmision (%) Error (%) 
0.1 ± 0.01 79.43 0.79 
0.2 ± 0.01 63.10 0.63 
0.3 ± 0.01 50.12 0.50 
0.4 ± 0.02 39.81 0.80 
0.5 ± 0.03 31.62 0.95 
0.6 ± 0.04 25.12 1.00 
1 ± 0.06 10.00 0.60 
2 ± 0.1 1.00 0.10 
3 ± 0.15 0.10 0.02 
4 ± 0.2 0.010 0.002 
 
 
The signals were recorded on the scope which measured the peak value of the waveform as well 
as the rise and fall times and also the integral of the waveform. Furthermore, the SMU allows the 
current drawn from the SiPM to be measured. The Keithley unit is a high precision device and so 
was considered a more accurate method of measurement. The LED was manually aligned with 
the SiPM so that maximum current was read from the SMU. Whilst the utmost care was taken 
that the LED was always aligned with the SiPM a 5% error is attributed to the current measured 
along with a round off error from recording the measured current. 
Figure 3.25 shows the recorded current as a function of the transmitted intensity of light. The 
plot on the left shows the full scale of all recorded points whilst the plot on right shows the same 
plot but only from 0 to 10 % of transmitted light. The plot shows a clear saturation curve where 
the current is saturating to a value just above 3 μA and this saturation begins to occur about 3-4% 
of the transmitted light. There a jump in current this can be seen in the plot on the right. 
Repeated values were taken in this region with the same result. 
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It was observed during experiments that the rise time of the detector output was a effected by the 
amount of light which reached the device. Figure 3.26 shows the results of measuring the rise 
time in this experiment. The left plot shows the rise time as a function of the OD transmission 
and the plot on the right shows the rise time plotted against the peak value. There is a clear linear 
trend between the rise time and pulse height. As with the previous figure a 5% error is attributed 
to potential misalignment. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.25: Left) Current measured on the SMU against the transmission of light from the LED 
calculated from the OD values. Right) Closer view of the curve from 0 to 10% of transmission.  
Figure 3.26:  Left) Rise time of SiPM response against the transmission of light reaching the detector. 
Right) Rise time plotted against peak height. 
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3.5.3.1.2 Analytical Model of SiPM Initial Response to High Intensities 
To understand the dynamics of an SiPM in the initial stages an analytical approach was taken. 
An analytical model of the output response of an SiPM under high load can be established by the 
convolution of the detector response and the light input. This is performed by taking the inverse 
Laplace transform, ℒ−1, of the multiplication of the Laplace transform, ℒ, of both the detector 
response and the light intensity input, 𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑕𝑡(𝑡), i.e: 
 
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑡 = ℒ−1 ℒ 𝑆𝑖𝑃𝑀 𝑡  ∙ ℒ 𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑕𝑡 𝑡    (3.27) 
 
The input response, 𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑕𝑡 , of the light source can be modelled as a quasi-step function with some 
finite rise time 𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷  and initial intensity rate 𝐼0: 
 
𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑕𝑡 𝑡 = 𝐼0 ⋅  1− 𝑒
−𝑡
𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷   (3.28) 
 
Taking the Laplace transform of equation 3.19 and equation 3.28, multiplying them and 
simplifying as much as possible the output function takes the form of the complicated expression 
(solved with computer solver Mathcad [190]): 
 
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑡,𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷 , 𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 , 𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙  =
𝐴 − 𝐵 + 𝐶
 𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷 − 𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙   𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷 − 𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒   𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒  
 (3.29) 
 
Where: 
 
𝐴 = 2𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷
2 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑡
2𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷 ∙ sinh  
𝑡
2𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷
 ⋅ 𝐼0 ⋅  𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒   (3.30) 
𝐵 = 2𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙
2 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑡
2 𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 ∙ sinh 
𝑡
2𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙
 ⋅ 𝐼0 ⋅  𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷 − 𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒   
(3.31) 
𝐶 = 2𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
2 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑡
2 𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 ∙ sinh  
𝑡
2𝜏𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
 ⋅ 𝐼0 ⋅  𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐷 − 𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙   
(3.32) 
 
This would be true if there were an infinite number of pixels which could be fired however the 
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limited number of pixels available to fire needs to be taken into account. The mean number of 
fired pixels in this case can be written by using the binomial based equation 3.22 and for the 
number of photons using the light intensity described in equation 3.28 and integrating over time 
for a total number of photons. The intensity rate,  𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 , of the mean number of fired pixels is 
then found from the differential of the mean number of photons as a function the number of 
photons from the LED. 
The intensity of fired photons is found from the convolution of the bi-exponential model and the 
mean rate of fired pixels. Convolving this using Laplace transforms does not result in a simple 
expression and so must be convolved numerically using the standard convolution integral: 
 
𝐼 =  𝑆𝑖𝑃𝑀 𝑡 ⋅
𝑡
0
𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑  𝜏 − 𝑡 𝑑𝜏 (3.33) 
 
The intensity is a function of LED intensity. This is plotted in figure 3.27 for different intensities. 
The number of fired pixels rate reaches a peak for all three intensities shown. This is a result of a 
limited number of pixels available to fire. The lowest intensity does not show a sharp peak as the 
intensity of light is so low. As a result of this there are still many pixels available to trigger 
unlike the high intensity case where the rate is so high that very soon there are limited pixels to 
fire and so the rate fall off. Furthermore, this may explain why for different intensities the rise 
time changed. Since the rate is higher, the SiPM will saturate faster and peak achievable output 
will be reached in a shorter time. 
What these studies have shown is that as expected SiPM performance under high loads are 
limited by finite pixel numbers. Furthermore, a long recovery time can lead to dead time effects 
and distort the true pulse shape of a light source. 
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Figure 3.27: Output from the convolution of bi-exponential SER pulse and the mean firing rate as a 
function of photons emitted from an LED with a finite rise time. 
 
3.5.3.2 SiPM response to Double pulses 
A study [191] was performed into assessing an SiPMs ability to recover in time to detect a 
second input pulse. To do this an experiment was conducted as the set up in figure 3.28. A signal 
generator was used to pulse two laser drivers which controlled two lasers which pointed onto an 
SiPM. The SiPM in this case was a. An optical density filter was used so the laser did not 
saturate the detector and a diffuser was used to produce homogenous coverage of light over the 
photosensitive area. The experimental area was covered and performed in dark conditions to 
block ambient lighting. 
 
Figure 3.28: Experimental layout to measure an SiPM response to double pulses [191]. 
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The signal generator produced a square pulse and a signal delay was introduced between the two 
laser pulses and varied from 1 to 300 ns. The output of the SiPM was read out with a Lecroy 
Waverunner 104-MXi-A scope with a bandwidth DC to to 1 GHz and was used to numerically 
integrate the output response to calculate charge. The charge from the device as a result of the 
second laser pulse was found from the difference between the total charge produced and the 
charge of the first pulse. 
An analytical model was established within this study which as a starting point uses equation 
3.28 however these do not take into account crosstalk. Figure 3.29 shows the comparison 
between experimentally obtained normalised charge from the second pulse and those predicted 
by the model for four intensities of light as a function of delay between the two laser pulses. The 
solid markers are those from experiment and the lines are predicted by theory. The analytical and 
experimental results do not match up quantitatively but the general trends are in agreement. 
 
 
Figure 3.29: Measured and analytical model results of the charge of the second pulse for four different 
intensities [191]. 
 
It was found in this analysis that for low light intensity signals that the number of fired pixels or 
recovery time had a significant impact on the response of the detector. When the intensity of 
light is enough to trigger 20% of the pixels on the board however this breaks down. The 
response of detector to second pulse after this though decreases when the delay between the two 
lasses is comparable to the pixel recovery time. This work has shown that again higher pixel 
densities on the SiPM can improve the situation. Furthermore, better models of SiPM 
characteristics may be used to extrapolate data. 
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3.6 Measurements at CTF3 
3.6.1 CTF3 
The CLIC Test Facility at CERN, CTF3, was built to test the novel two beam acceleration 
method, figure 3.30. To achieve a high gradient from the transfer of power requires a DB with 
sufficient current and energy. It is not possible to generate the required parameters of the DB 
from a standard electron source. A short length, small current beam needs to be manipulated to 
create a long high current beam required for high energy transfer. The first part of CTF3 is 
dedicated to producing this type of beam and uses a delay loop and combiner ring to do so. The 
second part of CTF3 is dedicated to testing the power transfer structures to a test beam line 
which runs parallel located within the CLEX hall. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.30: Layout of CTF3 [192]. 
 
A delay loop and combiner ring are used to increase the initial current from 3.5 A to 28 A. The 
DB is generated from a Cs2Te photocathode and is accelerated through a linear accelerator 
structure up to 150 MeV. The initial beam is a long train (1.4 μs) of 2928 bunches of electrons 
[39]. An RF deflector is then used to split buckets of bunches up. The deflector kicks every other 
bucket of bunches around a delay loop. The length of the delay loop is such that by the time the 
bucket makes one rotation around the loop the bucket is interleaved with a bucket that is not 
kicked into the loop by the RF deflector, thus doubling the total charge of the incoming buckets. 
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The size of the delay loop allows this interleaving to occur however the loop also includes a 
wiggler half way around the loop such that the total path length around the loop can be 
controlled for better precision [193]. Electrons exiting the delay loop are ordered in 140 ns long 
pulses separated by 140 ns. The beam is then transferred to a combiner ring. The combiner ring 
has two RF deflectors that compensate each other so a new train can be injected when it arrives. 
After one turn, bunches of the next train are interleaved between the first injected train and so on 
for 4 turns. The beam exiting the combiner ring is still 140 ns in length but the total train current 
has increased by a factor of four. Figure 3.31 shows the pulse structure before and after the delay 
loop and combiner ring combination. 
 
 
Figure 3.31: Pulse structure before and after manipulation. Beam current increases from 3.5 A to 28 A. 
 
 
Table 3.5: Comparison of selected parameters between CTF3 and CLIC [39]. 
Parameter TBL CLIC 
Number of PETS 16 1492 
Length of PETS (m) 0.80 0.21 
Initial average current (A) 28 101 
Initial Energy (MeV) 150 2400 
Mean energy extracted (%) ~54 84 
Number of FODO cells 8 524 
Pulse length (ns) 140 240 
Bunch Spacing (GHz) 12 12 
 
   
The beam is transferred to the CLEX hall where it is directed down one of two beam lines. The 
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first is the two beam test stand, TBTS, where a PETS tank transfers RF power to accelerate a 
probe beam in the CALIFES linear accelerator and the second is the test beam line, TBL, which 
is used to measure the stability of a decelerated beam. The TBL consists of 16 modules each 
containing a quadrupole, a beam position monitor and a PETS tank. Table 3.5 shows a 
comparison of TBL at CTF3 with the proposed CLIC drive beam. 
The long pulse structure will be a challenge for the optical fibre to locate losses. This is due to 
cross-talk [162] between pulses in which one pulse train can cause multiple losses along the 
accelerator and there is ambiguity in which light pulse exiting the fibre originated from where. 
 
3.6.2 Simulations of Losses 
Many simulations of beam losses along the TBL have been performed [194] [195] [196] for 
various loss scenarios and also arbitrary beam loss. Here, a description is given of a simple 
model of beam loss along the TBL [194]. Assuming that the beam can be modelled transversely 
as a two dimensional Gaussian. The parameters of this Gaussian when entering the TBL are 
found from a diagnostic section and matched to the FODO lattice. The energy loss in each PET 
is assumed to be equal from each structure. The amount of beam loss is found from the integral 
of transverse profiles with a limit greater than the beam pipe radius. 
 
𝑃𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆 =   𝑓 𝑠, 𝑟,𝜙 ⋅ 𝑟 ⋅ 𝑑𝑟 ⋅ 𝑑𝜙
∞
𝑟=𝑟𝑜
𝜙=𝜙𝑒
𝜙=𝜙 𝑖
 (3.34) 
 
Where f relates to the Gaussian profile and is a function of radial distance r, longitudinal position 
s and angle 𝜙 which is used as a way to estimate the direction of beam losses in a transverse 
plane. Four azimuthal regions were studied corresponding of 𝜙𝑒  and 𝜙𝑖  pairs. These are             
(-45°,45°), (45°,135°), (135°,225°) and (225°,315°) and referred to as right, top, left and bottom 
respectively in the following plots. 
Figure 3.32 shows the calculated fractional beam loss for a) a centred beam and b) a misaligned 
beam.  In the centred case a clear periodicity can be seen, with each peak corresponding to a 
quadrupole position. For the misaligned beam periodicity can be seen but distorted. 
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Figure 3.32: Fraction of beam loss for a) a perfectly centred beam and b) a misaligned beam [4]. 
 
Additional simulations have been performed using FLUKA [197], a Monte Carlo based 
programme which can be used to model the geometrical structure of the accelerator and 
components and measure fluence of radiation lost from a beam. To simulate a generic detector a 
region of air is modelled in various positions around the beam pipe and the fluence through this 
area recorded. The ideal position for a beam loss monitor can then be established from the 
simulation results. 
From these studies [195] it was found that losses will mostly be generated at quadrupoles. In this 
scenario most radiation is absorbed in the beam pipe and magnet elements. The radiation that is 
created in the shower mostly comprises of electrons, 64 %, with the rest being made up of 
photons, neutrons and positrons. The impact angle of beam loss was varied from 0° to 10° with 
maximum energy deposition directed towards the detector in the case of 10°. Placing the 
detector closer to the beam line leads to a higher signal through the detector but placement is a 
trade off between detecting a high signal and avoiding saturation in the case of high losses. 
 
3.6.3 Detector Layout 
A multimode fibre has been installed along the 22.5 m long TBL at CTF3 to test this technology 
under multi bunch beam conditions. Along with the fibre, three localised detectors are installed, 
namely: ACEMs and diamond detectors, discussed in some detail earlier in this chapter, and also 
Cherenkov crystal PEP-II radiator detectors. These localised detectors are used as an 
independent measure of beam losses detected by the fibre BLM. The location of all the fibres 
and localised detectors along the TBL are shown in figure 3.36 which also shows the location of 
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the PETS and quadrupoles. The specifics of each detector are now discussed in turn. As well as 
the BLM data taken, data from the BPMs was also available so beam loss can be seen from each 
BPM as it travels down the TBL. 
 
3.6.3.1 Fibre Layout 
The fibres installed at CTF3 are made from Heraeus preform and have a core and cladding 
thickness of 200 µm and 220 µm respectively. For the measurements presented here a 28 m fibre 
was installed parallel to TBL attached to a rope 28 cm above the beam line. A fibre of 25 m is 
attached to the downstream end of the fibre and a 75 m fibre attached to the upstream end of the 
fibre using fibre couplers ,measured to give approximately 80% transmission. These fibres are 
used to take the signal produced in the fibre parallel to the TBL to the photon detectors located 
outside the accelerator hall, where they are situated to protect them from potential radiation 
damage. Furthermore, placing the detectors outside of the main hall allowed them to be accessed 
without entering the hazardous CLEX hall during operation. Two additional fibres run alongside 
the downstream and upstream read-out fibres to subtract the background signals. Background 
signals are attributed to any signals created in the fibre which cannot be matched to a loss along 
the TBL, these may be from losses from other accelerator components (crosstalk) or losses from 
TBL which reach the fibre placed closer to the klystron gallery i.e. the fibre above the dotted line 
in figure 3.36.  The downstream correction fibre was damaged shortly after installation and no 
signals were detected. However, as it will be seen upstream signals are better for analysis.  
 
3.6.3.2 Silicon Photomultipliers  
The photon detectors were Silicon PhotoMultipliers (SiPMs). The model of SiPM used in these 
experiments was a Hamamatsu S10362-33-050C [198]. Each was biased with a voltage of 71.6 
V and is housed in a light tight box, figure 3.33, to protect the device from ambient lighting. The 
charge produced by the SiPM is converted to a voltage before exiting the box and sent to a 
LeCroy 104MXi-A 10 Gs/s oscilloscope with 1 GHz bandwidth. 
The distance between the fibre end and SiPM is 1 cm. This allows full coverage of light onto the 
detector. Photons that hit the detector are meridinal rays. Skew rays have a larger exit cone 
which means fewer skews rays are detected. This is intentional as skew rays arrive later than 
meridonal rays as a result of travelling a longer distance and lead to temporal broadening [162]. 
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Figure 3.33: Light tight box containing SiPM photodetector and readout electronics. 
 
The charge produced by the photodetector was amplified by a custom made transimpedance 
amplifier, figure 3.34. A transimpedance amplifiers gain is determined by the closed loop 
resistor and is an inverting current to voltage converter.  In this case the gain is a factor of 500. 
Capacitive elements in the circuit serve to reduce any ripple in the supplied voltages. The scope 
was terminated with a 50 Ω resistor which means the voltage is split between the load resistor 
and scope so gain measured by the scope is 250.  
 
Figure 3.34: Circuit diagram of readout electronics. Courtsey of E Effinger CERN. 
 
3.6.3.3 Localised Detectors 
Three detectors, ACEM, PEP-II and diamond pCVD, were installed downstream of the 8
th
  
quadrupole of the TBL, located 10.2 m down from the first quadrupole, in order to perform 
direct comparison of their response.  Furthermore, six extra ACEM detectors were installed 
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immediately after the 3
rd
, 4
th
, 7
th
, 11
th
, 12
th
, 15
th
 and 16
th
 quadrupoles in the FODO lattice. A 
configuration with one localised detectors in consecutive quadrupoles was chosen to potentially 
study the fraction of beam losses on the horizontal/vertical plane. To avoid saturation the 
detectors were placed 40 cm below the beam line. 
 PEP-II detectors are small Cherenkov detectors made from fused silica, 8 mm diameter and 10 
mm long, coupled to a photomultiplier tube. These detectors were borrowed from the PEP-II 
experiment in Stanford [199]. PEP-II detectors, like the ACEM detectors, require shielding for 
the PMT tube. The diamond detector used in these experiments was a polycrystalline diamond 
detector bought from CIVIDEC [200]. These detectors are powered by a high voltage power 
source. The ACEMs and PEP-II are biased negatively with operational voltages between -600 to 
-700 V and -500 to -600 V respectively. The diamond detector is positively biased with an 
operational voltage in the range of 500 to 600 V. All three localised detectors were read out with 
a 250 MHz ADC. Figure 3.35 shows the layout of localised detectors located beneath the beam 
line after the eighth quadrupole. 
 
 
  
Figure 3.35: Localised detector located after the eighth quadrupole.++
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Figure 3.36: Layout of fibres and localised detectors in the CLEX hall.  
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3.6.4 Measurements 
Various data samples were taken using the detector set-up described above during stable beam 
operation of TBL on the 15
th
 May 2013. The beam conditions during data acquisition were a 
beam current of 16 A and a pulse length of 150 ns. The fibre used for downstream background 
subtraction was damaged before measurements had taken place; hence no measurement of this 
signal was possible. The experiments were performed parasitically, i.e they were performed 
when other experiments were on going. 
Figure 3.37 represents an average of 25 pulse samples for the three localised detectors situated 
downstream of the eighth quadrupole in the lattice. The diamond detector produces a positive 
output since it was biased by a positive voltage and likewise the ACEM and PEP-II detectors 
were biased negatively which show a negative signal output. A clear difference in the time 
response between the detectors is observed. The PEP-II and the diamond detector are fast 
enough to follow the 150 ns beam pulse, providing also some information of the substructure of 
the beam losses within the bunch train. However, a small delay and widening of the signal is 
observed for the ACEM detector, which somewhat averages the structures observed in the other 
two detectors.  Note also the presence of a small pre-pulse starting at -400 ns below the base line 
for the ACEM detector. This effect is still under investigation. 
 
 
Figure 3.37: Average of 25 samples from the localised detectors. 
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Figure 3.38 shows the average for the same 25 samples on the signals observed by the working 
optical fibres.  The blue (green) line corresponds to the upstream TBL signal (background) fibre. 
The signal observed between -250 ns and -150 ns is a background contribution, as both the TBL 
signal and background fibre detect an identical pulse. The plateau observed immediately after is 
attributed to the positioning of the fibre at certain points along TBL. Due to space limitations 
with the support system used, the ends of the 28 m fibre were not parallel to the beam line. As a 
result of the angular dependent response of the fibre and the fact that the ends were orientated at 
a more sensitive angle to the loss shower, a higher signal is detected in these regions which 
generate a higher signal than other angles. Furthermore, the duration of the plateau is 
comparable to the beam pulse which means that this data is consistent with losses from single 
locations.   
The red line corresponds to the signal downstream fibre, which shows significantly higher 
amplitude compared to the upstream fibres. This is due to the fact that more particles are 
produced from losses in the downstream direction producing more photons and a higher signal.  
Moreover, the read out fibre connected to the downstream end of the TBL fibre is 50 m shorter 
than the corresponding upstream fibre; hence the signals travelling towards the downstream end 
are less affected by attenuation.   
The upstream and downstream response show different pulse shapes as a result of signal 
bunching. The beam propagates in the direction of the downstream photons which means that 
when losses occur in two locations, the photons generated from the first loss will propagate in 
the fibre in the time it takes the electron bunch to generate photons from the second loss event. 
This results in signals bunching together which are difficult to resolve, as seen in figure 3.38. 
For upstream signals the situation is improved as photons propagate away from further loss 
events. For this reason, it is easier to analyse upstream signals. 
There is a small rising edge and plateau observed between -530 ns and -430 ns in the 
downstream fibre, this is attributed to the background contribution.  The time shift between the 
start of the upstream and downstream signals comes from the different time of flight of photons 
travelling to opposite ends of the fibre. 
A plot of the background corrected signal after an average of 25 waveforms is shown in figure 
3.39. It can be seen that there is a positive signal between -250 ns and -150 ns. This occurs 
where the background signal fibre is larger than the TBL fibre. The fibres are installed side by 
side, however, this does not mean that every signal generated in the TBL fibre is also generated 
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in the background fibre and vice versa. 
 
 
Figure 3.38: Average of 25 samples from the optical fibres. 
 
Figure 3.39: Signals from the TBL fibre (black) and background fibre (red) and the difference between 
them (blue). 
 
3.6.5 Dose Calculations  
The approximate dose of the detectors can be calculated by using parameters discussed earlier in 
the chapter. To do so several approximations need to be made. All radiation hitting the detector 
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are assumed to be MIPs. The output charge from the detectors is found by integrating the voltage 
signals and calculating charge based on the fact the detectors were terminated with a 50 Ω 
resistor. The number of MIPs generated per Gray per unit area can be found from the minimum 
ionising energy and the relation given in equation 3.3. This approach was adopted from [201] 
and uses an error analysis suggest by [202] 
For the ACEM detector it is assumed that 5% of incident radiation produces secondary electrons 
[114], the PMT gain is approximately in the region of 104. The output charge per gray then 
given by: 
 
SAcem = 3.56
μC
Gy
 (3.35) 
 
For the PEP-II detector many more assumptions are required. Firstly it is assumed that the 
number of generated photons per MIP per cm is the region of 227 photons/(MIP.cm) [114]. Of 
the photons that are generated, 80% make it to the PMT photosensitive layer and 30% of them 
are detected. The number of detected photons per total photons produced is then 24% The PEP-
II active volume is 2.01 𝑐𝑚3 and like the ACEM detector the PMT gain is in the order of 104. 
The corresponding sensitivity is: 
 
SPEP = 0.64
mC
Gy
 (3.36) 
 
For the diamond semiconductor detector the active area is 0.64 mm
2
. An MIP travelling through 
diamond will produce 2.34 ⋅ 104 electron hole pairs and a charge collection efficiency of 30% 
[203]. A factor of a third is introduced as this is a poly crystalline diamond and so the total 
charge is approximately a third less compared to a defect free diamond [204].  Equation 3.37 
shows the approximate output charge for incident radiation, the factor 2 is attributed to an 
electron hole pair having twice the elementary charge. For the diamond detector the output 
charge per gray is: 
 
Sdiamond = 1.73
μC
Gy
 (3.37) 
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Table 3.6 below shows the approximate dose recorded from each detector. The PEP-II detector 
estimated dose does not match with the other detectors. The signal generation in PEP-II is more 
complicated and the assumptions stated may not be sufficient. The ACEM and diamond detector, 
however, are in good agreement.  
 
Table 3.6: The charge produced by each detector found from the scope output and an estimate of dose 
detected from each. 
Detector Charge (C) Dose (Gy) 
ACEM 4.96 ⋅ 10−10 (1.39 ± 0.24)⋅ 10−4 
PEP-II 7.87 ⋅ 10−10 (1.31± 0.29)⋅ 10−6 
Diamond 2.08 ⋅ 10−10 (1.20 ± 0.24) ⋅ 10−4 
 
3.6.6 Signal Deconvolution 
The pulse from the fibre readout is complicated. For this reason two methods of signal 
deconvolution were attempted. The first was a deconvolution with the single electron response 
of the SiPM and the second was with localised detector information. The reason for performing 
these techniques was to try and understand what is occurring along the beamline in terms of 
losses in the accelerator. 
 
3.6.6.1 SiPM Single Electron Response Deconvolution 
The output response from the SiPM is a convolution of the input into the SiPM from the fibre 
and the single electron response of the detector. The output response 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡  from the detector is 
found by the convolution integral of the input into the detector, 𝑆𝑖𝑛  and the detector 
response 𝑕𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑚 . The detector response in this case is simply the single electron response of the 
SiPM. The convolution is written as 
 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑆𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑕𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑚 (𝑡) =  𝑆𝑖𝑛  𝜏 𝑕𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑚  𝑡 − 𝜏 𝑑𝜏
∞
−∞
 (3.38) 
 
Here, the input response and the detector response is given in the time domain. It is more 
convenient to work in the frequency domain in this case as a convolution in the time domain is 
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simply a multiplication in the frequency domain, which is more straight forward to calculate 
compared to equation 3.38. By using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), it is possible to split a 
signal in time into its frequency components. Equation 3.38 can then be written as the following. 
 
𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡  = 𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝑆𝑖𝑛  ⋅ 𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑕𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑚 ) (3.39) 
 
By taking the FFT of the SiPM detector response and fibre signals, dividing them and inversing 
the FFT, 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡  can be retrieved. This technique is called deconvolution. 
This was performed for the two upstream fibres and the corrected waveform. A problem arose 
however, when trying to use the SiPM detector response. As a result of the limited bandwidth of 
the oscilloscope each data point is separated in time by approximately 2 ns which is in the order 
of the SiPM rise time. Thus when calculating the deconvolution, the SiPM pulse required that 
the length of the vector was the same length as the fibre signal. Information is then lost on 
timing and the number of detector responses that created the output pulse is approximate.  
Figures 3.40, 3.41 and 3.42 show the upstream background signal, TBL signal and background 
corrected signal respectively. A smoothing algorithm was used to remove ringing oscilliations. 
which often occurs in deconvolutions. No error analysis was performed for the deconvolution 
signal as the absolute number of units at any point in time is not under consideration but the 
pulse shape. Any uncertainties would be small (< 1%) compared to the large number of units 
which are present in the signal. 
 
Figure 3.40: Background signal and deconvoluted signal. 
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Figure 3.41: TBL signal and deconvoluted signal. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.42: Difference between TBL fibre and background fibre signal and deconvoluted signal. 
 
The purpose of performing deconvolutions with the detector response is to remove the smearing 
effect the SiPM response has on the output signal which may hide loss structure. From figures 
3.40, 3.41 and 3.42 it can be seen that the deconvoluted signal is only different from the output 
signal (green) in only amplitude and sign, i.e. the deconvolution does not improve the 
understanding of the particle loss distribution as no further structure is resolved. The amplitude 
of the deconvoluted signal here suggests that the detectors were not under high loads in this case 
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due to the low number of units obtained in the deconvolution. However, it appears that long 
pulses with low sampling frequency means no further information can be established.  
Furthermore, looking at figure 3.42 the positive signal from the subtraction of the TBL fibre and 
background fibre leads to an additional contribution in the deconvoluted signal which is not 
attributed to any loss along the beam line. This further shows that the signal correction using a 
background fibre is not suitable for any advanced analysis. This method of background 
correction is not ideal and other methods, discussed in the chapter summary and conclusion, are 
being pursued. 
 
3.6.6.2 Localised Detector Deconvolution 
A second deconvolution technique uses the localised detector signals and based on a method 
proposed in [196]. The signals observed from a fibre can be expressed as the convolution: 
 
𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑒 =  𝑆𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑐 𝑕 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑓 𝑡 − 𝜏 𝑑𝜏 (3.40) 
 
Sbunch represents the contribution from losses produced by a single bunch to the total signal 
observed in the fibre, Sfibre. The time evolution of beam losses throughout the beam pulse, f (t-τ), 
is assumed to be provided by the signal response in the installed PEP-II and diamond detectors. 
The ACEM detector was not selected as it is slow and did not show the same pulse structure like 
the other two detectors. As with the SiPM deconvolution, transforming equation 3.40 to the 
frequency domain, the single bunch contribution can be found. 
The frequency domain does not contain any information about the origin of the loss; however it 
may provide an insight on the periodicity of beam losses. Beam losses are expected to occur at 
every quadrupole. Assuming that the signal is produced in the fibre at the same location and 
simultaneously with the beam loss it is easy to obtain, using the speed of light in the fibre as 2/3 
c and a beam travelling at c, that Sbunch should have a significant contribution around 425 MHz. 
Equivalently, if losses happen only on alternate quadrupoles the frequency contribution should 
be 213 MHz. This second case is interesting as the beam size in the TBL is significantly higher 
in the horizontal plane. Hence, losses at every defocusing quadrupole are more likely to occur 
[194]. 
Figure 3.43 shows the resulting power spectrum for Sbunch for a single data sample. The signal of 
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the upstream fibre, with a correction using the corresponding background signal, is used for the 
calculation of Sfibre (ω) via FFT. Two other FFTs are applied to calculate f(w) as seen by the 
Diamond and PEP-II detectors. There are large differences in the spectrums obtained for the two 
localised detectors, as two clear peaks are observed around 300 and 420 MHz only in the case of 
the diamond detector. The 420 MHz pulse may be a repeat of the 200 MHz pulse. The common 
feature to the two power spectrums is a peak at 200 MHz. For an analysis over 20 pulses, a 
common peak at a frequency ranging from 200 to 230 MHz was observed. A peak on the 
spectrum on this range may indicate the detection of losses in non-consecutive quadrupoles. 
Furthermore, the signal from ACEM detectors is greatly reduced for consecutive detectors which 
may also indicate this. Several factors, such as the effect of noise and the systematic differences 
encountered between the two localised detectors have not been taken into account and would 
require further investigation in future experiments. 
 
 
Figure 3.43: Estimate of bunch loss frequency using the fibre and localised signal detectors. 
 
3.6.7 Further Experiments 
More recent experiments [205] have been performed with an optical fibre BLM at CTF3 and at 
the Australian synchrotron light source. The experiments presented in this chapter were 
performed parasitically, with little control over the beam parameters, which made it difficult to 
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assess the system‘s full performance as a BLM.  
It has been shown at the Australian synchrotron that locating losses with long electron beam 
pulses may be possible using an optical fibre coupled to an SiPM. In these experiments the pulse 
length of the electron beam was increased so the performance of the detector could be observed; 
this was not possible with the experiments performed at CTF3.   
 
 
Figure 3.44: Loss signal measured from an optical fibre and the associated distance along the accelerator. 
Pulse shapes for longer trains are averaged out and it is difficult to locate the loss [205]. 
 
Figure 3.44 shows the detected loses, peaks, for pulse trains with bunches of 15, 25, 50 and 75 
bunches which corresponds to pulses of lengths 30 ns, 50 ns, 100 ns and  150 ns, respectively. 
Determining loss location at longer pulse lengths is difficult as the pulse structure average out, 
however with correct analysis techniques like deconvolutions it may be possible to understand 
loss position. Experiments such as this will allow the performance of an optical fibre beam loss 
monitor to be tested to greater detail. 
 
3.7 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter a new type of beam loss monitor was presented which may be advantageous 
particularly in large accelerator facilities such as the Compact Linear Collider . This new BLM is 
based on optical fibres with photodetector readout, this chapter presented experiments conducted 
at the CLIC test facility as an early study to assess its applicability as a CLIC BLM. 
The chapter began by introducing the reasons behind beam losses and to cover some of the 
standard techniques in which they are usually measured. A full strategy is already in place for 
the CLIC BLM system based on ionisation chambers, however, to cover the full length of the 
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accelerator a great many number of detectors would be required and therefore expensive. To this 
end, a new type of BLM based on fibres is being considered which could cover whole sections 
of beam line just using one detector. The basic principle of the operation of this technology in 
this context was described in this chapter with additional discussions about fibres themselves. It 
was necessary to cover this as the choice in fibre type and length will have far reaching 
consequences on its applicability as a beam loss monitor. 
For the photodector readout SiPMs are currently under investigation as they offer many 
advantages to commonly used PMT technology. However, it is not a simple matter of replacing 
PMTs with SiPMs. The chapter continued by discussing the operation of SiPMs along with 
detailed characterisation of the expected performance in beam loss monitoring applications. 
Several experiments were conducted to characterise two devices and it was seen that SiPMs are 
potentially ideal detectors as BLM as they offer excellent timing resolution with which a loss 
may be detected. However, when considering SiPM performance under high intensities of light 
and also pulses close in time at high intensities it was found that SiPMs begin to saturate due to a 
limited number of pixels and also from dead time due to long pixel recoveries.  In both of the 
experiments mentioned it is clear that the pixel number plays a big role when considering 
implementing them into a BLM system. Devices with high pixels densities, as high as 90,000 
[206], are currently under development and will likely solve saturation effects which may occur 
in beam loss monitoring from big losses. Furthermore, improvements in the design and the 
understanding of the avalanche process means that devices are now being made with improved 
characteristics with regards to crosstalk and after-pulsing. Both of these improvements will see 
SiPMs being introduced into many more areas of science.  
The chapter concluded with experimental data recorded at the CLIC test facility during the 
timeframe of this project. The layout of test facility was discussed and the location of the 
detectors and signal processing were also covered. Data sets were obtained for fibre data along 
the main accelerating structure along with background correction fibres and also detector signals 
from localised detectors. All signals were collected with a time stamp so losses detected from the 
fibres and also the localised detectors could be cross examined. The signals from each detector 
were discussed in turn before moving onto more advanced signal analysis. 
Deconvolution methods were discussed as part of signal analysis. The first method using the 
SiPM detector response and the second based on localised detector response. The latter was 
performed as an attempt to understand frequency of losses based on two detectors, the long fibre 
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and localised detectors. The former is the preferred technique for deconvolution since the latter 
required localised detectors and the benefit of the long optical fibre is the requirement for fewer 
detectors. In this analysis the localised detector deconvolution worked better as it gives a hint 
that losses are occurring at every other quadrupole. This has also been suggested through 
simulations. The straight deconvolution is limited as a result of fibre layout within CTF3. The 
background correction fibre idea is only a loose approximation of the signal generated along the 
fibre not placed along the TBL. From the waveforms shown in figure 3.38 it is clear that using 
the background fibre the contribution from signals not generated along the TBL can be identified. 
However, when trying to perform an analysis quantitatively the subtraction is insufficient. 
Placing the fibres side by side does not mean the same signal is generated in each. 
 One idea currently under development on the basis of the results from the here-presented studies 
is to redesign the fibre layout at CTF3. The background fibre would be removed and replaced by 
a hollow core fibre. This will allow light signal to be carried to the external photodetectors, 
however, since they are hollow no signal will be generated which means a background 
correcting fibre would not be required. This idea is still in the early stages of development and 
issues such as coupling to the standard TBL fibre still needs to be addressed, however, it appears 
to be an interesting and innovative solution to improving experiments at CTF3. 
An issue that is currently under question is the ability to distinguish losses from the DB and MB 
and avoid cross-talk of loses between the two beamlines. A recent study [207] has shown that 
this might be a main limitation of the system and is another factor that needs to be considered. 
The studies presented here shown an initial attempt to understand their applicability as a CLIC 
BLM, however, many more are needed. 
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Chapter 4: 
Conclusions and outlook 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The concepts and work developed within this PhD project helped improve the generation, 
diagnostics and control of electron beams.  
The first chapter began with a short summary of the history of electron accelerators leading on to 
over-arching concepts of electron beams including accelerating gradients, the so-called TWISS 
parameters, and beam emittance. Two applications of electron beams were then presented: Free 
electron lasers and electron/positron colliders. Both of these applications despite being used for 
different reasons rely on excellent beam quality which was to be the underlying focus of all 
following chapters. The first half of the thesis aimed at trying to understand electron emission 
properties to optimise beam quality whilst the second half targeted studies into beam quality 
control via loss detection. 
 
4.1  Electron Beam Generation 
The second chapter focussed on the low energy regime of electron beams. This took the form of 
introducing concepts behind electron sources and introducing the TESS experiment at the 
Cockcroft Institute which aims to understand electron emission from photocathodes finding the 
longitudinal energy distribution of emitted electrons. 
The chapter began by explaining the physics behind different electron sources with a 
presentation of the state-of-the-art in field emission, thermionic emission and photoemission 
sources. The TESS experiment is designed to measure both the transverse and longitudinal 
energy distribution of photoemitted electrons. An overview of the experimental set up was 
presented and two proposed techniques to measure the longitudinal energy distribution of 
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electrons emitted from gallium arsenide, the material of choice during TESS commissioning. 
The first was to use TESS‘ wire meshes to create an energy window between the wires and the 
second to generate a gap in potential between the electron source and detector plate. In both 
cases electrons must overcome a potential generated by the system with detection of a signal 
occurring as a result of the initial energy distribution of the emitted electrons. 
In order to understand these two methods it was necessary to investigate into the dynamics 
within the experiment. To this end a particle tracking code was developed which could perform 
this task. Furthermore, to understand the mesh filter technique the exact field surrounding the 
wire mesh needed to be understood. An analytical study was performed to see whether an 
expression could be derived which explained the fields accurately. Starting from several 
simplifications an analytical expression was found, however, it was concluded that no exact 
solution can be found even for the simple case of a single mesh. It was at this point that finite 
element analysis software was used to calculate field maps surrounding a mesh structure. Several 
studies were performed to optimise the model and to better understand the electrostatic fields 
surrounding a multi mesh system. Results were crossed checked with another finite element 
multi-physics package. The tracking code was then introduced with the structure of the code and 
operation procedure carefully described.  
The chapter then returned to the underlying questions on the physics of the emission process 
with the union of both experimental and simulated data. Experimental results were obtained for 
both techniques. For the mesh filter technique it was found that the signal reduced over a large 
potential gap. By simulating this technique it was found that an aperture window created in the 
wire mesh region was the source of the reduction of signal over a wide range. Furthermore, it 
was shown from simulations that a position on the micro channel plate could not be correlated to 
the transverse distribution of electrons, with complicated diffraction-like patterns being observed 
using controlled initial conditions. The parameters used in the first set of experiments showed 
that using this technique it was not possible to obtain a longitudinal energy distribution curve of 
emitted electrons due to two reasons:  
 
1. A low signal when the centre mesh potential is equal to the cathode potential. 
2. Ambiguity into the true potential of the system due to the Volta potential. 
For an electron to be detected as a result of the initial energy alone and not due to the energy 
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gain within the system the potential at the centre of the wire mesh needs to be equal to the 
cathode potential. At high voltages the aperture window in the wire mesh drops several volts in a 
short distance which effectively meant there was a very small window which the electrons to 
enter and be detected. This was understood through finite element analysis calculations and 
further demonstrated in tracking simulations. These studies suggested that lower voltages may 
be better and in simulations it was possible to obtain a signal, albeit a very small one, on the 
MCP. Even with this information it is difficult to obtain meaningful results. The Volta potential 
means that there is an unknown shift in potential in the system. From the intensity of the signal it 
is therefore impossible to know at what potential the system is completely stopping electrons 
based on initial conditions alone. This is before even more complications are considered such as 
geometrical distortions, which were shown to influence the fields of the system, and emission 
spot position in relation to mesh spacing. For this reason it was concluded that this technique not 
be used to calculate longitudinal energy distribution curves. The MCP/Cathode potential gap 
technique was more successful in obtaining a longitudinal energy distribution curve. Even 
though it was not necessary to simulate this experiment it offered an excellent opportunity to test 
the code in a configuration in which it is known it should work. It was found that there were 
certain situations in which simulations were suggesting that particles were lost despite the initial 
belief that they should be detected. After a thorough study of the code it was concluded that 
particles were being lost due to a transfer of velocity from the longitudinal to the transverse 
component. This shift in velocity left electrons with insufficient longitudinal velocity to reach 
the MCP and be detected. It was found that this effect was observed regardless of the applied 
potential to the wire mesh and even if a single mesh were used. This effect was unpredicted and 
was only found by utilising the tracking code. 
The output of this work was a significant improvement in the understanding of the TESS 
experiment in both techniques which were explored. This could not have been achieved without 
the tracking code which was developed. The work also identified several additional areas which 
may be pursued at a later time. 
 
 Incorporation of electrons lost due to velocity transfer: 
This effect was only identified after assuring that it was not a software error and has not 
yet been included in the model.  
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 Effects from the MCP detector: 
Currently, electrons in the code could reach extremely short distances away from the 
MCP and still not be detected. In the FEA software the MCP was modelled as a flat plate. 
In actuality the MCP has many small channels which would distort the electric field 
somewhat. This may have an effect on the final measured distribution. The experimental 
analysis does not take this effect into account either but understanding the overall 
contribution from these effects would be of interest. 
 
 Transverse experiments: 
The code developed has been entirely dedicated to longitudinal studies and has not yet 
been applied to enhance the understanding of transverse measurements. Even though 
transverse measurements can be described through electric lenses alone it would be 
interesting to compare the code with established analytical equations. Furthermore, 
detailed tracking studies may highlight unknown effects which may not have been 
considered correctly previously. An unmentioned example of this was when the code 
was used to explain a lensing effect observed when a high MCP front potential was 
applied.  
 
4.2 Beam Loss Detection  
Chapter three began with an introduction to this work and contained concepts related to beam 
loss monitoring and charged particle detectors. The chapter began by introducing several 
parameters which are used to describe a detector. Several commonly used detectors were 
described along with their individual advantages, limitations and approximate sensitivities. The 
proposed beam loss monitoring system for the CLIC accelerator was presented along with the 
requirements on the CLIC machine protection system. It is clear from the sheer size of CLIC that 
many thousands of local detectors would be required to cover the entire accelerator complex.  
For this reason a new type of beam loss monitor is under investigation based on optical fibre 
technology. This detector relies on a signal generated by charged particles inducing Cherenkov 
radiation which is then transported down the fibre and detected by a photosensor. The 
technology behind optical fibres was described with the aim of applying them for a beam loss 
monitor. The expected signal as a function of geometrical and material properties such as size 
and refractive indices was presented and some general considerations such as the restriction in 
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length due to attenuation and radiation effects were also discussed. 
The chapter then proceeded with investigations into silicon photomultipliers which were the 
light sensors used at the fibre ends and the detectors used in the experiments presented later in 
the chapter. Experiments had shown that detector performance can improve or hinder what is 
understood about the beam from the optical fibre beam loss monitor. The principle operation of 
the detector was introduced with their operation and structure described along with unique 
operation effects which can limit their performance, namely afterpulsing and crosstalk. Their 
performance was tested in experiments to better understand their characteristics. Results were 
compared to analytical models that have been developed in the frame of this work. The outlook 
of this side of work is linked to the development of the detector technology itself. Currently it is 
difficult to understand the SiPM output signal from an arbitrary signal input. However, SiPM 
technology is a rapidly expanding area with applications in many areas beyond accelerator 
physics and many of the challenges highlighted in this thesis are being addressed. General trends 
of design performance are driven towards more pixels on the board, which means a greater 
dynamic range can be measured, faster rise and fall times, lower crosstalk and afterpulsing, as 
well as a better understanding of the performance from a statistical point of view. All of these 
improvements will benefit an SiPM-based optical fibre beam loss monitoring system. 
The chapter finished with a presentation of the results from experiments conducted at the CLIC 
Test Facility. Previous simulation studies were presented which studied various loss scenarios 
using analytical methods and Monte Carlo codes. Several detectors were installed at CTF3 
which included a main detection fibre placed above the test beam lines, fibres to take the signals 
to the klystron gallery where the photodetectors were located, as well as background fibres 
which were placed alongside the readout fibres. The latter allowed a signal subtraction to be 
carried out to account for signals generated not along the test beam line. In addition to the optical 
fibres three types of localised beam loss monitors were also installed for parallel measurements 
and cross-comparison of data. These included an aluminium based secondary emission monitor, 
ACEM, a small Cherenkov crystal coupled to a photomultiplier tube, borrowed from the PEP-II 
experiment, and a diamond based semiconductor detector as it is currently used in the Large 
Hadron Collider. The beam pulse used for the experiment had a beam current of 16 A with a 150 
ns long pulse length, much longer than previous experiments using this technology. From the 
signal of the localised detectors it was seen that they all recorded a similar length pulse, however, 
the ACEM detector was slower than both the diamond and PEP-II detectors which showed sub 
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pulse structure with similar shapes appearing in both. Using analytical considerations the 
approximate dose of each localised detector was calculated. The diamond and ACEM detector 
where found to be generally consistent, however, the PEP-II was some way off the other two 
detectors. The background fibre for the upstream fibre was unfortunately damaged before 
measurements were taken. It was shown, however, that upstream signals were far better suited 
for studying loss structures due to signal bunching for upstream photons. Deconvolution 
techniques were then performed based on the photodetector response and also using the localised 
detectors to understand the frequency of losses. The latter was performed using the PEP-II and 
diamond detectors. It was found that the frequency of losses appeared to be consistent with 
losses at every other quadrupole with spectrum peaks observed in one location common when 
using either detector. This is in agreement with simulations. The second deconvolution method 
applied a more conventional approach, however, it was found that the bandwidth of the scope 
was insufficient to fully reconstruct the rise time of the detector response. Therefore, the fine 
structure of rise and fall time was lost. Based on the work carried out within this project several 
additional studies are being considered. These include the following: 
 
 Removal of background correction fibres and change of readout fibres: 
Hollow core fibres are now being considered as readout fibres for CTF3. The work 
presented in this thesis showed that the background correction, whilst showing a similar 
pulse shape, was not always correct after background subtraction and led to inverse 
signs. This was due to the fact that not the exact same signals were generated in each 
fibre. Removing the background fibres entirely and replacing the readout fibres with 
hollow core fibres could help overcoming this problem. Signals would be transported to 
the photodetectors whilst not allowing any further signals to be generated. 
 
 Improvements to the readout electronics design. 
Signal amplification as part of the here-presented studies was realisgged using a rather 
simple transimpedance amplifier. Its design has subsequently been improved to allow 
more stable operation of the voltage readout. The revised design is now being used in all 
beam loss measurements. 
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 Dark Current Measurements 
Larger core fibres might be more sensitive and have the potential to generate larger 
signals. This could allow a direct route for measuring dark current. Studies are ongoing 
and initial results look promising. 
 
 Investigations at other facilities 
Multiple experiments have recently been performed at another electron accelerator 
facility, the Australian Synchrotron in Melbourne. This allows a better control of the 
stored electron beam and loss generation. The aim of these studies is to identify the true 
position resolution of an optical fibre-based beam loss monitoring system. 
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Appendix A: Velocity Distribution Relations 
 
Figure A1 shows a velocity system of a blue particle described in spherical co-ordinates of 
velocity magnitude v and angles 𝜙 and 𝜃.  
 
 
Figure A1: Description of velocity coordinates of a particle 
 
The equivalent Cartesian coordinates can be written as: 
 
𝑣𝑥 = 𝑣 cos 𝜃 sin 𝜙  (A.1) 
𝑣𝑦 = 𝑣 sin 𝜃 sin 𝜙       (A.2) 
𝑣𝑧 = 𝑣 cos 𝜙  (A.3) 
 
The kinetic energy of an electron of mass m is given by: 
 
𝐸 =
1
2
𝑚𝑣2 (A.4) 
 
If the transverse velocity 𝑣𝑇  is defined as the magnitude of the velocity in the 𝑣𝑥  and 𝑣𝑦  plane 
then: 
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𝑣𝑇
2 = 𝑣𝑥
2 + 𝑣𝑦
2 (A.5) 
𝑣𝑇
2 = 𝑣2𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜙 + 𝑣2𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜙        (A.6) 
𝑣𝑇
2 = 𝑣2𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜙  𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝜃 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃   (A.7) 
𝑣𝑇
2 = 𝑣2𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜙  (A.8) 
 
Similarly, taking 𝑣𝑧  to be in the longitudinal direction it follows for the longitudinal velocity 𝑣𝐿: 
 
𝑣𝐿
2 = 𝑣2 cos2(𝜙) (A.9) 
 
The equivalent transverse, 𝐸𝑇 , and longitudinal, 𝐸𝐿, energy can be written as: 
 
𝐸𝑇 =
1
2
𝑚𝑣𝑇
2 =
1
2
𝑚𝑣2𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜙  (A.10) 
𝐸𝐿 =
1
2
𝑚𝑣𝐿
2 =
1
2
𝑚𝑣2𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝜙  (A.11) 
 
The total velocity is the sum in quadrature of the longitudinal and transverse velocity, i.e.: 
  
𝑣2 = 𝑣𝐿
2 + 𝑣𝑇
2 = 𝑣2 cos2 𝜙 + 𝑣2 sin2 𝜙  (A.12) 
 
Multiplying both sides of by 
1
2
𝑚 
: 
1
2
𝑚𝑣2 =
1
2
𝑚 𝑣2 cos2 𝜙 +
1
2
𝑚𝑣2 sin2 𝜙  (A.13) 
 
Comparing Eq.(A13) with (A4), (A10) and (A11) it follows: 
 
𝐸 = 𝐸𝐿 + 𝐸𝑇  (A.14) 
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Appendix B: Further Code Description 
 
The following diagrams give the subsystems discussed in chapter 2. The first diagram is the 
umbrella which contains all aspects of the code. The legend shows what each box represents. 
This is for the simplest case, for example, velocity values can be sent to the Matlab workspace 
similarly to how x,y and z are here. However, in this figure, this is not shown. 
 
 
Figure B1: Overarching code layout 
 
Lookup tables effectively look up values based on a table pre-loaded before the code is run. The 
field maps exported from finite element solvers are defined in tables corresponding to field data 
at positional co-ordinates which increases incrementally. Before the code is run, two operations 
need to be performed. First the Electric fields in term of radii and Cartesian co-ordinates need to 
be defined and secondly breakpoints need to be defined which tells the Simulink program at 
what point there are co-ordinates defined. The look up table then uses an interpolation method to 
define an electric field value. The algorithms used to organise the field maps so they can be used 
by the code for 2D and 3D field maps are written as: 
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2D Algorithm: 
 
 
 
3D Algorithm: 
 
 
The following diagram shows how the look up tables are used within the Simulink code. For the 
two dimensional sub-system, it is necessary to make a radius. Once the electric field is returned 
it is necessary to split this into the x and y directions. This is done by multiplying the field value 
by the x/y co-ordinate and then dividing by the radius. It is possible to run the drift region in 3D 
also, in this case it is identical to the mesh region box with the exception that the Ncell function 
is removed and similarly the above algorithms are defined in the same way for both. 
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Figure B2: Electric field lookup block. 
 
The following figure shows the Simulink function which checks if the position co-ordinate is on 
a wire or the MCP. The lookup tables are loaded similarly to the electric field values before the 
code is run. The XY loss table defines the transverse position of the wires of the mesh and the z 
loss table contains information on the longitudinal location of the wires and the MCP. The 
values contained in the XY and Z loss tables are so that if the electron needs to be stopped the 
result of the addition of both branches must equal two. In this case a 0 is sent to figure A1, if not 
then a 1 is sent and the tracking proceeds as normal with no freezing of the velocity. The XY 
loss table is defined as a square. This is not true of the mesh cell which has a small bending 
radius. The amount of free space is small compared to the covered area so the assumption is 
reasonable. The multiplication factor of 1.9 allows the logic of the algorithm to work when the 
XY loss tables return values of 0 and 1. 
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Figure B3: Grid loss check block. 
 
The following figure is what is used to relocate the mesh space position to the position in the 
solved mesh cell.. If the sizes are different from 0.5 x 0.5 mm the multiplier (in the case below 
x2) within the code will require changing. The required change would require that for a pitch 
side length D mm that: D x multiplier = 1 mm. 
 
 
Figure B4: Algorithm to calculate position in the centre cell. 
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